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Foreword
Today’s utilities have to transform into smart utilities. Those that succeed
in this transition will operate an efficient smart grid, decarbonize their
generation, and provide new services to their customers.

This book shares the vision of Schneider Electric on how utilities get started on this journey to
becoming smarter utilities. The authors of this book, who are top experts in their fields at Schneider
Electric, offer their perspectives on how to address new business models while still attaining a high
degree of grid reliability and safety.
Schneider Electric has a long history of involvement with the utility industry. Since the end of the
19th century, our experts have worked hand-in-hand with our utility partners to deliver stable power
to homes and businesses. Now the stakes are higher because the world is digitally connected,
and human prosperity hinges upon the ability of power networks to deliver 24/7 around the globe.
Our people believe that our joint mission, if properly executed, can make life better for businesses
and for the 1.3 billion people who have yet to access utility power. We are also keenly aware of the
impact of power generation activities on the well-being of the planet.

Xavier MOREAU
Strategic Marketing
Director, Electric Utilities
Segment

We wrote this book to describe how automation will help utilities modernize and extend their grid.
We address how utilities can bridge the gap between information systems and operations to
leverage data for improved customer service. We discuss how utilities can better manage flexible
demand to mitigate variable generation. We also explore how utilities can cost-effectively enhance
their plants, integrate renewables, and build microgrids to generate cleaner, safer power.

How to read this book
Although one can read this book continuously from start to end, it has been designed as a
multimedia document that is easy to browse through. Solution “callouts” and “micro” success
stories are dispersed throughout the text to provide additional inputs to the ideas that are
presented. Links to product information are provided for those who wish to skip ahead to
recommended solutions. Upon request we can also provide you with a print version of this book.
Please consider this book to be the start of a dialogue. Engage us and challenge our ideas for how
to mold a better future. In the meantime, enjoy this book and may it help you on your journey to a
smarter utility!
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The average American consumes approximately three times
the energy of his 1960 counterpart, about 13,200 kWh per
year. In India, the average Indian has gone from consuming
0 kWh to consuming 680 kWh each year.

Preface

Energy at a pivotal moment
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World energy consumption per capita by source, 1800-2000
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Driving economic growth while decreasing energy reliance
Developed countries are rebuilding their aging infrastructures and economies to compete in
the global economy. Developing countries face the ongoing challenges of industrialization and
urbanization. Let us not forget that there are still 1.3 billion people who lack access to any energy
at all. Hence, the world maintains a seemingly insatiable demand for energy, which is expected
to double by 2050; yet at the same time, scientists warn that to avoid disastrous (and costly)
events from climate change, while the world increases its energy resources, it must also reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions (mainly CO2) by half.
The world cannot afford an ever-increasing cost of energy due to the difficulty of increasing energy
resources, such as with deep offshore oil and gas drilling, and higher risks associated with getting
energy from harsh or unstable regions of the world.
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But is the situation impossible? No. Schneider Electric can help utilities and other stakeholders
provide safe, reliable, affordable, and clean energy for their economies and people — enabling the
decoupling of economic growth from the growth of energy demand.
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We know that progress is possible, and we are committed to leading the movement to create a more
efficient, sustainable, and connected world. Leveraging advancements in operational technologies,
we can offer the unprecedented opportunity to empower our industries and cities to deliver a better
quality of life. In the following chapters, we explore today’s energy trends and challenges, and how
they affect the utility industry and its customers in particular. We also present opportunities that can
provide a strategic foundation for future growth, comfort, and prosperity.

Although there are still some debates among experts on the causal relationship between Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and energy, no one would argue that energy has the power to propel people
out of poverty, improve economic conditions, and provide a better quality of life for billions of people. It’s
a basic human need.
Take the United States and India for example. More than half a century ago, their living conditions
differed greatly. In 1960, an average American worked 40 hours a week and earned €4,842 a year.
To get from their home in a sprawling new suburban community to work and back, they owned one
car that could be fueled at 22 cents per gallon. At home, they had a radio — maybe a TV; and they
consumed 4,000 kWh of electricity a year. These American workers could expect to have considerable
discretionary spending until they died at the old age of 70.
1
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Meanwhile, halfway around the world in India, life was often considered nasty, brutish, and short. In
1960, the country had one of the lowest per capita incomes in the world. The average Indian earned €53
a year and lived in a one-room dwelling with no electricity and no car. Life expectancy was only 42.
6

5

Now, in 2016, an average person in both countries is likely to live in a sprawling metropolis. An average
American works 47 hours a week, earning €47,548 a year. He has one or two cars that he fuels for
around €2.20 per gallon. Possessions include TVs, a computer, and a smartphone. He consumes
approximately three times the energy of his 1960 counterpart, about 13,200 kWh per year.
7
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In India, the average Indian has gone from consuming 0 kWh to consuming 680 kWh each year. Onethird of the country’s labor force is employed in service-oriented industries — mostly IT and business —
working their way into the middle class, buying their first cars, and spending discretionary money.
4
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Graph Source: M
 ax Roser (2016) – ‘Energy Production & Changing Energy Sources’. Published online at OurWorldInData.org.
Retrieved from: https://ourworldindata.org/energy-production-and-changing-energy-sources/ [Online Resource]
1. Economic History Association: Hours of Work in U.S. History 2. Dollars and Dreams: The Changing American Income Distribution by Frank Levy, from Wikipedia,
standard of living United States 3. The People History: 1960s News, Events, Popular Culture and Prices 4. The World Bank 5. World Life Expectancy: Life Expectancy
1960-2011 6. Journal of the International Association for Research in Income and Wealth 1951-2011 7. Gallup: ‘The “40-Hour” Workweek Is Actually Longer — by
Seven Hours’ 8. CNN Money: ‘Income is on the rise ... finally!’ 9. ABC News: ‘Falling Gas Price Hitting The Economy’ 10. CIA World Factbook
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The utility industry: A current assessment
With the current business models of utilities being focused on selling
energy, one quickly figures that reducing a customer’s bill alone will lead
to a dead end.

Our devices are getting smarter. Our vehicles are getting smarter. The world around us is getting
smarter with more embedded computing and communicating capabilities. So it’s only natural that
the energy that powers our world should follow suit.
So what does smart energy really mean and how will people know what it is when they see it? The
monthly utility bill is one logical place to begin the conversation. Once today’s homeowner receives his
bill, for example, he may see a bar graph that displays his year-to-date energy usage. He may notice
that his consumption either went up, down, or even stayed the same.
However, he generally has no idea why the bill went up or down — and worse, he has no clear idea
of what steps to take to better control his energy consumption in the future. The homeowner might
speculate that a harsh winter caused the bill to go up, or that his old refrigerator is inefficient, or that
his teenager has been leaving lights on in the basement. But he has no data to justify any actions.
Enter smart energy. The smart energy consumer today is empowered by data. Through detailed
information and controls provided by the utility, he now understands the real reasons why the energy bill
is going up, and sometimes can compare with owners of similar houses. He also knows how to control
his bill to the extent that he might even receive rebates from the utility for using less energy or for using
energy at specific times during the day when there is low demand.
The workplace is also ripe for smart energy management practices to take hold. In electro-intensive
industries, such as steel making, stakeholders could view patterns in energy usage and isolate areas
where efficiencies could be applied. The same goes for corporate office buildings, where the very
individuals who consume the most energy never see the bill. Smarter energy management practices
could put knowledge into the hands of these individuals so they could actively participate in curbing
costly usage. And, in fact, if they somehow manage to get a copy of the building’s utility bill, they
would be hard-pressed to figure out what it all means and how they can best cut their energy costs.
However, once these business consumers learn the “language” of utility bills, they quickly realize that
powerful financial incentives exist for consuming energy in preset, predictable patterns.
From the control room of a power utility to the electrical outlets in the homes of consumers, technology
is making our use of energy smarter and more efficient. Within the realm of power generation,
distribution, and consumption, a multitude of existing operating equipment is being enhanced through
the integration of sensors, information technology (IT), and communications subsystems, making
power generation, delivery, and consumption more adaptive and energy efficient.
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The next chapter in the energy evolution
begins with learning how to leverage the
exponential growth of data.
By enhancing operational technologies with a layer of intelligence, connected solutions are energizing
workspaces and living spaces. The efficiency of businesses and homes is improving while power
consumption is being radically reduced.
Because utilities by nature are operating systems, they must adopt a system-thinking approach.
Changing one thing in one place might have dire consequences elsewhere. They must avoid the
pitfalls of local optimization, instead aiming for systemwide optimization. This widely connected
intelligence is of critical importance for utilities.
But where is this new energy journey taking us? How do utility industry stakeholders improve their
business models so the dream of clean and plentiful energy can be fulfilled?
The next chapter in the energy evolution begins with learning how to leverage the exponential growth
of data. Almost 90 percent of all the data in the world has been generated over the past two years
alone. People and machines are gaining easier access to more and more intelligence, and they
expect solutions that connect to that intelligence and help them make sense (and good use) of this
avalanche of data.
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Transforming business and
operating models at the same time …
and while running!

In other parts of the world, legacy equipment
and aging infrastructure are also delaying the
move away from a centralized power structure.
In a perfect world, outdated equipment,
substations, and transmission networks
could simply be ripped out and replaced to
accommodate modernized infrastructure
capable of controlling wind, solar, and
other renewables. But the smart grid is not
a start-from-scratch process. It requires a
reconfiguration — a reimagining — of the
existing network, which in most cases works
reliably and in which capital investment has not
been fully depreciated. This experience could be
compared to changing the (not-so-old) wheels
on a car without stopping.

A quiet revolution is taking place within the walls of utility corporate boardrooms. The centrally
managed, fossil-fuel-dominated approach of our recent past is being challenged as new energy
technologies emerge and regulatory agencies push for a greater proportion of decentralized power
sources. That same drive for change is being reflected in the way power networks are being designed
and upgraded.
However, as in all industries, changes have a financial cost. This is especially true in Europe, where
the popularity of feed-in tariffs places an additional burden on operations. The tariffs — which
generously rewarded electricity generation from renewable energy sources such as solar panels and
wind turbines — came at a time of overcapacity in centralized production of electricity. Subsequently,
low energy prices discouraged investment in gas-burning generation, and, worse, provided a
temporary reprieve to the burning of coal as the cheapest way to mitigate the variability of renewable
energy due to the variations of the sun shining or wind blowing. As a result, this lack of economical
coordination of renewable integration with centralized generation has impeded the reduction of CO2
emissions in some countries in Europe.

For this reason, investors and stakeholders
are realizing that much greater cost control
gains can be had within the operations realm
by improving the efficiency of the grid and
lowering the operating expenses of utility
business processes.
But how can operational expenditures win
out in the decentralized smart grid era?
Naturally, through the intelligent use of data.
New data-intensive approaches have emerged
that fully leverage the power of network
connectivity and the rapid processing of huge
amounts of data. This is helping utilities rapidly
understand the complexity of the grid,
automate the distribution of electricity, and
enhance customer satisfaction.
These capabilities will become critical as
residences, businesses, data centers, hospitals,
transportation, and advanced manufacturing
facilities grow more dependent on reliable
power of high quality. Automated systems
and greater visibility of both the network and
the consumer will empower grid operators to
reconfigure the grid and adjust both generation
and consumption faster than ever before while
limiting manual interventions. Utilities will also
be able to use data to help customers better
understand their energy consumption patterns
and identify areas where they can save money
on their energy bills.
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Forward-looking utilities should view these
changes as an opportunity for rebirth, a chance
to rebuild trust with their customers and to offer
them new services. However, transition is never
easy. Skills gaps and technology adoption
within an existing grid and entrenched culture
require that utilities manage this transition
carefully with the support of a trusted partner
like Schneider Electric.
In addition to achieving operational excellence
through a managed transition, utilities will seek
new revenues by offering new services. Utilities
will need to focus on their customers’ new
requirements for services and technologies
to support safe and reliable decentralized
power sources on the grid, lower demand,
and manage new energy assets (storage,
microgrids) to retain large industrial customers
and promote the electrification of other
industrial sectors, such as transportation (cars,
trains), farming, water distribution, etc.

New data-intensive
approaches have
emerged that fully
leverage the power of
network connectivity
and the rapid
processing of huge
amounts of data.

Read more
about this topic
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Inertia of regulation and
politics across the globe
While providing an essential service to society, the utility industry has had its fair share of controversy,
sometimes mislabeled as a “dirty industry” of “fat cats” by outspoken environmentalists, some
consumer associations, and the media. Fossil fuels are synonymous with air pollution and global
warming; and nuclear power evokes the notorious environmental disasters of Three Mile Island,
Chernobyl, and Fukushima. In the same vein, customers in many parts of the world are seeing higher
energy bills and fewer choices for purchasing energy. They are also unsure of whether that power is
generated from cleaner energy sources.

On the other hand, governments are also providing grants, acts, and initiatives to encourage
the research and development of clean and efficient energy, while also fielding calls for energy
independence and the need to secure domestic infrastructure from foreign security threats.
Utilities today must also comply with the standards and recommendations of multiple national and
international agencies for cyber security.
These challenges add up to difficulty of site location, interoperability, regulatory approval, financing,
and are all significant to the process of upgrading to a smarter grid. Utilities today have to plan
strategically for the modernization of the grid and transformation of their business, taking into account
the regulatory risks and consumer trends. Otherwise they risk making costly missteps that will result in
stranded assets as the energy market evolves.

Regulators at the local, national, and international levels are attempting to address these issues and
are catering to the concerns of their constituents through policy reform, penalties, and an increased
hand in the market — all of which impact the way utilities operate.
For example, in 2005, a U.S.-based utility was required to pay a €530,070 fine for exceeding the
permitted sulfur dioxide emission limit. In another incident, as a result of a series of storm-related
outages in 2011, several utilities were fined €22 million for a less-than-stellar performance in getting
the lights back on after the storms passed through. And just recently, the British regulator Ofgem
required new rules to compel the six biggest U.K. utilities to make costs clearer for customers.

Possible relations between market roles
Generator

Prosumers

Commercial domain supply
Supply & flexibility

From national governments down to the local level, regulators are demanding that utilities comply with
ever-changing requirements for aspects such as reliability, renewable portfolio size, and time-of-use or
critical-peak pricing.

Supplier
Information
exchange

Flexibility purchase contract

When reliability and safety are taken for
granted, consumers do not make the link with
the associated costs reflected on their bills.

Aggregator

Balance
Responsible Party
Financial adjustment
mechanism
Balance
Responsible Party
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Commercial domain — flexibility

Flexibility procurement
Distribution
network constraint
management

Grid access &
generation management

Distribution
System Operator

Transmission
System Operator

Mutual exchange of operational
and contractual data
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Power Exchange
Market

Balancing
Market/Ancillary
services

Regulated domain
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The fundamental shift in asset
management and operation
The ultimate goal is to be able to operate physical assets as close as
possible to their physical limits.

With limited asset information from substations,
remote terminal units (RTUs), relays, transformers,
meters, and transmission lines, utilities were once
able to guarantee the safety and reliability of
the grid. However, it has become more difficult
to maintain these assets and prolong their lives
as the grid faces increasing disturbances. Also
the operation of the grid was relying on an
overdesigned system allowing a large margin
of error and strong redundancy. With limited
investment (CapEx) and with increasing pressure
on operating cost (OpEx), utilities must turn to IT
to better manage their assets.
But utilities have struggled to gather and process
information involving the wide variety of assets
that support operation, including engineering,
accounting, and other business processes.
The ultimate goal is to be able to operate
physical assets as close as possible to their
physical limits thanks to streamlined operations
and dynamically fine-tuned settings, thus
maximizing investments.
With asset management functionality spread
across several software applications, grid
owners have had to manage a tedious process
across multiple databases. This has often led to
a decoupling from operation and planning and
has prevented strategic planners from depicting
a holistic view and anticipating grid weaknesses.
Utilities also often try to adapt asset
management systems (AMSs) initially intended
for power stations (which are centralized) to
management of the grid (which is geographically
distributed). Within grid infrastructures, the
topology of the network changes frequently and
a vast amount of asset information is added
each day through meters, home automation
devices, sensors, and other hardware.
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From an operations management perspective,
asset data needs to be integrated into systems and
applications in such a way as to allow operators to
deal with “a single version of the truth.”
As smart grid operation becomes a sustainability
goal, asset management is entering a new phase
where both IT and operations technology (OT)
will function together in harmony, at the core of
the utility network.
For many years, traditional IT, managing
information for humans (e.g., customer
database, billing systems, call-center software,
workforce management tools), and OT,
managing data for machines (e.g., metering
data, transformers and switches status, relays
position), coordinated in Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) software
systems, remained distinct domains managed
by different corporate resources. But this
paradigm is undergoing a radical change
as OT systems are now connected through
recognizable Internet Protocol (IP) addresses to
the same networks as IT resources.
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These new technologies also allow new predictive models, where
weakened assets can be both discovered and proactively replaced, saving
hundreds of hours and tens of thousands of euros or more per year.

This convergence of IT and OT is one of the key drivers of the Internet of Things (IoT) (i.e., objects
connected to the Internet and communicating directly with each other) and the proliferation of “Big
Data.” It’s the cornerstone of asset management in the digital age. This free-flowing yet structured
management of data allows utilities and related stakeholders to improve real-time energy tracking
in order to lower energy spend and helps grid operators across the globe meet accelerating and
decelerating energy traffic demands in inventive ways.
One of the ways for utilities to control cost and enhance safety is through more accurate weather
forecasting and tracking services. For example, Schneider Electric is currently working on a storm
damage assessment solution that will intersect forecasted storm parameters such as high winds,
lightning, etc., with utility asset data to identify probable areas of most damage from an incoming
storm. This helps utilities be best prepared for severe weather events in terms of resources and
inventory and speeds up restoration efforts after a storm.

Read more
about this topic

Maintenance practices are also an area where large cost-saving opportunities exist. Routine
maintenance programs are a major part of the asset management process, yet they represent a
huge time drain for grid managers. As updated hardware and software applications are integrated
into the network, however, equipment performance out in the field can be measured remotely via a
central control panel. These new technologies also allow new predictive models, where weakened
assets can be both discovered and proactively replaced, saving hundreds of hours and tens
of thousands of euros or more per year. Ideally, grid assets are monitored so their useful life is
maximized but crew intervention can be anticipated to avoid sudden failure.
Advanced metering and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) platforms are delivering a new
level of clarity to customer service representatives who can use local data to help customers solve
common problems. For example, should a customer call to report an outage, the customer service
representative can ping the meter to check its status and check other consumers’ meters in the
same vicinity to confirm the kind of outage the caller is experiencing. He may then troubleshoot
remodeling by acting on the smart meter. This two-way communication between the utility and the
customer can also open the door to energy incentive programs, where the customer is rewarded for
shifting energy use to off-peak times.
As the smart grid era advances, the integration of IT and OT will be critical to the development of
efficient asset management programs.
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Progress toward a smarter grid
Consumers want to benefit from the technologies that can empower them
and put them in control of their energy.

Every day, the expectations of energy consumers increase in terms of grid reliability and energy’s
environmental impact. Anyone who runs a business, large or small, has networks and devices
dependent upon the stable availability of power. Beyond having the assurance that all of their
electronic devices will be supplied, consumers want to benefit from the technologies that can
empower them and put them in control of their energy.
To address these growing expectations, the way energy is produced, distributed, and consumed must
evolve. The solution involves both smarter demand and smarter supply.
These solutions will also allow utilities to overcome many challenges: reduction of peak demand,
optimization of renewable energy resources, improvement of fault and outage management,
minimization of network losses, enhancement of asset management, and compliance to regulatory
requirements, to name just a few of the key drivers.
Every utility in the world has requirements and aspirations that could be delivered through the smart
grid. Some companies have extensive internal teams and consultants mapping out an advanced
strategy, while many others are struggling to find the right place to start.
While there is a competitive “rush” to launch smart grid initiatives, care must be taken in mapping
each utility’s own individual journey. The regulatory and operational landscape of moving to
become a smarter utility is highly complex.
Fortunately, utilities are not alone in the struggle to modernize their grids. One of the most important
side benefits of smart grid evolution is how government and industry groups are working in
collaboration to develop industry standards. Interoperability standards play a key role in supporting
grid modernization. Interoperability will give utilities more freedom of choice and enable smooth
integration of equipment that can operate with the legacy grid.
The work of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), industry associations such as
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the Electric Power Research Institute, the Smart
Grid Interoperability Panel, and trade groups like the GridWise Alliance and GridWise Architecture
Council all contribute to establishing the definitions and specifications for connecting grid devices.
These groups have enabled a rapid movement forward in the development of the smart grid.
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Processes are already in place to close the
gaps in current standards. Most grid-focused
interoperability projects that adhere to the current
standards can now move forward with a higher
degree of confidence.
Another factor to consider is how a new level
of grid monitoring is helping to enhance
operational awareness. In this domain, the size
and complexity of the distribution network model
presents a management challenge. The modern
grid system must be able to handle the large
quantity of information and must also quickly
sort through and identify the monitored data
points with operational relevance. The challenge
is to avoid flooding the operators with a deluge
of information. By automating easy decisions,
this frees up time for them to focus on the more
complex ones.
As more connected devices are added to the
grid, and as Distribution Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (DSCADA) systems expand
both inside and outside the substation fence,
management systems need to process evergreater volumes of data while assessing the grid’s
current state. Critical limitations of traditional
“dumb” OT equipment present a major obstacle.
Many utilities realize this. It is projected that about
€400 billion will be spent on electrical networks
and smart grids in Europe by the year 2020.
Most legacy field devices rely on proprietary
communication protocols not designed for
upgrading or refreshing. Integrating these devices
with more modern, open technologies is a critical
task for making grids smarter.
1

Traditional meter data management (MDM) tools
and enterprise data mining systems are usually
not up to the task of recognizing and extracting
valuable grid operational information in a timely
fashion. Deployment of an operational data store,
based on a platform designed to manage and
interpret data in real-time or near real-time, can
help achieve this goal.
Upgrading hardware and software does not
automatically enable a utility to operate a
smarter grid. Managing an IT-OT-converged
distributed smart grid network is both easier
and more difficult than a traditional system.
On one hand, more data and enhanced
functionality mean more informed and faster
decision-making. On the other hand, added
complexity can increase the risk of operational
errors. In many utilities, operators will struggle
to process the higher volumes of information
and will need to select operating options from
an increased set of alternatives.
1
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Furthermore, silo applications (i.e., that operate
in isolation, in their sole area) won’t support
efficient operation of the distribution system.
Imagine the control room scenario during an
emergency switching operation. The operator
has to restore service to an entire neighborhood
or to a commercial customer such as a
shopping mall. Now picture the distribution
system operator (DSO) trying to pay attention
to three different systems. The operator has to
monitor the DSCADA system for alarms and
network parameters while keeping an eye on
the distribution management system (DMS)
to determine whether any switching might be
possible for restoration. Meanwhile, the operator
needs the outage management system (OMS)
to identify the likely source of the outage,
visualize any reported hazards, obtain a count
of how many customers are out, and determine
where the crews are that can be dispatched
to help. This is a daunting task, especially
when performed under the pressure of a major
service interruption.
One approach that some leading utilities
and their vendor partners take is to integrate
distribution operational applications into a
single platform. This helps to streamline
the management of the overall system,
offers improved workflow, and simplifies
task execution.
Often referred to as Advanced DMS (ADMS),
this approach merges DSCADA, OMS, and
DMS into a single platform. By equipping users
with a single tool that presents an integrated
flow of information in a unified, straightforward
user experience, operations and analysis of the
distribution grid are simplified, and high-speed,
high-quality decisions are enabled.

It is projected that
about 400 billion will
be spent on electrical
networks and smart
grids in Europe by the
year 2020.
1
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Shifting sands within the
nuclear power industry

Read more
about this topic

In response to these demands, utilities are deploying new methodologies to achieve the highest
level of certification. Empowered by a desire to secure base power, enable prolonged operational
life, and address the shortcomings of past nuclear disasters, many utilities are retrofitting nuclear
plants through the aid of strategic partners, while others are building more resilient plants that can
last for 60 years.

The current level of nuclear generation helps the world avoid an estimated
2.9 billion tons of CO2 emissions per year.
The amount of electricity generated via nuclear
power plants is expected to increase from
12 percent in 2011 to 17 percent of global
electricity supply by 2050.
1

Why the expected growth? Nuclear energy not
only remains a reliable source of power, it also
contributes significantly to the reduction of
greenhouse gas from the electricity supply sector
— a powerful influencer as governments continue
to search for solutions for climate change.
The current level of nuclear generation helps the
world avoid an estimated 2.9 billion tons of CO2
emissions per year (approximately 24 percent of
yearly power sector emissions). From now until
2050, nuclear power is expected to remain a
cost-effective method for helping reduce energyrelated CO2 emissions by 50 percent.
1

These factors have led to a renewed interest
in building new nuclear power plants in some
parts of the world.

Modernizing the instrumentation and control of existing plants is also a way to capitalize on existing
investment while meeting the highest safety standards and extending the operational life of the plant.

Yet even as nuclear continues to prove its
viability, some countries are shifting away from
nuclear generation, or shutting down plants
that are no longer sustainable from a financial
perspective. Local and national governments
are struggling to figure out whether or not to
replace aging nuclear plants or move capacity
to other power sources.

In the years to come, the nuclear industry and all of its participants will endeavor to change the
face of nuclear through improved safety measures and by promising a highly efficient, clean, and
large-scale energy supply that meets the intensifying demand for dependable power.

Past nuclear power accidents still influence
opinion today. In the 1980s, problems at the
Three Mile Island plant in the United States
and the Chernobyl plant in the Soviet Union
led to antinuclear political movements, as well
as to the decision of some U.S. states and
certain European countries to stop nuclear
expansion and phase out existing operations.
More recently, the problems at the nuclear
plant in Fukushima, Japan, have cast a dark
cloud over nuclear.

IEA Energy Technology Perspectives 2014

1
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For nuclear energy to be widely accepted, safety measures must be strengthened in order to
prepare for even the most improbable events. With this in mind, nuclear safety authorities are now
demanding that existing plants be brought as close as possible to the safety levels of new builds.
As a result, many plants will be required to have a consistent supply of electricity, whatever the
circumstances — come earthquake, tsunami, or any other disaster.

schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Management and integration of
renewable energy sources
One of the biggest challenges on the
roadmap to the smart grid is the responsibility
(and obligation, in many cases) to combine
established power sources with alternative energy
in order to lower the impact on the environment
and to secure additional energy for the future.

However, as new sources of local production
come online in the wake of these pressures,
utilities are struggling to find effective ways
to combine traditional power sources with
renewables without compromising the way the
network is managed.

This transformation is partly due to pressure
from private and public third-party groups
and government regulators. The former (e.g.,
conservation advocacy groups, consumers,
shareholders) view alternative energy as a means
to a cleaner environment, and many are already
installing energy-saving systems in their own
homes and buildings. While the latter, government
regulators, are interested in encouraging the use
of environmentally friendly energy sources, while
at the same time improving efficiencies through
improved supply and demand.

Most renewable energy sources are very diffuse
and scattered, while energy demand is more
intense, such as with heat pumps, and load
centers are more concentrated, such as cities.

Glossary

to accommodate for dispersed production
not necessarily close to the new load centers.
And the variable nature of most renewable
generation, as well as the emergence of
significant new loads like electric vehicles (EVs),
can complicate load balances on lines, leading
to voltage instability and even failures.
Nevertheless, as great as these obstacles are,
they are not insurmountable.
New technologies, including weather forecasting
software and remote management, are
redefining the impact of renewable energy
sources. A grid operator can now evaluate
the performance of an individual wind turbine
and make adjustments from a control center
thousands of kilometers away. Improved
operations management and streamlined
maintenance plans are also yielding a greater
return on investment.

New targets for renewable energy source
deployment can be met with accurate and highly
networked sensors, actuators, and management
systems. Poorly or partially instrumented networks
downstream of secondary substations will need
to be upgraded. Network architecture designed
when generation was centralized and at times
when there was little if any communication and
intelligence in networks must be reinvented

schneider-electric.com/utilities

The price of renewables is also coming
down. The cost of solar has never been more
competitive with fossil fuels than it is now, both in
terms of its physical equipment and the actual
market rate. Hydro has proven to be a highly
predictable energy resource and a worthy
replacement for backup diesel power plants due
to its immense storage capabilities.
Without question, renewable energy integration
will bring more advantages than drawbacks
for utilities that move toward the smart grid.
And while the roadmap may seem unclear,
experienced intermediaries such as Schneider
Electric and the right technology mix can make
the transition much easier.

Read more
about this topic
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For example, a grid operator could switch off
a piece of equipment at a factory for a few
seconds in order to thwart the need for bringing
a marginal peaking unit online. In another
example, a homeowner could remotely configure
a load of laundry to run during off-peak hours,
based on real-time data from the utility. The trick
is to do this automatically, and not only using
day-ahead or hour-ahead signals for voluntary
load reductions. Today, Schneider Electric is
the leader, with Energy Pool, in “Automated
Demand Response,” where individual processes
within industrial facilities can be controlled
and managed as part of a real-time demand
response portfolio across multiple sites.

Demand management and
the role of “prosumers”
Now imagine a world where a typical business or home is savvy about
Its energy consumption, or is actually in a position to generate revenue
through the energy it does NOT consume.

The energy industry’s business model has
remained fundamentally unaltered over the last
century. It’s a model that emerged out of the
Edison age, where the utility was responsible for
generating power and selling it to the customer.
Usage meters were read and billing was based
on simple bulk consumption.
Imagine that energy customers are able to
proactively choose which energy source
they want to consume. Imagine that green,
renewable sources are supplying most or all of
the energy needed for every purpose: lighting,
heating, processes, and transportation. Imagine
an electricity supply that is completely reliable.
As part of smart grid modernizations, new
programs are being launched or expanded that
encourage energy customers to adjust their
consumption in response to pricing signals,
penalties, or curtailment requests.
Due to this potential flexibility, customers’
energy-consuming loads and any on-site energy
generation capabilities are now considered
important distributed energy resources (DERs),
critical to helping balance the grid.
At the same time, many customers have begun
taking more direct control of the cost, reliability,
and green mix of their energy supply. City
districts, educational campuses, military bases,
hospitals, commercial buildings, factories,
and even residential homes are becoming
proactive energy consumers, or “prosumers,”
that consume energy, produce energy, and
control it. They are enabled on this journey
by a convergence of new, widely available
technologies that can automate and fully
monetize their energy resources.

Glossary

It is estimated that 3 million energy users in Europe
are already generating at least some of their own
power. By adding an energy management system
(EMS) or an energy storage system, customers
are maximizing self-consumption of this energy
and gaining more control over when to use it.

On the demand side, this approach can save
customers money through load flexibility, either
for curtailment or for consumption stimulation.
On the supply side, the utility can improve
the reliability, efficiency, and sustainability of
modern-day energy without necessarily relying
on a decrease in total energy consumption.
Also, demand management, by matching
controllable demand closer to variable
generation, will enable a higher integration of
variable renewable generation in the mix.

These prosumers are taking energy
consumption and management into their own
hands through a variety of activities, including
purchasing “smart” products that turn on or off
in response to changes in energy pricing and/or
peak loads. For utilities, the prosumer revolution
represents an opportunity to go behind the
meter in order to manage assets and bring
an extra layer of flexibility to modern-day grid
constraints. The term “demand management”
is used to describe one of the major change
drivers in the industry today. “Demand” refers to
everything behind the meter or any load pulling
electricity from the network; and “management”
applies to the level of control over that load.
Load here being net apparent load, which is
subtracting any local generation or storage from
the total consumption.
The goal of demand management is to provide
utilities with an alternative to building more
power plants to meet capacity needs. By
having the ability to modify energy usage on
the demand side through smarter technology,
education, and energy-efficiency improvements,
utilities can both save money and accommodate
the demands of the prosumer movement.

schneider-electric.com/utilities

A customer’s energy-consuming loads and any on-site
energy generation capabilities are now considered
important DERs.
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The evolution of microgrids
The stability and resiliency of electric grids all
over the world are under the stress of increased
energy demand, fluctuating markets, natural
disasters, cyberattacks, and aging infrastructure.
Since worldwide energy demand is projected
to grow 41 percent by 2035, the situation, if
unchecked, will grow worse.
We now see clearly that in rich and mature
economies, where GDP is high but does not
grow quickly, energy is produced more and more
by local owners with strong energy efficiency
programs resulting in a flat or declining demand
growth as viewed by the utilities.
In new emerging economies, where GDP growth
depends on access to energy, we also see a
need for distributed energy to accelerate the
electrification of the cities, industrial areas, and
rural areas without waiting for a complete grid
infrastructure to be built.
Stricter environmental regulations in some
countries mean that adding traditional power
generation capacity, such as diesel generators, is
less viable. And even as more renewable energy
is connected to the grid, the variable nature of
these power sources only adds complexity to both
operations and pricing structures.

Glossary

One answer being proposed to this dilemma is to
allow for the proliferation of microgrids as pockets
of stability and resiliency. Microgrids are already
being deployed across the world in many military
bases and campus environments.

Microgrids are poised to become an integral part of the energy transformation.

Microgrids are unique from utility companies
in that they can function either autonomously
or in coordination with the main grid. The
handlers of the microgrid, often comprised
of large businesses or other private sector
organizations, are able to summon local
sources of energy to generate electricity,
regulate the amount of electricity being used,
and make repairs when needed.
But what is a microgrid, exactly? The term has
been used for years, but there is much debate
over the true definition. Rob Thornton, president
and CEO of the 105-year-old International
District Energy Association, says that microgrids
are “more than diesel generators with an
extension cord.”
In other words, a microgrid is not just backup
generation but should be a robust, 24/7/365
asset that provides primary energy services to a
single critical facility or community of residential,
commercial, and industrial customers. A
microgrid can provide backup generation, but it
offers additional, more intricate services as well.
schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Global interest has grown in these “mini”
versions of the larger grid for
the following reasons:
1. Lower fuel prices make microgrids
increasingly cost effective to operate. Prices
are also declining for renewable energy and
storage, allowing for more effective use of
local energy in microgrids.
2. Software and inverter advancements
resulting in smart controls make it much
easier for operators to manage microgrids.
3. Resiliency where microgrids can keep the
lights on during a large storm by islanding
from the main grid and assist in faster
recovery of the main grid using coordinated
black start processes.

Glossary

Until now, microgrids have operated as a niche technology, workable and
financially feasible mostly on college campuses, army bases, or in remote
locations as an addition to a diesel genset (a combination of diesel
engine and electric generator). Today, however, microgrids are poised to
become an integral part of the energy transformation.
How quickly microgrid expansion occurs depends on the disposition of
policy and regulation. Policymakers, regulators, and grid operators are
just beginning to consider the rules that will govern the next phase of
microgrid development and operation.
Therefore, the microgrid industry finds itself at a nascent and crucial
stage. Schneider Electric is committed to partnering with utilities in
innovation for microgrids. Clearly the operation and maintenance
of microgrids can easily be a core competency of utilities and with
Schneider Electric as a partner, together we can design microgrids that
will be robust and easy to operate.

schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Threats to system and network security
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Utilities will be able to make the successful shift toward securing their operations by relying on
control solutions providers that treat security as core to their offerings. Of course, it is vital that
organizations realize this is a joint process where vendors and clients need to work together to
achieve agreed-upon objectives.
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With the right skill, someone can hack a utility and damage systems that control the grid and affect
the economy and security of a country or region.

Glossary
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Now that cyber security is a top-of-mind concern, utility stakeholders are applying processes from
their IT peers and are investing to put their infrastructure security house in order. Within substations,
proprietary devices once considered for specialized applications are now vulnerable. Sensitive
information (such as online documentation that describes how these devices work) can often be
accessed via the Internet by anyone, including those with malicious intent who wish to cause disruption.

related to the energy industry.

Control System
Vulnerabilities
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According to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Industrial Control Systems Computer
Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT), 53 percent of cyber security incidents reported and
investigated by the agency in the first half of 2013 were related to the energy industry.
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The pressing need to improve critical power distribution infrastructure uptime is accelerating the
rate of change in this domain. However, as the power networks merge and become “smarter,” the
benefits of improved connectivity also open the door to more cyber security risks.

53%

VULNERABILITIES
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Over the past decade, the demand for digitized, connected, and integrated operations has
increased across all industries. Compared to the IT industry, the energy industry is late to the
connectivity game.

Attack Vectors
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The impact of intermediaries and the
importance of skill development

The utility industry has also lost some of its shine
and seems less attractive to young, highly skilled
graduates as compared to high-tech and Web
industries, for example, making the sourcing of
new skills through hiring a challenge.
In addition, the increased complexity of typical
utility processes, the higher speed of process
changes and system upgrades, the increased
frequency of new product introductions, and the
amalgamation of various operations is driving
demand for effective education and training.
To that end, only solution providers with
expertise in utilities and grid technology can
train collaborators for utilities as well as provide
consulting services and expertise. They are
an important resource because they can
easily transfer the knowledge and enhance
the utilities’ skill base while speaking the same
language and understanding the key issues of
safety, reliability, and flexibility.
The importance of education and training is
increasing as we exit the baby-boomer era
with many experienced workforce staff nearing
retirement. Most mature industries (e.g., mining,
oil & gas, primary metal, fabricated metal,
textile, chemicals, plastics, machinery, utilities)
that rely on process control solutions are the
same industries that undertook most of their
hiring decades ago. Therefore baby boomers
comprise a larger share of their workforce than
that of emerging industries.
As experience is lost, training needs increase.
Schneider Electric strives at developing training
programs with utilities so that knowledge can be
transferred from older operators to younger staff
while taking advantage of the new technology.

Glossary
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A cultural shift is taking place, one that moves
from viewing training as a necessary chore to
an environment where training is regarded as a
must-have opportunity for productivity and profit
gains. The system and technology provider’s
knowledge base is leveraged and considered
a “skills base” of understanding the technology
and how it works so that utilities can focus on
their core areas of expertise: delivering clean,
stable power to consumers.

Read more
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All utility employees, through training, will
develop the ability to think from an “integrated
solutions” perspective so that overall utility
performance can be maximized.

Aging workforce
30

% of workforce aged 55+

Another significant challenge is the age
profile of operators and supervisors in
utilities environments, creating a skills and
knowledge gap.
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Source: Toossi, M. (2012). Labor force projections to 2020: a more slowly growing workforce.
Monthly Lab. Rev., (January), 2010-2020
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Summary
We stand at a pivotal moment in time. The global need for reliable power has never been greater. The
way in which we deliver that energy has never been more fragile. At the heart of it all, power utilities are
given the mission to bring balance to that equation.
The choices we make now will be the choices that bring the world smarter, more collaborative, and
common-sense energy.
We now know where the new energy journey is taking us: through changing business models and
renewable energy, through smart grids and prosumers, right down to the homeowner’s electric bill. And
even if that journey is beset by challenges and opportunities, utility industry stakeholders must assume a
leadership role and act.
In the next chapters, we’ll describe that journey in more detail, beginning with how utilities can excel in
their core business of supplying electricity in an ever-safer and more reliable manner by leveraging data
and modern asset management solutions to stabilize the grid and reduce operational costs.
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Asset management: Simplification
despite big data proliferation
If a utility operator in 1970 were to catch a glimpse into today’s energy architecture, he would be
amazed by the proliferation of digital within utility infrastructures. Not surprisingly, that same operator
would also be disappointed by the lack of progress in information system and operational tools to
accommodate these new digital technologies.

Read more
about this topic

For example, the same enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems that were installed in the 1990s
to manage physical assets are still being used today. As a result, they have limited access to the data
modeling capabilities offered by modern power automation systems.
So how fast should a utility go in replacing its enterprise systems?
Utilities that embrace too much rapid change risk investment in technologies that can quickly fail
or can actually experience short-term decreases in operational efficiency. Those that are too slow
to react will fall behind the rapid pace of technology deployment and end up maintaining obsolete
equipment with archaic systems at a higher cost and risk of failure.
New, improved systems have been developed that allow utilities to manage their networks in a much
more flexible manner, but require the inclusion of partners and other third parties in order to develop
the necessary competencies. In addition, key international standards have been adopted by the
industry to facilitate the implementation of such AMSs across the utility operation. The IEC 61850
standard was first introduced as an automation standard for devices within a substation; now the
standard has encompassed all related domains (such as transmission, distribution, and generation).
Similarly, today the IEC 61970 (CIM) has become the ubiquitous standard to describe modern grids
(network model and state) in utility operational databases.
Modern electric utilities have acquired software systems to manage their operational assets and
support their key business processes. We speak of IT-OT systems that must support an integrated
business process from field operations to enterprise information.

Glossary
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IT-OT systems
Once treated as separate domains, IT and OT
are now intersecting to enable more efficient
and reliable utility operations directed and
empowered by data.
OT represents a broad category of physical
infrastructure components and software
that utilities depend on for safe and reliable
generation and delivery of energy. OT
encompasses software and communication
used to monitor and operate automated
electrical equipment in substations and along
feeders in real time, as well as advanced
simulation to guide crews in the field for their
manual operation. OT systems include software
implemented in transmission and distribution
control centers and power plant generation
management systems.
IT encompasses all of the computer equipment
and related software and networking gear that
allow machines to exchange information directly
with humans, often within seconds. Typical IT
systems include ERP, Customer Information
Systems (CISs) and Billing, Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), and CRM systems.

Glossary

At the intersection of IT and OT, we have two
important systems that have evolved greatly
with the advancement of smart grids: OMSs
and AMSs.
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Outage management systems
An OMS is the main software system used to
manage both planned and unplanned outages.
For unplanned isolated outages, the goal is
to 1) rapidly identify who is out of service,
2) identify the location and nature of the failure,
and 3) design a switching plan and dispatch the
crew. OMS can drastically improve the duration
of outages measured by the System Average
Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI).

For planned outages, such as scheduled
maintenance, the goal is to maximize the
work done within a minimal amount of time. An
OMS should include an optimizer that integrates
the AMS and crew mobile dispatch to design
work orders.
In general, an OMS is essential to utilities, given
the cost of an interruption for the utility, and its
ratepayers. It improves the quality of service for
consumers and enhances safety for those who
use or operate the grid.
Today’s OMSs are integrated with other OT
systems, like DSCADA, DMSs, and advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) to take full
advantage of the two-way interactions that smart
grid devices offer. Out-of-service signals from
smart meters can be correlated to determine
the nature of the incident without dispatching
a crew. The DMS can recalculate the power
flow in distribution feeders to anticipate the new
flow patterns after switching operations and
thus prevent overloads (which could trip fuses
and breakers as a consequence of a poorly
designed switching sequence to restore power
from an earlier outage).

In the aftermath of a storm, with multiple outages
across a wide area, an OMS must scale to
support multiple crews (including volunteers
from other utilities), black start scenarios, and
coordination with nonelectrical networks (gas,
transportation, etc.). Often utilities have a storm
center powered by their OMS.

schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Customer success story — Vermont, USA

Responding much faster to outages
Responsible for about 25 percent of the power distribution in the state of Vermont,
USA, Green Mountain Power realized in 2007 that it had outgrown its outage
management response and restoration system. And with a customer-to-employee
ratio of 485 to 1 — twice the industry average — everyone at Green Mountain
acknowledged that the utility needed a more efficient process for handling outages.

After researching various options, Green Mountain Power decided to implement the Schneider
Electric ArcFM Enterprise GIS Solution and Responder OMS to handle outages more efficiently —
locating outages faster to trigger the utility’s response. Responder’s intuitive graphical user interface
displays outages on maps that dispatchers can quickly understand and greatly speeds up the
outage response time.
TM

Responder OMS can receive thousands of calls during an outage event, automatically identify
customer locations and log the incidents, and provide a Web-based, real-time incident
management report — invaluable to utilities like Green Mountain with such a limited support team.
With the combination of interactive voice response in the call center, automated vehicle locator for
crews, and the GIS and OMS, there has been a significant improvement in Green Mountain’s ability
to more efficiently manage outage-related phone calls, identify their likely cause, and dispatch
repair crews to restore power.
“Even with a relatively small team, our utility has exceeded conventional service quality standards,
including those set by Vermont regulations,” explained John Castonguay at Green Mountain
Power. “With our continued investment in GIS open-architecture technology, we expect to meet
even higher standards.”

Glossary
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Asset and work management systems
These systems enable engineering recordkeeping, the creation and tracking of maintenance
schedules, the repository of supplier’s information, and related project/work order information. They
chronicle the history of an asset from initial construction to assembly and on through to retirement.
An AMS is often coupled with a GIS. The GIS tracks the location of assets once they are installed
and operational. A modern GIS for utilities also tracks the connectivity of electrical devices to
determine the network topology. GIS systems are often the master source of asset data and provide
information regarding the current status of assets. As part of an asset management software
suite, planning and network design software tools contain a mathematical construct of the network
based on the asset configuration and demand at each network node to assist in the construction of
reconfiguration of the grid.

Architecture

Best practices
in IT-OT
This chapter presents some
best practices for achieving
operational excellence
based on the convergence
of IT and OT.
There are three key aspects
of IT-OT integration for a
modern asset management
and operation strategy:
1. Architecture
2. Modeling
3. Communication

By nature the grid is an integrated system. Therefore, IT-OT systems designed to represent the grid
to operators, planners, and engineers must be integrated. Utilities must follow a well-thought-out
architecture blueprint ahead of starting the implementation. The architecture must focus on:
• Mapping business processes to data and user workflows — flexibility

and cyber security

Read more
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Integrated workflow for flexibility

The architect of the system must anticipate the number of users (including machine-to-machine)
that will use the system so performance does not deteriorate. Servers, central processing units
(CPUs), and memory are relatively inexpensive and the software should be designed efficiently
to scale (same time response, same time to upload and process data with linear increase of
computing power vs. data volume). The best way to assess this is real testing with data.

For many reasons, most utilities have operated in a vertical, or silo, configuration where experts in an
area manage the business functions of that area. Business processes within those verticals tend to be
very strong but lose that strength when crossing boundaries from one vertical area to the other.

Another key architectural aspect is data filtering. Utility systems cannot weigh down operators with
nuisance alerts and superfluous data. Instead, operators must gain more visibility by designing
rules to filter/group or even automatically process information without human intervention.

One can bring those verticals together through workflow management software. Workflows connect
multiple software applications together in order to support robust and successful cross-vertical
business processes. Workflows should be configurable by authorized users, and the execution of
workflows should be logged for tracking and audit purposes.

It’s a world of automation and selected intervention. While operators once spent hours delving into less
serious threats to the network, they can now spend their valuable time addressing more serious issues.

• Data monitoring and collection — scalability
• Visual situation awareness — usability

Visual situation awareness

One common challenge to implement workflows is to design and map the current business process
while taking advantage of how new technology can change and improve the current process. Crossfunctional teams typically brainstorm around a process mapping tool to imagine how efficiency can
be gained by decentralizing the decision-making and providing the relevant information to the most
appropriate actors within the process.

How the information is presented to the user is a key architectural topic. The user interface of
today’s modern information system is not a simple application’s user interface dealing only with
the application’s logic and database. Instead, utility operators require more dashboards and
graphics to present an overview of the situation, identifying where they should “drill down” to
get more details. The user interface of a mission-critical environment such as a utility distribution
control center must be easily configured so the operator can create his own environment where he
becomes rapidly comfortable and efficient in making critical decisions.

Monitoring and data collection
From remote workstations to tablets, the observation of the network has never been easier with the
ubiquitous presence of the Internet. Typical sources of data can be 1) information system in the
enterprise and 2) smart devices deployed in the grid. Data can be graphics, maps, parameters,
metadata for settings extracted from computers in the enterprise, or smart devices out in
substations. For smart devices using the IEC 61850 standard, the data can be self-described and
discovered automatically. Most smart meters are also self-discoverable, and a modern AMI system
can automatically update their asset database as they are deployed in the field. For any utility, the
process of asset data management will always be complex and will therefore always require a
scalable tool across multiple data sources.

Glossary

Not only can multiple data sources feed the user interface in real time, but historical systems
also have the ability to display past data trends to easily compare present patterns to past ones.
Additionally, future states of the system can be simulated using advanced power system calculation
and forecast so the user can visualize the next few hours and anticipate several possible scenarios
(weather related, switching alternatives, etc.) for maximum situational awareness.
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Because the physical network changes constantly, it is important to design
a system architecture that can keep track of model changes and provide
the operator with the most up-to-date network model.

Modeling
Accurate network models are required for a better comprehension of operations, improved
performance of operator safety of switching operations and crew works, and optimization of
the overall grid.
When an outage occurs or an emergency switching operation is imminent, grid operators need the
network model to be in its most accurate, current state. Most utilities today use a GIS to maintain
network models.
The architecture must therefore include a design where a central master network model (hosted
by the GIS) is shared and updated across all operational systems, including the SCADA, DMS,
and OMS. The process of maintaining the “single truth” of the network is implemented through
a workflow. Interoperability of network model exchange is achieved thanks to the IEC 61970
(CIM) standard, where assets and their current state are described in simple XML files. This
must include the capability to import and export only the network changes (deltas) to avoid
having to overwrite complete databases and risk major data discrepancies and computer
network overloads.
The advantage of data modeling is that it provides a way to uniquely associate a physical
component to the data, which helps to avoid ambiguity when exchanging information between
applications. Data modeling is a way to associate labels to apply rules to help manipulate that data.
Utilities need to target the future and take the steps necessary to improve data integrity related to
distribution assets. With a “single version of the truth” and a strong workflow, data is entered once.
All IT and OT systems can share and make sense of the data if they are based on this unique
network model. That’s the best way a business process spanning multiple IT-OT systems can
be implemented efficiently for utilities. Utilities should also consider using the same GIS-based
asset management software used for power equipment to manage additional assets — the smart
devices, communications equipment, and the equipment at the edge of the grid (meters, chargers,
gateways, etc.).
Reducing the number of systems involved in managing assets of any kind will greatly simplify the
IT environment.

Glossary
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Customer success story —
Herning, Midtjylland, Denmark

Saving time on infrastructure
drawings and planning

DONG Energy’s designers learned about Schneider Electric Designer Express and began to
implement it to their design process with impressive results: 60 percent annual time savings when
drawing projects — equivalent to €308,000 in saved resources. And since all the features of each
plan transmit directly to the GIS with one click, there are cost, time, and quality savings in data
transfer as well.

DONG Energy — a large energy company producing, distributing, and selling
energy and associated products in northern Europe — must manage its operational
infrastructure efficiently, such as reporting the design and documentation of 6,000+
new electrical facilities annually. However, DONG was hampered with outdated plandrawing tools that lacked intelligence. Project teams lost significant amounts of time
and money redrawing plans from scratch into the GIS. They needed a solution to
facilitate the planning and sketching process, automatically saving the information
from the design phase so that it could be applied later without risking data quality.

Glossary

The collaborative communication approach of Designer Express also offers great benefits to
project leaders.
“Now all projects are available to everyone in the organization because they are in the GIS
database from the beginning — and that is a great advantage,” says DONG’s GIS Specialist Max
Knudsen. “No more waiting for data to be processed, to be typed, to be potentially misinterpreted
or misunderstood. And best of all, no more always starting from scratch. This is where we save the
most time and get the biggest win financially.”
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Prior to the advance of middleware, utilities had
implemented point-to-point interfaces, which led
to an unmanageable system because of too
much interdependency.

EMS

DMS

Secure communication
An integrated IT-OT world consists of a
federation of networks that combine private
and public infrastructure, and integrate
standards-based, open technologies such as
IP with existing proprietary, legacy solutions.
This integrated group of interdependent
communications systems will grow and evolve.
While interoperability standards have flourished,
security continues to be a significant topic, made
even more critical by the convergence of IT-OT.
With one connected network from smart devices
to control center and key enterprise information
(including confidential customer data), the
architect must be well versed in cyber security
protocols, standards, and compliance rules.

Preintegrated system vs. open components
OMS

The architect of the IT-OT systems for a utility
must make a tough choice between upgrading
legacy systems or replacing them with newer,
better systems.
In general, not all legacy systems can be replaced
at once, thus an integration approach must be
carefully designed, often involving a middleware
framework such as service-oriented architecture
framework and enterprise service bus.

Beyond designing its software and systems
according to the utmost cyber security software
engineering standards, Schneider Electric
also offers services to utility architects to
assess the state of vulnerability of their smart
grid and control systems and recommends
mitigating actions.

However, this has often led to the new
generation of “spaghetti” into the utility
enterprise. Prior to the advance of middleware,
utilities had implemented point-to-point
interfaces, which led to an unmanageable
system because of too much interdependency.
Now the proliferation of adapters/Web services
also creates a level of complexity difficult to
manage by the utility’s IT department and
sometimes not performing enough for the
requirement of real-time operation.

The new utility world, with thousands of new
endpoints outside the sphere of physical
control of the utility, will not make securing
the grid easier. A comprehensive approach
that considers the entire network, targeting
security, patch management, and compliance,
is needed to succeed in this evolving and mixed
environment (see Chapter 8: Solving the riddle
of network security).

For systems with high-performance
requirements and drastic security requirements,
it is probably better to procure preintegrated
functions instead of individual components to
be integrated over an integration bus. In fact,
many systems today have an internal integration
bus so functional components can be easily
added/removed while the system can also be
installed as a single preintegrated application.
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SCADA

GIS

Demand
side

Billing

Asset
management

AMI

Distributed
generator
and virtual
generation

ERP

Database
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By providing users with a single tool that
presents an integrated flow of information in
a unified, straightforward user experience,
operation and analysis of the smart grid are
simplified for the operator and high-speed,
high-quality decisions are enabled.

Read
more about
these topics
> Smart feeders
> F ind out more...

Smart feeders
The next level of proliferation of OT is occurring
out on distribution feeders. Feeder automation
(FA), as opposed to substation automation (SA),
may account for 7- to 10-line devices (or more) for
each automated feeder. An increased focus on
Volt/Volt Ampere Reactive (VAR) control will add to
the number of capacitor and regulator controllers,
as well as line voltage sensors in many cases. FA
for self-healing and improved switching control will
contribute to an increase in intelligent switching
devices outside the substation.

For example, independent SCADA, DMS, and OMS applications
have traditionally been difficult to put in place to support end-to-end
operation of the distribution system. First, the data flow is complex and
prone to errors, and second, the visual interface is not common across
environments for the operator to do his job.
Schneider Electric recommends an approach to preintegrate DMS and
OMS into an ADMS. Also the Schneider Electric GIS (ArcFM) can be
delivered with a preintegrated interface to the ADMS. This helps streamline
the management of the overall system, offers improved workflow, and
simplifies how end-to-end tasks are implemented in the system.
In general, the decision of procuring a preintegrated system versus open
components in a plug-and-play architecture will depend on the legacy
constraints for integration and how integrated the processes are.
Another trend in IT-OT systems is mobile computing and autonomous
control, where more intelligence is implemented in the field and data
is processed locally. The plug-and-play approach is necessary to
accommodate an architecture where devices can be discovered and selfimplemented in a central database for supervision while providing more
local function and controls.

Glossary
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Customer success story —
British Overseas Territory of Bermuda

Increasing maintenance self-sufficiency
Bermuda’s remote location in the Atlantic Ocean makes it appealing to hundreds of
thousands of tourists each year, but it also puts unique demands on the design and
maintenance of its power systems. The Bermuda Electric Light Company (BELCO)
has provided this service for over 100 years, but needed to upgrade to meet the
increased power demands linked to the island nation’s future development and
improve the network’s asset management. The utility’s latest integrated resources
plan focused on improving distributed generation, expanding the central generation
plant, and adding renewable energy and sustainable development for homes and
businesses across the 181 islands of Bermuda.

BELCO not only needed to provide reliable power through a significant upgrade of its safety
and control system, but it also needed to be able to deploy and sustain its new capabilities selfsufficiently. Being so far from any mainland meant that in-person support to its systems was not
always possible and field crews were rarely quick to arrive.
Facing such obstacles, BELCO chose software products from Schneider Electric to help them “tie
everything together very cleanly,” said Bill Stang, Schneider Electric North America operations
sales manager.
BELCO started with the powerful ArchestrA System Platform and this scalable technology enabled
them to integrate and unify various operation management systems, from the old to the new. Audits
and extensive reporting were included and operational data was collected, aggregated, and
organized with ease. BELCO was looking to regulate both preventive and corrective maintenance,
going from reactive to a more proactive method of monitoring and controlling assets. The Avantis
Enterprise Asset Management software solution automated the inventory and spare parts availability
processes and reduced costs.
TM

TM

“The results were so transparent we could readily produce reports ... we could show the regulators
anything that was needed,” says Denton Williams, vice president of energy supply at BELCO. “But
the single best benefit of using the Schneider Electric system is its intuitive nature. Easy to navigate,
easy to integrate, working well together. It’s easy for us to maintain the bulk of our solutions
ourselves and it’s a really good product.”

Glossary
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Summary
A major benefit of integrated IT and OT is improved asset management and operations. These systems
enable grid operators to incorporate all intelligent devices into their process and achieve operational
excellence through the use of data mapped to a common visual environment and a common network
model for a real and accurate representation of the physical grid.
Modernized asset analytics can help utilities assess performance, prioritize repairs, and make timely
upgrades without the guesswork, with the added benefit of major cost savings. Prior to using advanced
analytics, a complete system architecture must be designed, capable of handling large amounts of data
and remain useful to the operator.
With integration tools and proper architecture, as well as spatial and workflow technologies, utilities will
maximize the benefits from the smart grid.
In the next chapter, we present the overarching topics of smart grid and smart generation, including an
evaluation of technologies and tools that can facilitate the transition to smart utilities.
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The smart grid: No longer just a myth
The smart grid combines electricity and IT
infrastructure to integrate and connect all users
(producers, operators, marketers, consumers,
etc.) in order to continue to efficiently balance
supply and demand over an increasingly
complex network.

results showed the difficulty utilities face in
maintaining data that is complete, correct,
and current:

Smart grids offer a way to deliver additional
energy into the power network, thus increasing
the amount of energy that can be utilized.
Visualization of energy consumption through
smart metering or other systems, for example,
allows electricity to be consumed in a more
efficient way by raising consumption awareness
and allowing much more ability to control costs.

• More than 30 percent see 31 – 90 days
for the database to be updated following
completion of the work order

However these new capabilities have a huge
impact on existing networks, with the biggest
change being the amount of data that needs to
be processed. When the Environmental Systems
Research Institute (ESRI) surveyed 226 utility
companies regarding the readiness of their
network data for smart grid implementation,

Glossary

see Chapter 6: Managing demand and the influence of “prosumers”).
Overall, end users are no longer passive buyers of energy only, but real
customers, and utilities have to work cooperatively with them to maximize
value for them and for the grid.

• More than 20 percent of utilities had their
oldest network asset work order open for
6 – 12 months

Many distribution networks are poorly or partially instrumented, especially
downstream in the areas of secondary substations. As a result of the
massive introduction of local production, these networks are becoming
more difficult to manage. More accurate and highly networked sensors,
actuators, and management systems will be required to achieve government
and customer targets of new DER deployment.

• Only 2 – 5 percent were confident in the
accuracy of their network data
• 60 – 70 percent reported their network
databases were missing data
The inclusion of energy resources from
the end-user side also implies a pivotal
change, as electricity consumers are able to
produce electricity themselves. They become
“prosumers” and now play a different role
within the power generation, distribution, and
consumption ecosystem (for more information,
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Defining the smart grid
The smart grid combines electricity and IT
infrastructure to integrate and connect all users
(producers, operators, marketers, consumers,
etc.) in order to continue to efficiently balance
supply and demand over an increasingly
complex network.
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Today’s grid vs. the smart grid

Why distribution networks need to be more flexible
There are four trends that are helping to drive the movement toward the deployment of a smarter,
more flexible utility infrastructure:

Find out more...

1. Demand patterns are changing.
Electricity consumers are adding new kinds of appliances, such as heat pumps and other
devices, including EVs, to the grid at growing rates, changing previously reliable consumption
patterns. Prosumers with local generation behind their meter, such as photovoltaics (PVs),
combined heat and power (CHP), or even storage, have a very different net demand curve
for the utility. In addition to devices that directly attach to the grid and consume energy, EVs
connecting through charging stations are creating a different business relationship between the
customer and the utility. While EVs will be a significant element in the change that is occurring
within the distribution system, there is no doubt that consumers of all types are increasingly
changing how they use electricity in their daily routines.
2. Additional telemetry devices are being deployed on the distribution network.
These devices — including meters, smart home devices, and sensors — are used for sensing
and data telemetry. A large number of new assets associated with the distribution network are
being added, including the end devices and telecommunications systems that telemeter data to
the utility’s IT systems.
3. There is a new need to understand distribution network topology.
Utilities that have paid limited attention to the real-time understanding of their distribution
networks are discovering that in the era of the smart grid, precise management of network
topology is of primary importance. This network management is now mandatory in order to
provide reliable service and extend asset life.
4. Generation is becoming more distributed.
Distributed and often “green” generation is growing throughout the world as a result of
environmental concerns about CO2 emissions and global warming. While some of these new
distributed generators, such as large wind farms, are linked to the transmission grid, they are
also connected on the distribution network to provide power to local consumers.
As a result of these developments, the use of disparate technology systems — with large numbers
of interfaces and multiple versions of assets that require constant synchronization — becomes even
more complex.

Glossary
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Today’s grid

The smart grid

Centralized, utility-controlled generation
with traditional fossil fuels

Decentralized generation with emphasis
on renewables and demand response

Blind operation of generation assets with
only a forecast of demand

Real-time monitoring and advanced
control of connected sources and loads
for dynamic balance

One-way energy flows with little situational
awareness and slow response to outages

Two-way energy flows that require
automation, outage management,
and awareness

Manually switching to restore power based
on trial and error

Self-healing grid that automatically
prevents or minimizes outages

Passive and uninformed energy consumers

Better informed consumers actively
participating with utilities

Focus on adding infrastructure
(power plants, transmission lines, etc.)
to meet demand

Focus on adding efficiencies and
control to meet demand without
building infrastructure

Static operating modes with minimal
integration of operational data

Flexible operating modes with full integration
of information and operational data

Grid is vulnerable to cyberterrorism and
damage caused by natural disasters

Grid is resilient and intelligent, virtually
eliminating or mitigating all types of attacks
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The self-healing grid and where the
transition is taking place
A self-healing grid is comprised of sensors, communications, automated
controls, and advanced software that utilize real-time distribution data to
respond to abnormalities.

To reduce distribution network performance problems, investments can be made to replace aging
infrastructure. Yet with overall demand increasing and reliable power being vital for businesses and
services, the evolving grid will likely need to be upgraded to include self-healing capabilities designed
to minimize outages resulting from natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes, hurricanes, floods), human
error (e.g., a digger cutting a cable), or even sabotage.

Read
more about
these topics
> The self-healing grid
> F ind out more...

A self-healing grid is comprised of sensors, communications, automated controls, and advanced
software that utilize real-time distribution data to respond to abnormalities. It constantly looks for
potential problems, identifies the presence of a fault, and pinpoints the location of the event. It
automatically isolates the faulty section within a fraction of a second and then reconfigures the grid to
re-energize faulty sections as quickly as possible.
This automation and control solution performs like a super immune system for the distribution network,
making it more resilient to faults that might otherwise cascade into a major blackout — all with minimal
human intervention. For increased resilience, the self-healing system can be decentralized, just like
the immune system does not need coordination from the brain to be effective.
Such tools minimize costs related to service failures. They also reduce the utility’s SAIDI — the
measure of average outage duration for each customer served — and minimize damage from
deliberate attempts to interrupt the power grid.

Glossary
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Customer success story — Grenoble & Lyon, France

Greenlys: The first full-scale smart grid
demonstration project

At the grid level, this includes new analysis tools, next generation SA equipment, and
communication with smart meters at consumer locations. It will also incorporate decentralized
energy generation based on renewables, as well as the potential to use stored energy from EVs.

Power grid operators are facing new challenges and there is an urgent need to make
grids safer, more efficient, “greener,” and more flexible. In a word: smarter.

At the end-consumer level, Schneider Electric is applying a variety of new technologies to engage
businesses and homeowners. The cloud-based StruxureWare Demand-side Operation platform
enables participation in programs like demand response that offer financial incentives for adjusting
energy consumption when required. For homeowners, Schneider Electric has developed the
innovative Wiser system, which monitors and controls all electrical equipment. A computer or
mobile device can be used to view energy use by zone or type of use (e.g., heating system, water
heater). It’s also possible to remotely adjust room temperature, schedule lights to turn on or off,
or program an energy-saving mode. And at the end of the month, the homeowner can create a
provisional bill to see his energy savings
TM

Schneider Electric partnered in the GreenLys project, the first full-scale smart grid demonstration
project in France with distribution network operator ERDF, global energy company GDF Suez (now
Engie), vertically integrated utilities GEG, and Institute of Technology Grenoble INP. Partially financed
by Agence de l’Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l’Energie (French Agency for Environment
and Energy Management) (ADEME), the consortium has developed an experimental technology
platform being tested in the cities of Lyon and Grenoble, involving 1,000 residential customers and
40 commercial buildings. The role of Schneider Electric in the project consists of providing network
monitoring and management solutions, working with the DSO’s information system, and providing
energy management solutions to the final customer, working with the aggregator’s information system.

Glossary

TM

The GreenLys project standardizes and showcases a functional smart grid and sets the stage for
widespread deployment so utilities can leverage energy flexibility and improve grid stability for a
reliable, efficient, and green energy future.
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The smart grid: No longer just a myth

• Competition for supply
• Integration of renewable energy sources
• Increasingly constrained networks

Comparison of grid modernization trajectories

• Distribution automation
• Renewable integration
• Energy efficiency
• EV management

Transmission and
distribution overload and
aging infrastructure

Growing energy demand
• Growing consumption
• Transmission congestion

• Blackouts

• CO2 emissions

• Critical peak situations
• Price volatility
• Cyber security issues

• Advanced metering infrastructure
• Distribution automation
• Renewable integration

• Demand response
• Distribution automation
–– Volt/VAR control
• Energy efficiency

Growing energy demand
and losses
• Critical peak situations
• Energy theft

• Energy efficiency
• Rural microgrids
• Distribution automation

Distribution infrastructure modernization

• Advanced metering infrastructure

• Growing consumption

• Demand response

• Energy theft and losses
• Generation and transmission modernization

• Distribution automation
• Substation automation
• Advanced metering infrastructure
• Energy efficiency
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Grid technological cornerstones
The roadmap to smart-grid-enabled utility operations includes new
technologies that are designed to support fluctuating demand and the
increased need for utility-customer interface and interaction. Below is a
list of major technology areas that will provide the cornerstones for this
new development.

Wide area networks, communications, and
security infrastructure
Linking the large variety of smart devices
distributed throughout the network requires
secure communications. Each utility that
envisions a smart grid needs to build a
communications network that parallels and can
monitor, operate, and optimize the electrical
grid. But the technology and drivers that
determine the right wide area network (WAN)
for each company can vary widely.

Advanced metering infrastructure
AMI can enhance meter operations by reducing
the cost and improving the accuracy of
reading/collecting energy usage information
while providing a mechanism to both inform
and empower customers as they choose better
energy consumption patterns. This is a broad
topic, but a utility needs to evaluate current
metering status and gain at least a high-level
view of the requirements for the future.

Meter data management system
MDM software focuses on properly managing
and integrating all meter-generated data:
historical data for analysis, as well as billing,
power quality, and system events data. This
integration tool is the hub that shares data with
other critical applications such as CIS, CRM
systems, ADMSs, and OMSs. An effectively
implemented MDM system can allow the utility
to integrate whatever technologies are needed
(consumer, industrial, and/or multiutility) into one
cohesive system, now and in the future.

Glossary

Distribution automation
Distribution automation (DA) involves devices
and secure communications between them
in the distribution network. DA can be broken
down into two major divisions: SA and FA. SA
enables electric utilities to remotely monitor,
control, and coordinate the distribution
components installed in the substation, typically
breakers, switches, transformers, and load tap
changers using sensors, meters, protection
relays, and controllers — often referred to as
intelligent electronic devices (IEDs), RTUs, and
SCADA systems. FA extends to circuits beyond
the substation fence, and typically includes
reclosers, sectionalized switches, capacitor
banks, voltage regulators, and fault indicators,
plus their associated monitoring and control
equipment and SCADA systems. Within the
FA domain, fault passage indicators are
linked to circuit breakers and reclosers,
making networks more reliable. DA is very
beneficial in improving system reliability, safety,
and efficiency — especially when used in
conjunction with other smart grid technologies.
Systems like ADMS can help manage and
optimize DA and provide guidance on the best
locations for placing DA devices.

Read
more about
these topics
> Wide area networks,

communications, and
security infrastructure

>A
 dvanced metering
infrastructure

>D
 istribution
automation
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Customer success story — Paraiba, Brazil

Situation awareness improves
quality of electricity supply

Schneider Electric modernized Energisa Paraiba’s grid by revamping its substations, automation,
grid metering, supervision, and control via a SCADA system. With a long-term partnership
approach, the project was implemented over five years and extended to add FA. This included
reclosers, communication, engineering, and integration services that improved operating
procedures and modernized the network architecture.

The Energisa Group has 13 distribution utilities in Brazil throughout nine states,
with over 6 million customers and 10,000 employees. Energisa Paraiba is
responsible for the electrical supply of the state of Paraiba in northeastern Brazil.
In 2002, they had 51 HV/MV substations locally operated via telephone, leaving
its Power Control Center (PCC) virtually “blind.” With only a few intelligent devices
in the network, energy quality was low, operations were costly, and customers
were dissatisfied.

Glossary

Energisa drastically improved the quality of its energy supply, achieving recognition as the
best energy distributor in northeastern Brazil. All substations became automated (i.e., requiring
no operator), resulting in reduced operating expenses, improved SAIDI and System Average
Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI), and increased customer satisfaction. Three other divisions
of the Energisa Group capitalized on this experience of complete grid modernization and followed
with similar projects. Energisa personnel have been up-skilled and are now able to improve
preventive maintenance procedures. Both the Paraiba state government and public are satisfied,
and Energisa’s image has improved.
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Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
The major function of SCADA is acquiring
data from remote devices, such as protection
relays, switches position, and meters, as well as
providing remote control of these devices from a
control center. This remote process control turns
devices on and off at the right time, enabling
both execution of the control strategy and
remote capture of data and events (alarms) for
monitoring these processes. SCADA platforms
also provide functions for graphical displays,
trending, and historical storage of data.
Older SCADA products were generic and
designed with a “one-size-fits-all” approach.
Newer SCADA systems have matured to provide
solutions for specific industry markets. An
electrical SCADA is unique because production
and delivery of electricity is the only real-time
process (electricity is consumed at the same
time it is produced). While transmission SCADA
have had very high reliability requirements for
some time now, DSCADA are also evolving into
fully redundant systems to ensure visibility and
controllability of the grid at all time.

Advanced distribution
management system
These systems enable efficient and reliable
network operations in the new, more complex
utility business environments.
The ADMS provides advanced tools that
present data in an easy-to-understand visual
context, make recommendations regarding the
most optimal device operations, and further
automate device operations.
These systems combine SCADA for monitoring
and control with a DMS for distribution power
applications, OMS for resiliency, EMS for
transmission power applications, and generation
control and demand-side management (DSM) for
managing demand-side resources. They also
communicate directly with AMI/MDM systems,
DA, DERs, and microgrids. When integrated
with an accurate weather forecasting system,
these systems provide more reliable loads
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and renewable forecasts. This enables more
accurate prediction of both expected load and
contribution from renewable distributed energy
sources such as solar and wind.
ADMSs are at the integration point between
traditional OT and IT and are powerful engines
for optimizing the smart utility. As such, they are
often referred to as “the brain of the smart grid.”

Read
more about
these topics
> Advanced distribution
management system

> The growing

importance of
power quality

> F ind out more...

The growing importance of power quality
Modern equipment and appliances on the
demand side use more electronic components
and require high-quality electricity, including
stable voltage levels, little if any flicker, and
smooth sinusoid waveforms. Highly precise
power meters are used to secure transactions
between stakeholders exchanging electricity
over networks and can be used to closely
monitor the waveform of electricity flows.

Integrated site supervision
Industrial plants

Integrated site supervision
Data centers

Although some intelligence can be embedded
at the power meter level to monitor power
quality, the innovation and adaptability of
engineers at utilities will prove to be key in
taking power quality information and using it to
improve system reliability.

Enterprise performance
management

Energy and
Integrated
siteInfrastructure
supervision
Energy and infrastructure

Integrated site supervision

Energy-efficiency practices

Buildings

As a result of recently announced European
Union (EU) mandates, DSOs will need to
improve the efficiency (lower the loss rates)
of their electrical distribution networks by 1.5
percent each year. In addition, they are tasked
with finding new ways to integrate smart grid
drivers, such as EV charging stations and
alternative energy generation (wind, solar), at
consumer locations.

Remote supervision

Security

Today it is both possible and prudent to
plan, measure, and improve transmission
and distribution efficiency. Improvements
can reduce operation costs by enabling the
installation of equipment and software that
communicates and integrates throughout the
distribution path.
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Customer success story — Rotterdam, Netherlands

Automatic rapid response to power failure
Stedin is one of the Netherlands’ largest utilities, based in Rotterdam and
providing electricity to over 2 million customers, including government offices,
major financial customers, and Europe’s largest port. Stedin has to comply
with strict reliability and quality regulations or face costly penalties so customer
service is a top priority. Improving network operations to avoid disturbances is
core. Innovative smart solutions that upgrade and improve existing assets are
easier to deploy.

Schneider Electric and Stedin worked closely together to devise and test a self-healing grid solution
based on motorizing existing Ring Main Units in downtown Rotterdam.
This upgrade paid off in January 2015 when Stedin faced a blackout due to a broken cable, triggering
the system so that roughly 600 households, shops, and businesses barely noticed the fault when it was
resolved in 18 seconds rather than an average two hours.
Targeted sections of the distribution network are re-energized automatically when a fault occurs,
localizing it through simple but effective peer-to-peer communication between substations in the loop
so most of the affected customers are rapidly reconnected. Stedin can also harness more network
data about power flows thanks to additionally installed sensors and even speed up the final equipment
repairs as faults are isolated so quickly.
“After tests and simulations, we were really pleased to see the system work in practice. A first for the
Dutch grid, this technology automatically limits both the duration and the broader impact of network
failures,” confirmed Marko Kruithof, manager, sustainability and renewal of Stedin.
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Integration of renewable energies
DERs — including renewable energy sources, controllable loads, and
energy storage systems — are helping utilities meet load demand
challenges and reduce CO2 emissions.
Yet the variable nature of renewables on local energy networks and the
need for microgrid management will require new ways of doing business.
The new business model that utilities will need to integrate DER will have
at its heart a centralized intelligence system that integrates and manages
devices — collecting data, analyzing loads and capacities, sending
out intelligence — but also secures the energy transactions between
prosumers and markets.
Operating the electric distribution network with a growing number of
distributed energy is not economic or effective without the deployment
of advanced software analytics — specifically, a real-time network model
that will support operations management, network optimization, and
comprehensive planning. This model resides at the centralized control
center and is created and maintained by advanced smart grid software.
Depending upon the region in the world, distribution network load may be
expected to continue to increase, in large part due to population growth,
electrification of usages, and the proliferation of consumer technology. A
smart control system enables network management that results in increased
system capacity and maintains the margin between load and capacity.
Migration to a smarter, more intelligent generation and distribution process
takes place through the execution of both short- and long-term phases.
Some logical execution steps include:
• Identifying areas where waste can occur: primary substations, mediumvoltage (MV) feeders, and secondary substations. Consider parameters
such as density of population, power of existing and forecasted DER,
strategy around smart metering, and existing communication options.

Impact of DER on voltage management
One of the main responsibilities of utilities around
the world is to maintain voltage limits as agreed
via contract with their customers (e.g., within
+/-10 percent of agreed target) or as set by the
regulator. Voltage control is traditionally performed
by transformers using load tap changers and
capacitor banks that inject reactive power into the
grid at the HV/MV substation level. For example,
the DSO fixes a setpoint and prepares scenarios
and ranges based on seasonal load curves.
As a result of the massive injection of DER onto
the grid, voltage management now presents
DSOs with a major challenge. They now have
to manage situations where voltage may be
rising on one part of their grid while decreasing
on another part. Thus, DSOs are deploying
sensors to monitor the voltage all along feeders,
new actuators that are able to regulate the
voltage at different levels, and centralized or
distributed intelligence to manage the macro
voltage control.

Read more about these topics

• Installing sensors and applications that can accurately assess
the magnitude of the performance losses. Begin to identify areas
of improvement.
• Implementing smart network pilot projects to demonstrate feasibility,
quantify gains, and estimate the deployment costs.
• Planning and implementing a staged rollout. Although market realities
may increase short-term capital costs, long-term advantages will lower
operating costs, reduce energy waste, and lead to a more integrated
and flexible network.
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What are the roles for energy storage?

Bringing balance to the grid through smarter storage

As the generation and distribution networks increase in complexity, utilities
will need to look for flexibility in energy storage and use it to control much
more closely the way it’s consumed.

A defined energy storage policy will provide
utilities with better control and forecasting of their
energy profile. For example, a utility can now shift
grid energy consumption to lower tariff hours by
supplying loads with stored energy during higher
cost peak hours. This can become a way to
avoid bottlenecks on their networks.

Flywheel
Mechanical device that
stores kinetic energy in a
rotating mass

Lithium, lead acid,
and Na S (Sodium
Sulfur) batteries
Electrochemical devices that
store electrical energy in
chemical form in
the battery

Hydrogen
multiuse solutions
Energy is stored in the form
of H2 and O2 that is then converted
back to electricity

For consumers or new prosumers, stored
energy can be leveraged to apportion power
based on the real needs of the grid, while also
avoiding penalties for peak power consumption.
When the prices are high, the stored energy
can be sold back to the grid. Energy storage
via charged batteries, for example, enables
quick responses to demand peaks, and can
help adjust grid frequency or voltage, or can
contribute to rebuilding a portion of the grid
after a full blackout.

Flow battery
Electrochemical device
that stores electrical
energy in chemical form
in external tanks

Pumped hydro

CAES

Energy is stored in a mass of
water moved to a high reservoir,
thus giving it potential energy,
released to a lower reservoir
through turbines

Energy is stored in the
form of compressed air
stored in a reservoir

Schneider Electric recently optimized system
operation efficiencies for a major utility company
in Corsica, France, through an all-in-one energy
storage system made of hydrogen gaseous
storage, electrolysis, and fuel cells. The
complete system capacity reached 1.75 MWh
and included the ability to shape the power
profile on demand with just 24 hours’ notice,
maximizing every unit of energy generated by a
PV plant and vastly decreasing downtime in the
event of a blackout.
Utility customers who store energy can also
help bolster power quality and reliability by
acting as a backup supply in the event of grid
fluctuations or complete outages.
Grid operators may even offer these customers
opportunities to sell stored energy back to the
grid when it’s needed, typically when prices
are high.
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A complete Electrical Energy Storage System
(EESS) solution may also include intelligent
communication and control capabilities.
For example, the system can automatically
coordinate requests from the grid operator,
track and forecast the status of energy
resources, and help customers decide on the
best course of action.
Depending on how the grid operator needs to
balance demand at any given time, this could
include reducing consumption from the grid
by using stored energy, or even increasing
consumption by using energy from the grid to
charge batteries. It could also include turning
off or on some noncritical loads — such as
temporarily reducing heating or cooling —
through coordination with power distribution,
building management, and process
automation systems.
It is clear that no one energy storage
technology will address the comprehensive
needs of the grid operator seeking a solution.
In each case, benefits and drawbacks will need
to be evaluated and, in all likelihood, the most
appropriate solution will contain a subset of
some of these technologies.

Find out more...
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Paying for the smart grid:
Investment and payback scenarios
Throughout this chapter, we’ve discussed how smart grid tools can provide reliable, safe, and efficient
power to the grid. But for many utilities, these benefits — though well understood — inevitably lead to
conversations around the return on investment.
And it’s perhaps the most important question: Why follow the roadmap to the smart grid if it’s not
profitable? Furthermore, because the smart grid concept is still relatively new, it can be easy for
utilities to get lost in lofty definitions, marketing babble, and promissory statements from energy
experts that conjure up visions of an inaccessible future state. To clear the air, here are some of the
more notable benefits of migrating to the smart grid.

longer hours. Job satisfaction can improve
as a result, as well as fewer accidents. Smart
technology managing remote utility assets can
resolve problems exactly where they occur. And
beyond the human cost, accidents undermine
confidence in the utility and have supplementary
operational and insurance costs.

Nine ways utilities are realizing the benefits of the smart grid right now
Reduced peaks
Reduced peaks in turn reduce peak capacity.
This will be especially important in the future
because it will virtually eliminate the need for
utilities to invest in additional infrastructure that
is online for only a few hours a year. Schneider
Electric recently helped a major utility avoid
building a 300 MW gas peaking plant thanks
to an ADMS that allows peak shaving through
voltage conservation. Distribution utilities can
reduce their subscription power level at their
point of connection to the transmission system
operator (TSO), or at least the penalties for
going over their subscribed power at times
of peaks. Demand response programs also
reduce peaks by shedding or shifting loads.

CapEx deferral
A smarter grid can effectively optimize the
lifetime of legacy assets — preventing costly
infrastructure replacement — through better
asset and inventory management integrated
into a systemwide approach benefitting utility
enterprise operations. For example, careful
analysis of load patterns of a transformer and
mitigating actions might extend its operating
life, thus postponing the time when it will need
to be replaced.
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Reduced outage times (SAIDI) and
outage frequency (SAIFI)
Power outages and the penalties associated
with them can be detrimental to utilities and
their customers. It’s not uncommon for the
broader economic cost of a blackout to be
hundreds of times higher than the value of kWh
not delivered. Automation and smart distribution
networks instantly reduce downtime by
rerouting energy paths to restore energy faster,
even without human involvement.

new opportunity is giving traditional utilities a
value-added reason to consider the integration
of smart generation technologies. Utilities can
foray into smart homes or install rooftop PVs
they would then control. Demand response
and energy-efficiency programs, coupled with
providing visualization of energy consumption,
are the foundations of new services to end users.

Better customer loyalty and less churn
It’s always cheaper to keep an existing customer
than try to win a new one. And it’s easier to keep
customers when they can save money on their
electric bill and experience high-quality customer
service. Advanced metering can reduce service
requests and on-site visits from metering
staff, which means the staff can handle more
customer requests in a shorter amount of time.
The data collected from AMI also gives service
representatives timely access to customer data
and billing info, so incidents can be resolved
quickly. The benefits are twofold: better service
and higher customer satisfaction, both of which
lead to more revenue over time. A step beyond is
to use the smart meter to provide new services,
for example around energy efficiency. Helping
customers implement energy-efficient projects is
a great way to secure customer relationships.

Reduced fuel usage
Smart technology, such as weather forecasting
coupled with an ADMS, can reduce cycling of
plants to match demands and improve overall
efficiency by lowering losses. Less energy
needs to be injected into the network for the
same output to be delivered.

Fewer personnel and higher job satisfaction
Staffing a remote wind farm with qualified
engineers hundreds of miles from a large city
is expensive. Keeping engineers in the control
center instead of on-call is also cost prohibitive.
Smart grid software allows utilities to dispatch
crews to the right place the first time, which
reduces the need for large teams to work

More revenue from new services
Selling more than just kWh increases the top
line. Just as customers are demanding more
energy derived from renewables, those same
resources (wind, solar, geothermal, etc.) are
becoming cheaper than spot market price. This

schneider-electric.com/utilities

More security
Recent efforts in data security are paving the
way for a more secure grid. Devices, while more
connected than ever, are also more capable of
containing data cyber threats — without affecting
the rest of the network. As grid technology
gets smarter, and as standards become more
commonplace, it will be easier to recover from
attacks on data and damage from natural
disasters (Read more about this in Chapter 8:
Solving the riddle of network security).

Less pollution
Governments and regulators will continue to
drive the smart grid transition through both
mandates and incentives based on societal
demands. Apart from the obvious positive
environmental impact of these policies, there
are potential cost savings that come from
deploying smart generation technologies
sooner rather than later.

Find out more...
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Summary
New technologies enable the further development of smart grid initiatives by allowing utilities to improve
operational planning and better manage grid assets and their workforce, but also to respond quickly to
marketplace pricing actions and customer demands.
As customers and prosumers get more involved in the power and distribution process, utilities can
realize cost savings by enabling more flexibility and faster response. Operating in such a manner implies
tight interfaces between the public smart grid and the local participants that are standardized and
compatible in both directions.
Although investments in these new technologies may increase short-term capital costs, long-term
advantages will include lower operating costs, reduced energy waste, and a more integrated and
flexible network.
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Ensuring nuclear stays relevant and
contributes its share
In order to achieve safety standards that can stand the test of time, many
utilities are now seeking technology suppliers that can power and certify
the equipment around the nuclear reactor.

For utilities that choose nuclear power to be part
of their mix of generation, a clear line has been
drawn in the sand.
On one side of that line, advocates recognize
the enormous opportunities that lie within
nuclear power. Among those: efficiency,
reliability, and zero carbon emissions. On the
other side, governments and politicians —
stretched between the need for energy security,
and public trepidation, concerns about waste,
and fear of accidents as in Japan, Ukraine, and
U.S. — are sometimes ambivalent about the
future of nuclear plants.

Glossary

In the public’s eyes, the possibility of a
catastrophe and its harmful after effects can
eclipse the potential for reduced carbon
emissions. High-profile nuclear-related
accidents, and the attention given to such
incidents by the press, help fuel the sense of
panic and uncertainty.

However, this is a case where perception is at odds with reality. According
to Bloomberg New Energy Finance, “Deaths per TWh are around 15 times
lower for nuclear power than for coal-fired power in the developed world
and 300 times safer than coal-fired power in China.”

Read
more about
this topic

These events tend to overshadow the progress
of nuclear, especially over the last decade. As a
result of changes in public sentiment influenced
by the most recent incident in Fukushima,
Japan, countries such as Germany (via its
Energiewende policy), Switzerland, and Italy
announced or confirmed that they would phase
out their nuclear programs.

Still, the topic will continue to be a chief concern among those who work
in the nuclear industry. In September 2011, the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) gathered over 100 regulatory and industry experts
in Paris to discuss the future of global nuclear safety. Out of that meeting,
the nuclear industry found key improvement areas, including improving
backup systems and response plans to natural disasters.

Schneider Electric is providing electrical
auxiliary systems, plant control systems,
real-time performance management, predictive
analytics software solutions, and virtual reality
for nuclear plants worldwide. Our contribution
is enhancing the safety and efficiency of new
plants as well as retrofit of existing plants. We
have specialized teams in nuclear certification
of equipment and systems, as well as project
engineers with strong experience in nuclear
systems. Schneider Electric works with the
largest Nuclear Steam Systems Suppliers
(NSSS) of nuclear reactors: Areva , GE,
Westinghouse, KEPCO, and Rosatom.
®
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While nuclear energy’s future may seem uncertain, its unique advantages,
such as minimal land and CO2 footprints, make it difficult to ignore.
With a new prevention-focused paradigm in place, nuclear’s past is certainly not prologue. Global
authorities are attempting to create the highest sustained levels of safety to date by requiring the
implementation of additional safety measures, practices, and procedures for nuclear plants.
These new safety requirements will help shape the next wave of nuclear plant construction, which is
expected to expand in worldwide capacity from 345 GW in 2012 to 583 GW by 2030.
1

As of the end of 2013, there were over 400 nuclear reactors in operation worldwide, with a
total generating capacity of 371.7 GW. In 2015, there were nearly 70 reactors under construction.
The U.S., China, Brazil, India, United Kingdom, Finland, and Russia all plan to ramp
up production.
2

Worldwide
nuclear
capacity growth
345 GW in 2012
583 GW in 2030

3

4

Continuously striving for higher safety
Nuclear energy’s future may at times seem both promising and uncertain. Yet its unique advantages
(such as minimal land and CO2 footprints) make it difficult to ignore. That is why some countries like
Poland, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, South Africa, and the United Arab Emirates have committed
to developing their nuclear industries. But even with such prominent support, the safety of nuclear
energy still needs to be proven to stakeholders, governments, and the public in other parts of the
world before its benefits can be taken seriously.
Many utilities are now looking at the past to learn “what we could have done” and to the future to
prepare for possible worst-case scenarios. With this reinforced approach, they take into account the
most extreme combination of events, such as simultaneous failures, earthquakes, and storms. As a
result, the safety levels of existing (or aging) plants can now match those of newly built plants.
In France, Electricité de France (EDF) is connecting a fourth ultimate backup diesel generator set to
every nuclear reactor — each with its own separate connection point — to help keep plants online
in cases of extreme events. Other reinforcements include bunkered control rooms and technology
that allows secure operators to take control of the plant from a remote location.
Closer to the reactor, utilities are installing uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs) that can
secure the delivery of quality electricity by separating individual pieces of equipment from the
whole system.
Safety adaptations, like those being implemented in France, may one day prove to be critical
additions to the grid. But how can utilities begin planning for such important projects without a
blueprint for success?
To achieve safety standards that can stand the test of time, many utilities are now seeking
technology suppliers that can power and certify the equipment around the nuclear reactor. The right
partner can bring peace of mind to grid owners and stringent safety authorities, which may lead to
increased investment in nuclear projects in the future.
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Idaho, United States

Idaho National Laboratory sails through
stringent certification process
When the Idaho National Laboratory (INL), the U.S. Department of Energy’s
leading nuclear research and development center, needed a large 800 kVA
UPS, its project managers knew they faced strict certification challenges.

Globally, the nuclear industry requires stringent quality assurance conditions for any materials or
components being used for nuclear energy. Schneider Electric is the only supplier in the world of
large UPS systems that qualifies under the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA-1) program.
In accordance with NQA-1 and requirements defined by the ASME, equipment must be proven to
be secure against earthquakes, heat, and humidity, as well as electromagnetic variations. Experts
had to check, test, and catalog every part of their UPS system to meet the requirements for use in
the nuclear industry.
Sixteen months of painstaking work finally resulted in the approval by an external American test
laboratory, and the equipment — dual Gutor PDW 400 kVA — was delivered to INL in August 2014,
and has been in operation since. Schneider Electric was able to deliver the 400 kVA system with the
proper documentation under the required NQA-1 program when no other UPS manufacturer could.
TM
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Example of a nuclear safety qualification
system (RCC-E) for electrical equipment.
K3: Equipment outside the containment
building, qualified for normal ambient
conditions through reference tests, tests at
the limits of operational usage, robustness
tests, and/or assessment of equipment
behavior over time and seismic resistance

Safety certification: The necessary
link for nuclear expansion
A nuclear plant is an intricate and complex system.
It is filled with equipment that needs to be reliably
controlled and consistently supplied with energy:
control rods, pumps for heat-conveying fluids,
pumps for emergency cooling, handling cranes,
ventilation, lighting, and access control.
This elaborate web of equipment requires an
electrical supply made of controls systems,
transformers, breakers, switchgears, busways,
and UPSs for continuity of service and power
quality — all of which need to be certified to
operate in a nuclear environment.
To safeguard their nuclear power plants, utilities
are deploying the following three methodologies
to achieve the highest level of certification:

Planning
Design the electrical and process architecture
through accredited high-level engineering
companies, such as Westinghouse, Rosatom,
Areva, etc. These engineering companies ensure
the incorporation of the country’s nuclear safety
authority recommendations in their studies.

K3

Nuclear island

K3
K3

K1
K3
K2

K2: Equipment inside the containment building,
qualified K3 plus by radiation aging tests
(250 kGy)

Installation

K1: Equipment inside the containment building,
qualified K2 plus for accidental ambient
conditions through irradiation test (600 kGy)

Incorporate safe, accredited, and well-known
equipment for the nuclear island of a new-build
plant in order to safeguard:
• The reactor cooling, the heat transfer toward
the steam generators, and the residual heat
transfer with sea or river water

K3

K1

K2

• The safety water injection system

The safety chain includes several pieces of equipment. Their
qualification depends on their location. Interface equipment
between the core and other buildings are always K1
(radioactive risk).

• The last cooling safety level of the
steam generator
With the latest international safety requirements,
such a system has to be proven safe and
operable at any moment. A nuclear plant is a
harsh environment for electrical devices, with
possible high radiation levels. In fact, the closer
the equipment is to the nuclear reactor, the more
stringent the safety classification. Each piece
of equipment within the power plant has to be
classified as either safety classified or nonsafety
classified (which corresponds to usual industrial
equipment). The safety classification is usually
specified under three levels going from the
most to the least stringent context depending

Due to the fact that plants now have an average 60-year life cycle, those
certifications help ensure that the equipment around the reactor operates
as expected and will be properly maintained and replaced during that time.

on their proximity to the nuclear vessel or on
their importance level in the safety chain. Typical
criteria to be taken into account by the equipment
according to its safety classification are: seismic,
shock, and vibration compatibility, compliance to
environmental standard compliance IEC 61225
EMC, vibration, shock, aging, and resistance to
normal and accidental radiation levels.
Codes and standards are edited by specialized
bodies. Some of them are ASME (mostly used
with American standards), or GOST (for
Russian standards) or RCC-E (for French
design), etc. See above chart for an example
of an RCC-E classification.
In compliance with such classification, the
devices supplying the energy to the equipment
must therefore themselves be safe and
accredited by the safety authorities through
certification. Such certification also requires
that the manufacturer maintain knowledge and
manufacturing procedures about these devices, in
order to sometimes have the ability to supply and
remanufacture them, over the lifetime of the plant,
which can range up to 40 and even 60 years.

Glossary

Conventional island/
balance of plant
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Maintenance
Guarantee that the nuclear power plant can
produce electricity over the long term. One can
easily imagine that the initially installed equipment
wouldn’t last too long without a long-term service
maintenance agreement that includes equipment
renewals, safety accreditations, and a committed
site service team.
If an issue occurs on equipment 30 years after
original installation, the manufacturer must
guarantee it will have the ability to service and/
or replace it. This implies a large amount of
knowledge management and documentation
to ensure that the supplier keeps all such
information about the product, regardless of
employee turnover or retirement.
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Myth vs. Fact

Reverting the recent cost trends — caused by increased safety
requirements and the aging of existing facilities — is an additional hurdle.

Overcoming capital and operating expenses
Beyond safety, the challenge of cost
So far we’ve discussed the importance of nuclear’s past, as well as the global response for higher
safety standards and classifications. But thinking beyond just the safety of nuclear, we must also
consider the economic viability of nuclear plants. After all, what good is a safe energy source if it
cannot meet the demands of our expanding cities?
There are two important factors that will help transform the nuclear conversation from one about
safety concerns to one about efficiency: a clear commitment to nuclear energy in national energy
policy and the buildup of a nuclear safety culture that can be watched by an independent safety
regulator — a difficult challenge in some countries. Public opinion must also be swayed in favor of
nuclear power to bolster new construction and taxpayer involvement in the financing of new plants.
Above all else, nuclear must achieve the highest energy yield at the lowest cost. For those countries
committed to building new nuclear plants, the economic factors involved in a nuclear program pale
in comparison to social or political factors.
Reverting the recent cost trends — caused by increased safety requirements and the aging of
existing facilities — is an additional hurdle.
The current cost estimate for new nuclear plant construction is rising to €8 billion per unit in the
U.S. In the U.K., the announced future cost of the Hinkley Point nuclear plant reaches a point where
it makes renewables look competitive by comparison. For aging plants, upgrades and retrofits
comprise nearly 30 percent of the share of capital expenditures. A nuclear power plant’s timeto-market can reach upward of 10 years. Such long periods of time result in higher-than-average
financing costs. The interest rates alone are a major concern for nuclear power plant owners.

Myth

Fact

Renewables are the only
CO2-free way to meet bulk
energy demand.

While renewables should be a part of the overall energy program, over the
next 30 years nuclear remains a good option for large-scale, continuous, and
reliable generating capacity.

Nuclear is not cost-competitive
with coal or renewables.

The costs of coal and renewables has dipped to lower-than-ever levels, but
nuclear remains very competitive when externalities and capacity availability
are factored in.

Nuclear requires too many
on-site employees to be
cost effective.

Utilities can reduce the amount of on-site staff via remote control of
operations. Modern off-site simulators also reduce training time.

Nuclear does not have an
efficient “balance of plant.”

Utilities can reduce the energy the plant requires for its own use (around
7 percent of its output powers the plant itself) with a more efficient balance of
the plant, thus freeing up more kWh for sale.

Nuclear is not flexible.

Control systems allow the plant’s production to ramp up or down in a wide
range of power output to follow the variations in demand.

5

6

But these lofty figures can often be the result of miscalculations that were made in the first stages of
the nuclear project. To mitigate unexpected losses, many utilities are starting to rethink the way they
approach the earliest design phase. For example, by taking into account how the plant will be operated
and controlled in the future, the best-suited instrumentation can be matched with the overall design.
Savings can also be optimized by testing ideas and projected procedures within a rigorous simulation
environment (this topic is covered in detail on page 108). On the positive side of the financial
equation, nuclear’s operational expenses are remarkably low. In fact, the fuel costs of nuclear power
are between 20 and 25 percent of those of a gas combined-cycle plant. This gives nuclear energy a
clear advantage over fossil fuels, even with enrichment, fabrication, and disposal costs factored in.
7

Forging a new way forward
There are current technologies that carry the promise of more efficient nuclear energy power
generation. However, because the industry is in a state of flux, and because governments and
utilities tend to lean toward more mature designs, the adoption rate is very low.
Some new technologies help speed the construction process. Modular reactors are one example.
Because they are smaller and more flexible than larger reactors, they can be built and installed
quickly. Argentina is the first country to bring a 25 MW prototype online, and others, such as Korea,
have plans to implement modular reactor designs.
8
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Mochovce, Slovakia

Auxiliary power supply systems
for stringent safety

The Mochovce plant, located 120 km from the capital, Bratislava, was recently extended with
two additional reactors providing 940 MW of new generating capacity to ensure over a quarter
of the country’s electricity needs. Schneider Electric guaranteed the safe running of the nuclear
reactors by supplying the full auxiliary power supply system for the conventional nuclear islands.
Schneider Electric, working hand-in-hand with the local Slovakian partner PPA Energo, delivered
a full range of nuclear-certified MV and low-voltage (LV) electrical distribution equipment, a UPS
system, instrumentation devices, and the supervisory control system, ensuring the most stringent
safety-related functions required for the demanding nuclear industry, such as fast transfer, triple
redundancy, etc. Before installation, this equipment had to undergo extensive seismic testing in
independent laboratories.

Slovenske Elektrarne, the largest producer of electricity in Slovakia and a
subsidiary of Italian Enel, has solved the country’s growing demand challenge
by investing in safe and efficient nuclear power.

Because of its proven experience in nuclear applications, Schneider Electric ensured that
Slovenske Elektrarne’s needs were met through collaboration with local partners, test laboratories,
and different industrial sites. Slovenske Elektrarne’s operating teams were also fully trained on
the installed equipment and, if necessary, Schneider Electric guarantees the replacement of all
components throughout the reactor’s lifetime.
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Some Schneider Electric solutions for the nuclear power plants
Schneider Electric is providing electrical auxiliary systems, plant control systems, real-time
performance management, predictive analytics software solutions, and virtual reality for nuclear
plants worldwide. Our contribution is enhancing the safety and efficiency of new plants, as well
as retrofit of existing plants. We have specialized teams in nuclear certification of equipment and
systems, as well as project engineers with strong experience in nuclear systems. Schneider Electric
works with the largest NSSS of nuclear reactors: Areva, GE, Westinghouse, KEPCO, and Rosatom.

Read
more about
this topic

Reactor emergency
shutdown switch

LV busway boards and
switchgear for plant auxiliaries

Safety-related functions
Motor starters and drives
for pumps and fans

LV process control for
material handling

Process automation
and supervision
Video surveillance

Rod drive control

Building automation: HVAC
and access and light control

UPS for plant continuity
of service

Services: design,
commissioning, maintenance,
retrofit, and trainings.

Polar bridge crane controller
MV for plant auxiliaries:
switchboards, transformers,
protection, power quality,
metering, and filtering

Generator protection

Measurements and Instrumentation
• Vortex flow

• MAG flow

• Level

• Chart recorder

• Temp controller

• Intelligent positioner

• Pressure

• Controllers

• Mass flow

• Electrochemistry

• pH sensors
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Having a single supplier for instrumentation and control of their nuclear
plants reduces complexity for utilities.

Instrumentation and control: Moving from analog to digital

Intelligent distribution: Okken switchboards

Earlier in the chapter we discussed how new nuclear industry
certifications and methodologies are helping utilities achieve higher
reliability and lower risks for accidents. Some of those certifications
also require that utilities source their nuclear plant’s components from
manufacturers with a proven engineering track record. Having a single
supplier for instrumentation and control of their nuclear plants reduces
complexity for utilities. These components provide the baseline for high
performance and sustainable operations. Temperature, pressure, flows,
positions of valves or rods, and pH levels all need to be monitored very
precisely in the harshest environments to feed the control and safety
systems with the necessary data.

Okken intelligent LV switchboard solutions
for PCCs and motor control centers are
comprehensive, modular, and type-tested.
Certified for the nuclear industry, they are
superbly adapted to the demanding power
distribution and motor control requirements of
the nuclear power industry.

The Distributed Control Systems (DCSs) that monitor and control nuclear
plants have been transitioning to digital since the middle of the 1990s
— first in then-new builds, but now also when plants are retrofitted
or upgraded. This move from analog to digital has made DCSs much
more adaptable with an enhanced ability to evolve over time. It also
saves space since they require smaller cabinets, a key advantage when
space is sparse in cramped closets. With digital technology, control
logic algorithms that would have been impossible or highly complex to
implement with analog are now coded in just a few lines.

TM

Easily optimized for cost, operating conditions,
and performance requirements, Okken is a
durable, flexible, and compact switchboard
solution that features high performance
Schneider Electric devices to help keep your
plant running as safely and reliably as possible.
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Applications that are controlled and monitored by a power control system (PCS)
in a nuclear plant:

Asset management with predictive maintenance
PCSs also benefit from the improvements in user interface by integrating SCADAs for monitoring.
For example, in its latest generation of PCS, FoxEvo, Schneider Electric uses its leading SCADA and
Wonderware to free nuclear operators from the human-machine interface (HMI) and improve the
connectability of their process control software.

Balance of plant (nonsafety systems)
• Auxiliary feedwater

• Component cooling

• Steam dump and bypass

• Anticipated trip without scram

• Process computer system

• Feedwater control

• Condensate polishing

• Service water system controls

• Condensate

• Chilled water system controls

• Feedwater heater

• Makeup water system controls

• Main steam reheat

• In-core monitoring

PCSs are powerful, flexible, and space-efficient solutions that simplify the operator’s supervision
with the equipment around the core of the nuclear plant. However, a dedicated and hardened
system is mandatory to control the complete safety chain within the core itself. One such example is
a fault tolerant system. Fault tolerant systems rely on triple redundancy in order to meet the highest
levels of safety certifications. Their advantage over dual systems is that on top of increased safety,
they guarantee availability of the system by dismissing false positives (false alerts).

• Deaerators

Big data and analytics solutions are also coming to the nuclear world

Turbine generator control
• Offline speed control

• Protective overrides

• Online droop control

• Auto latch and main breaker logic

• Throttle valve demand

• Throttle-to-governor valve transfer

Big data and analytics solutions are also coming to the nuclear world. They collect, archive, display,
analyze, and report on the increasing amount of nuclear plant data in real time. By consolidating
it, even from disparate data sources (thanks to application interfaces), into a flexible and scalable
data management platform, trends and patterns can be detected well ahead of any impact on
operations. Predictive maintenance can also be implemented to improve uptime.

• Governor valve positioning

Advanced client tools present the processed data to operators and supervisors as meaningful
information that reduces the risks of the operators being submerged by a data deluge. Because
the way the data is generated has an impact on the information produced, a deep understanding
of the sensors that feed the big data engines is key to reaping the full potential of analytics.

Nuclear steam supply system control
• Recirculation control

• Pressurizer pressure

• Reactor power cutback

• Pressurizer level

• Rod control

• Saturation margin

Digital UPS and flexible power
When it comes to securing the power supply of nuclear equipment with UPS, utilities require
customized solutions that can account for their plant’s unique needs. Flexible power modules are a
competitive answer, as they are tested to global nuclear industry standards (including environmental,
seismic, and electromagnetic compatibility qualifications). These digital systems have become a
popular choice for utilities because of their proven track record for faultless performance, certification
compliance, the flexibility of nuclear designs, and reduced maintenance costs.

• Rod position
Data acquisition systems
• Process computer system

• Sequence of events

• Scalable performance data server

• Transient data recorder/analyzer

• Calorimetric calculations

• Historian

• Emergency response facility data
acquisition and display system

• Trending

Simulation
Simulation is becoming a key tool to design processes, optimize operations, and train operators.
With new technologies such as immersive virtual reality, nuclear industry operators and designers
are offered a safe environment that can rein in costs and mimic all possible situations. Training for
all kinds of applications can be delivered in a 3-D, photorealistic, interactive environment.
From online learning modules around individual equipment and small systems to complete
instructor-led virtual-reality environments of the entire nuclear power plant, full-scope simulators are
now available. Common techniques include: photo scanning surveys, laser scanning surveys, and
existing 3-D computer-aided design models — all of which engage virtual reality to create
real-world situations for operators.

• Technical support center
Safety-related applications that require a safety system

• Reactor trip system

• Fuel handling heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning (HVAC)

• Engineered safety features actuation system

• Control room HVAC

• Qualified safety parameters display system

• Remote shutdown

• Reactor vessel level indication system

• Emergency diesels

• Reactor protection system

• Inadequate core cooling
monitoring system
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> Big data and

analytics solutions
are also coming to
the nuclear world
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Summary
There is no other power source quite like nuclear. It is at once a bastion of hope and a symbol of fear;
it is both a point of contention and the hallmark of energy achievement.
And while electro-nuclear energy’s 60-year history is indeed clouded with notorious dark spots, the
future presents considerable opportunities. Europe and Asia are leading the charge among those
regions of the world that are upgrading existing plants and are committed to bringing new nuclear
power plants online. Consequently, nuclear is projected to provide around 38 percent of global
electricity by 2050.
9

However, a “level playing field” does not yet exist for nuclear technology in terms of cost and standards.
Capital expenses are unpredictable and often exorbitant for utilities. Projects often get delayed and
financing can be difficult to secure.

1. Bloomberg New Energy Finance’s 2030 Market Outlook. 2. Citation: IAEA Annual Report 2013. 3. International Atomic Energy Agency: Under Construction
Reactors by Region. 2015. 4. International Energy Agency: FAQs: Nuclear. 5. UCSUSA: Nuclear Power Cost. 6. Nuclear Energy 2014: Status and Outlook.
13 February 2014. 7. World Nuclear Association: Nuclear Power in the World Today. April 2014. 8. Bloomberg New Energy Finance: Liebreich: Nuclear – The Thin End
of a Failing Wedge. 9. International Energy Association: Technology Roadmap: Nuclear Energy. October 2010.
schneider-electric.com/utilities

Fortunately, safety certifications, operating expenses, and the inherent efficiency of nuclear power are
helping utilities compensate for the high upfront cost, and to provide nuclear as a reliable, predictable,
long-term source of energy.

Chapter 5

Renewable energy
integration: A delicate
balancing act
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Renewable energy integration:
A delicate balancing act
We human beings hold the unique and
enormously fragile responsibility of shaping our
own destiny, and possibly even the destiny of
our planet Earth, through the choices we make.
But if we were on the outside looking in, how
would we grade ourselves on the choices
we have made so far to secure our critical
resources, such as food, water, infrastructure,
and energy?
If we were to separate just energy from that
list, would we approve of the blueprint we’re
handing down to future generations? What
decisions have we made that will help us
sustain our energy needs for hundreds, even
thousands, of years?
Our most common and longest-running forms of
energy — coal, oil, and gas — have effectively
powered industry and civilization for over 100
years, yet they are tragically flawed in two
fundamental areas: 1) the unprecedented rate
at which they are released from the ground,
breaking the delicate balance of our planet’s
climate, and 2) they are finite.
To address these flaws, industry pioneers
are striving to put renewable-energy-powered
technologies on equal footing with
carbon-emitting fuel sources. More and more,
they are succeeding.

Glossary

Whether we watch from the sidelines or are
actively involved in the trenches of innovation,
the evolution to a renewable-only world seems
all but inevitable. The question is not if that shift
will take place, but how and when.

Read
more about
this topic

The “how” question is already being
addressed: Technologies exist today that
capture the energy of our sun, wind, and
moving water. The question of “when”
is being answered on a daily basis in
boardrooms across the globe when key energy
stakeholders make decisions and place
investments.
However, it will not be an easy progression to
general renewable power — quite the opposite
in fact. Traditional interests tend to protect an
outdated model while new interests often rush
in without fully realizing the consequences of
their actions.
This chapter analyzes the current state of affairs
regarding solar, wind, and hydroelectric power
generation, and offers perspectives on how
utilities can manage the delicate balancing act
that is the transition to an all-renewable world.

schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Answering the “how” question:
What stands in the way of renewable energy?

The challenge for utilities is to quickly learn how to integrate
renewables into their networks. In some mature countries, renewables
have chipped away at the century-old legacy of fossil fuels, thanks
to declining prices and a regulatory environment that pushed for a
greater integration of renewables.
Renewable portfolio standards — or regulations that require an increased
production of energy from renewable energy sources — have helped
build interest in renewables and overcome the capital investments needed
to compete against the development of gas-fired plants.

Old-fashioned financial subsidies
If more and more nations, governments, and people are demanding a definitive shift to renewable
power, why isn’t it happening faster? It is a complicated question that requires an equally
complicated answer. But historically, one main barrier has been the price tag.

Some of those incentives will remain. However, over the last several years,
and especially in those countries still recovering from the economic
crisis, the same subsidies and tax credits that were designed to bolster
renewable energy investments are either being revised or eliminated. But
when, at the same time, subsidies to the mature energies are suppressed,
this levels the playing field.

Renewable energy technologies simply could not compete with fossil fuels due to government
subsidies that had been in place long before. However, traditional barriers to renewable adoption,
such as cost, are beginning to disappear.
Continuous innovation and economies of scale have driven cost down to the point where it is
near parity with other ways of producing electricity. As a result, political incentives to accelerate
renewable penetration will no longer be required as the economic business case simply begins to
make sense.

In countries like India, where plentiful land with sunshine exists,
access to sites (land and property for solar farms, for example) and
the bureaucracy involved in securing permits are other examples of
typical barriers.

In 2013, non-fossil fuel power plants accounted for more than half of net additions to global power
capacity. That same year in Europe, renewables gained a 72 percent share of new generating capacity
— a significant number, since fossil fuels accounted for an 80 percent share just a decade before.

The reverberations of these changes are impacting the pocketbooks of
renewable generation asset owners, as fewer incentives are resulting in
higher risk and longer return on investments. At the same time, fossil fuels
and nuclear programs are still receiving subsidies despite their eventual
decommissioning. In fact, fossil fuel subsidies are still several times
higher than those related to renewables.
1

The variable nature of renewables
Sun, wind, water — nature’s most abundant and precious energy
sources are virtually everywhere. But we are currently limited in how
much or how often we can extract that energy to supply our energy
demand. Moreover, unpredictable factors such as cloud coverage, wind
speed, and water flows, have complicated the production of renewablebased electricity for utilities.

Glossary
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Net metering
Net metering mandates dictate that on-site
electric energy generated by a consumer
may be used as “credits” to offset electricity
costs on a monthly bill. Essentially, it’s like
selling energy back to the utility. This concept
is intended to drive residential and business
investment in renewable energy.

Shifting sands
E.on, Germany’s largest utility, announced
in November 2014 its decision to spin off its
conventional generation, global energy trading
and exploration, and production business
activities and to only refocus its brand around
the renewable business, its distribution
networks, and its customer solutions. This move
demonstrates the value that major utilities are
placing on distributed and renewable energy.
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Using wind as an example, we know that
hour-to-hour wind generation can vary between
3 and 4 percent of installed capacity. Even a
3 percent day-ahead forecasting error ratio is
meaningful and problematic for operating margins.

This new depth and breadth of situational
awareness will allow operators to respond
quickly to changing conditions and prevent the
harmful effects of forecasting errors.

To remedy the burdens of that energy shortfall,
many utilities are calling for precise methods
for forecasting weather, generation, and loads
with the hopes of bringing uncertainty to
manageable levels when it comes to balancing
supply and demand.

Renewable power operations
and maintenance

And that time is coming. Grid operators are
just now entering a world where decisions can
be made instantly, and where flexible, readily
dispatchable loads can adapt to dynamic
network behavior.
This is important because some utilities
have traditionally based energy forecasts
on knee-jerk reactions to weather patterns,
historical trends, and other factors. Generation
was manually scheduled to meet the anticipated
load: a time-intensive routine that required a
cumbersome interaction between outdated
equipment and multiple program interfaces,
and one where big mistakes could be made.
The evolutions in technology are also helping
to address concerns with renewable energy
overproduction. Overproduction typically
occurs when renewable sources unexpectedly
produce too much energy as a result of
changing weather conditions, especially at
times of low demand or in cases where
gas-fired peaker plants were already providing
energy to the grid. This excess energy can lead
to local dangerous overvoltage, grid constraint
violations, and additional costs that may or may
not be reflected in the price of electricity on
energy markets.
In the future, generation forecasts will be
based on real-time weather conditions, energy
demand, and the status of field equipment, and
the supply curve will be met through stored
energy and automated demand response
systems that will involve less hands-on
interaction from grid operators.

Glossary

With rising shares of renewable electricity being injected onto their
grid, system operators are now realizing that the usual network codes
designed initially for conventional generation do not accommodate for
the variable nature of renewables.
For a time, utilities developed and specified power network codes and
regulations on a local basis. Those local codes force the utility to work
within a specific set of parameters for each wind farm location, causing a
logistical nightmare for operators with farms in different geographies. But
technical solutions now allow renewable plants not only to comply with the
network, but also to provide services and support to the grid.

A renewable power plant requires superior
operations and maintenance practices to
achieve optimal profitability.

For example, a dedicated controller can adapt power output, manage
equipment, and ensure the plant complies with the code requirements at
all times. This makes new general network codes for renewables possible.

The moving parts in wind turbines are subject
to wear and tear, especially when they are
exposed to harsh conditions. Although static,
inverters in solar farms need some software
and hardware maintenance to avoid any drift in
settings that could hinder output.
Warranty periods are another worry for utilities.
Over the last 15 years, wind turbines have been
erected and connected to grids around the
world. The owners and operators of these aging
wind turbines are now exiting the warranty
periods and are left alone to face issues related
to plant maintenance.
As such, the solar and wind farms of today
require a more strategic and structured life
cycle asset management approach. Renewable
energy operators are seeking highly skilled
engineers to better manage their operations
and maintenance. And in cases where those
engineers are reluctant to be relocated so
far from urban centers, utilities are building
renewable control centers (RCCs) equipped
with powerful software to remotely operate and
maintain their renewable assets.

Network code requirements
All power plants must be grid code compliant
and provide the relevant network services to
better manage their output. Failure to comply
with the network codes can lead to penalties
resulting in financial impact, such as a plant
not being authorized to sell its energy delivery
or a generation operation being forced to
disconnect from the grid.

schneider-electric.com/utilities

Did you know?
Schneider Electric successfully demonstrated
in the ENR-Pool European project that errors
in prediction could be minimized to close to
1 percent by aggregating renewables with
loads at the scale of a country.* Learn more
at enr-pool.fr/en.
* 72 MW of solar and wind generation, balanced with 100 MW
of flexible load were firmed into a dispatchable aggregate that
had a prediction error of close to 1 percent only.
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A power plant controller extends the operating range of a wind farm
PQ chart at grid connection with and without PPC compensation at a typical 120 MW wind
park point of common coupling with the grid
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The rise of international network codes

Remote management of wind farms

Countrywide network codes for wind power networks are only beginning
to emerge, but momentum is building rapidly. In Europe, the European
Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) is
defining and developing a common framework.

Wind farm operators require asset management
tools with open communication protocols so
they can remotely manage equipment from
different wind turbine vendors.

At present, the ENTSO-E has set forth three codes for utilities to follow:

Operators are also beginning to see a steep
rise in maintenance costs because warranties
have run out and the older wind farms are
experiencing more frequent breakdowns.

1. The initial codes being enacted define the continuous or transient
voltage and frequency operating ranges within which the wind plant
can operate.
2. A second set of codes concern active and reactive power control modes.
The goal of these particular codes is to avoid rapid power changes that
could lead to frequency instability.
3. The third and final set of codes address the issue of plant response
during interrupted operating conditions. This requirement places
emphasis on response speed. As the level of injected reactive current
is proportional to the voltage system deviation, very fast reactive current
production or consumption is needed, and only the most advanced wind
turbines can embed this functionality as a closed-loop function.
In order to comply with new network codes, additional equipment is often
necessary to extend the power plant’s reactive power capability and
enhance the ability to control the power output.
This new equipment connects to the main substation and is controlled
remotely. For the supervision of multiple wind farms, a dedicated wind
SCADA system provides utilities with the reporting functions necessary to
produce power generation forecasts.
Such systems are especially beneficial for utilities that have wind farms
across different locations, and that also source wind turbines from
different manufacturers.

Glossary
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To meet these challenges, utilities are now
deploying asset performance management
software systems and a dedicated control
center capable of supervising an entire fleet of
wind farms.
The goal is to optimize the portfolio of wind
assets across multiple sites while monitoring
specific, detailed individual turbine performance
(mechanical and electrical). Such capabilities
reduce the overall cost of operation and
maintenance of wind assets across the network.

Read more about this topic
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Ireland

Managing over 200 wind turbines
across the British Isles
Electricity Supply Board Ireland, better known as ESB, has some 200+ turbines
with a 300 MW capacity in 19 windparks scattered across Ireland and U.K.
Remotely managing such resources is the challenge ESB was facing. Integrating
their variable output, subject to weather fluctuations, into the grid with full
compliance to the grid codes requirements is another challenge posed by the
impacted TSOs and DSOs. Last but not least, ESB wants to maximize the value of
the energy of its wind farms when sold on markets.

Glossary

Schneider Electric RCC consolidates the data required for monitoring assets’ performance (such
as turbines’ and substations’), enriches it with weather forecasts, displays it in a very intuitive way to
the operators, and enables sharing it in real time with the TSO, DSO, and aggregators. All reporting
data is also available in full transparency for inspection by governing authorities.
Thanks to this very intuitive tool, the operator is never further away than two or three clicks from all
the data he needs. With intra-hour information and forecast of wind farms output, and by having the
ability to remotely control possible battery and capacitors, ESB can support the DSO on managing
voltage, power congestion, peaks, cable temperature, or energy losses. And the cherry on the cake
is that thanks to its openness and ability to connect to third-party applications, ESB knows that RCC
is future-proof and will accommodate all its upcoming wind farms.

schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Answering the “when” question:
The rise of solar, wind, and hydropower

The size of average solar installations is also growing. In 2008, the capacity of the first PV power
plant commissioned by Schneider Electric (Vinon/Verdon in France) was 4 MW. In 2014, plants with
capacities between 20 and 50 MW have become common. In fact, a recent Schneider Electric project
in Europe deployed a site capable of 300 MW. Now 1,000 MW plants are in the planning stages.

In many locations across the globe, renewable energy has already reached grid parity — or the
point from which a kWh produced by a renewable power installation becomes less expensive than a
kWh bought from the grid.

What does all this mean for utilities? For some, it will mean greater investment opportunities for
wind and solar plant installations. For others, it will mean increased revenue from customers
who are willing to pay for more competitive prices.

This implies that solar and wind, without having to factor in government incentives, can be
competitive with traditional fossil energy generation. A decrease of system costs coupled with rising
volumes and low interest rates has enabled this dramatic growth in the relevance of renewables.

Forecasted PV electricity production
7,000

Between 2006 and 2014, the average market price of solar modules has declined from around
€4/Watt peak to around €0.50/Watt peak. Prices have decreased by approximately 24 percent each
time the installed capacity has doubled.

6,000

PV generat ion (TWh)

2

In 2010, the market price of a power conversion station (PV Box) for solar farms was around
€0.20/Watt AC and its typical power rating was 1 MW, per Schneider Electric sources. In 2014,
the market price was around €0.09 with a power rating of 2 MW. As with the personal computer
revolution, prices drop rapidly and capacity and horsepower grow.
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Energy Agency, 2014
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Industry drivers for
renewable energy sources.
Four important trends are altering the
renewable energy landscape on a global scale:
1. Distributed renewables are where the
humans are. Oil, gas, coal, uranium,
large-scale wind, hydro, and tidal spots are
often located in sparsely populated areas.
Solar, for example, is available everywhere,
and is cost effective in a large range
(between 55°N and 55°S), where 98 percent
of the world’s population lives.
2. Renewable generation installation is simple
and can by physically placed where the
consumption is. This aspect has several
significant consequences for utilities:
–– Users aren’t forced to buy their electricity
from utilities. They can address a share or
the totality of their needs on their own.
–– Traditional utilities could see a future
of millions of small- and medium-sized
competitors trading electricity between
themselves, thanks to the IoT and
real-time spot markets.
–– Existing networks will have to evolve:
They were made to carry electricity from
very large power plants to numerous
end users; they will need to interconnect
multiple producer-consumers
(prosumers). This situation begs the
question: In the end, who will pay?

Solar power and grid capacity
The International Energy Agency (IEA), in their 2014 “Energy
Technology Perspectives” report, claimed that solar is on pace to
become the world’s main source of electricity by 2050, at nearly
30 percent of total global electricity production.
However, as this abundant energy source pervades utilities at a rapid
pace globally, limitation of the grid capacity will certainly become an
issue. Too much sun will create overvoltage and tripped load just when
abundant energy is available. Cloudy days will create high fluctuations,
deteriorate the power quality, and damage sensitive equipment. Days
without sun will lead to power shortage.
Thus our energy economy cannot simply rely on solar. The penetration
of solar generation must be carefully coordinated with the rest of the
power infrastructure.
In developing countries, the planning of solar power must be closely
coordinated with economic development to determine where and when
the electric load will be located and what its unique characteristics will be.
In mature countries, the planning of solar power must take into account
the existing infrastructure of generation, transmission, and distribution.
The goal is to optimize the evolution toward more predominant solar
while avoiding unstable and unprofitable operation of existing assets.

3. Renewables are modular. Starting small and
extending the capacity with the development
of the demand avoids having to generate
high upfront costs.
4. Installation and maintenance can be simpler
than the maintenance of other power
generation sources.

Glossary
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As energy demand rises and governments mandate a greater proportion of
renewables in the energy portfolio, the importance of generation, demand,
and storage coordination will continue to grow.

Coordination of generation, demand response, and storage
In the coming years, variable generation sources like solar will call upon demand response and
storage systems to help maximize supply and protect grid stability.
One alternative, battery energy storage solutions, is capable of storing energy captured from the
sun and injecting that energy back into the grid when it’s needed as a means to extend production
capacity and gain control over power reserve. Hydropower can also offer a stabilizing influence
because of its consistent dispatchability as a power source.

Commercial and residential applications
The application of solar power generation will present unique challenges to utilities, including
how to compensate for the energy sold back into the grid, how to reclaim the revenue from
self-consumption, and how to coordinate participation with business and residences that can help
mitigate blackouts and brownouts.
Below is a list of the most popular PV applications:
1. Grid-tie (also known as on-grid, grid tied,
utility interactive, grid inertia, or grid-direct)
In a grid-tie scenario, electricity is generated
by the PV system and routed to loads,
offsetting the utility electrical load of a
business or home. In many locations excess
energy can be sold back to the utility
providing the business or home with a form
of revenue. Large systems are typically
installed without energy storage, while small
systems can include it.
2. Backup power systems
In this scenario energy storage is
incorporated, usually in the form of batteries.
Batteries are charged through the utility
connection, PV, and inverters. When there
are utility power fluctuations (brownouts or
outages), the inverter provides continuous
power to critical loads. Battery power can
also provide energy to assist when powering
intermittent heavy loads, thereby reducing
operating costs.

Glossary
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3. Self-consumption
This approach implies that energy
generated by a PV system is consumed by
the commercial enterprise or residence.
When the price to buy electricity is higher
than the price to sell it, the revenue due to
self-consumption is higher than the profit of
selling electricity to the grid. The objective
is to consume 100 percent of the energy
produced by the PV system.
4. Off-grid systems
These disconnected systems include a
solar array, solar chargers, batteries, and
controls. In this configuration, energy is
collected and stored to meet all power
requirements. The addition of a generator
provides additional autonomy, capacity for
heavy loads, and battery charging when
solar energy is reduced. In a scenario
where a generator is providing prime power
in an off-grid location, the addition of a PV
system can offset the costs of both fuel and
generator maintenance.
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Value Labs, India

Prefabricated PV boxes to meet deadlines
Value Lab LLP is a global IT services company based in India, providing
software product development, as well as remote management and IT process
consulting services.

To take advantage of government incentives and to switch its energy resources to renewables for
more sustainable operations, Value Lab sought to power its 8 MW plant in Mehboobnagar with solar
energy. To do so, however, Value Lab had to complete the installation by a specific date, and all efforts
to meet this deadline were vital to the success of the project.
The project’s scope included engineering the electrical part of the plant with a SCADA monitoring
system, Conext Control, which was specifically designed by Schneider Electric for utility-sized
solar plants. When significant delays on the client side threatened meeting the original deadline —
and potentially getting in the way of those government incentives — the Schneider Electric team
was able to propose its specialized prefabricated offers: ready-assembled PV boxes consisting
of the inverter, the ring main unit component, the transformer, the LV panel, as well as UPS and
batteries, all wired and cabled, to get the project back on schedule.
TM

This technology and these specialized engineering capabilities allowed Value Lab to meet its
deadline and claim the tax benefit it desired. Additionally, it continues to benefit from green energy
certificates as well as seeing its own energy costs reduced as it sells back some of its own
generated power.
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Below is a list of trends that will change the way utilities integrate wind and solar power
into their networks:
Standardization: All aspects of wind and
solar installations will be held to specific and
unified certifications.
Efficiency: Modules and inverters won’t just
be larger and more efficient, they’ll also have a
longer life.
Scope: The size of power blocks, converters,
and other components will continue to grow.
The coming generation of solar will be will be
5 – 8 MW, which may break the LV/MV barrier
(1000 VAC, 1500 VDC). Some experts believe
the rotor diameter of wind turbines will reach
250 meters.
Codes: Grid codes will converge to unified
requirements based on the work currently made
in the U.S. and Europe. These requirements will
take into account the specificities of variable
renewable energies.
Traditional generators: Traditional generators
will remain, powered for a part by gases
produced by wind and solar (power-to-gas),
and will have to become extremely flexible.
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Real-time insights: Automated grids will
self-adapt to weather conditions.

0.0%
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Cyber security: The sheer number of power
plants and the communication needed between
them will give rise to information vulnerabilities.

Annual installed capacity

Cumulative installed capacity

Y-o-Y growth rate

Source: G
 lobalData, Alternative Energy eTrack [Accessed Date: June 7, 2012]

Lower costs: The specific cost of silicon-based
solar modules and wind turbines will continue to
decrease, making them competitive with almost
any other source of energy (including nuclear
and possibly hydro). The Levelized Cost of
Energy (LCOE) of solar could reach €0.025/KWh.

Hydro: Optimizing performance of a
clean and abundant energy resource
More than 25 countries depend on hydropower
for 90 percent or more of their electricity supply
(99.3 percent in Norway), of which 12 countries
have 100 percent hydro-based systems.

Combined systems: Systems like hydro, wind,
solar, and batteries will be interdependent.
Power-to-gas (CH4, H2, NH3) systems will
become common.

3

Trade: Neighboring systems, at all scales, will
exchange power when it benefits both parties.
Participants to the energy trading will be millions
if not billions.
Capacity: Installed energy capacity will increase
to optimum levels for a higher efficiency network.

Micro and nanogrids: Communities, even
remote ones, will be more self-sufficient. Hybrid
PV-diesel power plants or PV-diesel-storage
power plants will be widely used.

In the future of renewable energy, hydropower
will play an integral role in providing a reliable
power source for both backup storage and
power generation.

In comparison with other renewable energy
sources, hydropower generation offers the
lowest operating cost and the lowest cost of
energy storage.

The three pillars of hydropower:
What it means for utilities

The integration of hydro offers high-energy
supply predictability and availability to the smart
grid, which will, in turn, drive hydro growth over
the coming decades. In addition to providing
energy storage capabilities, hydro is very quick
to ramp up, which is attractive in environments
with highly fluctuating demand or variable
renewable generation.
And since humans can directly manage the raw
resource of hydro (by controlling water flows) it
has some advantages over wind or solar, where
humans are at the mercy of unpredictable
weather patterns.

schneider-electric.com/utilities

Worldwide, the number of small hydropower
plants is booming. Even if the investment cost
is higher than large plants, the environmental
impact is lower. Also the management of small
plants contributes to grid flexibility by allowing
the facility to operate very quickly and by offering
the capability to manage reactive power.

In 2013, the global amount of hydropower
generation was estimated at 3,750 TWh. China
leads the world with the most installed capacity
(29 GW). Brazil, Turkey, India, and Russia have
also made major investments in hydropower.

Maintenance cost is also low. In some cases
hydro plant equipment can run up to 40 years
with minimum upgrades.

Services: A large share of services will be
made remotely (remote troubleshooting, remote
firmware upgrade, etc.), thanks to the wide use
of electronics and power electronics for power
conversion in solar systems.

Glossary

Growth rate

3.5%

1,000

1. Large hydro dams and run-of-river systems
can serve in a standard power generation
mode, replacing more traditional, less
environmentally friendly means of power.
2. Hydropower can also be configured to
address peak load demand, because it is
readily stopped and started on demand.
3. Hydropower can also act in an energy
storage capacity. The concept is known as
“pumped storage.” Water is pumped to a
higher altitude during a time period when the
cost of electricity is low (charging) and flows
downstream into generators when electricity
prices are high (discharge).
Despite these advantages, only about
30 percent of global hydropower resources
have been developed. This represents an
immense opportunity for energy resources in
expanding markets.

Read
more about
this topic
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Corsica, France

The Rizzanese Hydropower plant would be the backup supply for a town of 60,000 inhabitants and
increase the share of the island’s hydro output by 40 percent. The highest standards of safety and
reliability were a key prerequisite.

Remotely controlling a 54 MW hydro plant

Schneider Electric supplied the complete electrical distribution and grid connection equipment,
i.e., MV cubicles, transformers, LV switchboards, protection relays, and full process control systems
based on modbus TCP/IP architectures.

EDF is the main French electric utility and one of the largest in the world
currently producing 610 TWh for 38 million customers across the globe. EDF’s
generation projects vary from large-scale nuclear plants to a wide variety of
renewable operations. In Corsica, a Mediterranean island off the French Riveria,
EDF needed to build a new hydropower plant to provide electricity to the southern
half of the island during peak hours. This peak power plant should be able
to start up easily and generate quickly in “one click” at any moment to avoid
capacity-related outages.

Glossary

This automated system enables the utility to have 100 percent remote control and monitoring of the
plant, increasing the operational efficiency of the actual site and the related grid management. As
always, Schneider Electric worked hand-in-hand with the partnering contractors, in this case the
hydro turbine supplier. Schneider Electric also provided EDF’s specialists the technical knowledge
and training to take full ownership of the installed systems.
For an island like Corsica, the installation of efficient hydropower systems enables the producing
utility to reduce diesel consumption for power generation by 20,000 tons per year, which not only
makes for cost-effective operations but also reduces CO2 emissions by more than 60,000 tons
per year. Islands, like Corsica, which have powerful natural resources, can increase the share
of hydropower installations, making the most of existing natural resources, reducing their diesel
imports, and creating sustainable energy operations complying to renewable regulations.

schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Renewable original equipment manufacturers
The future and relevancy of renewable energy depends largely on
the efforts of original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in power
generation, such as wind turbine manufacturers. These manufacturers
are responsible for designing and creating cost-competitive solutions
and supply chains so their products can compete with traditional fossil
fuel generation equipment. Without these advances, green energy would
remain only a theoretical concept.
Innovation, the cost of materials, the streamlining of the supply chains,
and the standardization of parts lie at the heart of this endeavor. For
renewable manufacturers, bringing a product to market can be a delicate
equation where efficiency and cost per unit can make or break the future
of a design or even the vision of a company.
Following the same path as the car industry a few decades ago, OEMs
in wind, hydro, and solar have begun to regain their focus on core
competencies by outsourcing to suppliers to make specific, standardized
parts, subassemblies, and products for economies of scale. These
outsourced parts, which often entail preassembled subequipment, give
manufacturers the right product, at the right time, at the right place in
their value chain, keeping them competitive to match the requirements of
ever-lower LCOE.
For example, a company that creates wind turbines might outsource
a certified gearbox from another company to keep costs down. They
involve trusted subcontractors in the supply chain to optimize cost and
be able to offer competitive prices. Because these best-in-class parts
are standardized and rigorously tested across multiple applications, the
result leads to an enhanced value of their assembled product. Schneider
Electric delivers subassemblies for the power chain of platforms of
wind turbine manufacturers, right in their factories at the right time in the
manufacturing process to maximize efficiency of their supply chain.

Glossary
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What’s driving outsourcing in renewable
equipment manufacturing?
1. The need for policy compliance
(e.g., local content rules)
2. The cost of labor and logistics
3. Proximity of service
4. Digitization that enables extended value
chains beyond the OEM to its suppliers
5. Standard components
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There are ways to grow generation flexibility while minimizing cost increases. Below are some
recommended approaches:
• Manage generation at a fleet level. Wide area control of generation assets allows for optimization
of economic dispatch and scheduling. The integration of external information allows the flexible
generation approach to work efficiently.
• Improve the level of forecasting of demand patterns by gathering and processing high-precision
weather data. This allows for optimization of reserve and standby plants.
• Change the ratio of baseload plants (i.e., those plants designed to operate around the clock
and not flexible when it comes to dynamic output) to flexible power plants (i.e., those that are
designed for part-time operation) in favor of the more flexible plants.
• Modify existing baseload plants into plants that can meet peak demands and that are capable of
cycling on and off several times a day. (According to IEA, reservoir hydro and certain gas power
plants are among the cheapest options to obtain flexibility with additional cost ranging from
€0.88/MWh to €4.40/MWh).
• Alter operational maintenance practices so that equipment is minimally impacted by the side
effects of frequent cycling. This will include the monitoring and managing of temperature ramp
rates; proactive inspection to improve equipment reliability; and retraining to reinforce the skills
needed for “flexible operation”-based monitoring and inspection.

And now … smart generation

• Develop CHP strategy in order to leverage two forms of outputs, playing on the thresholds to
maximize the efficiency of either the electricity or heat production.

If smart equals flexible, then the nature of flexible generation
needs to be well understood.

The term “smart generation” is beginning
to infiltrate more and more utility boardroom
discussions. In a smart generation scenario,
a new element that is added to the standard
utility generation formula of availability,
reliability, efficiency, low emissions, safety, and
affordability is that of flexibility.
The driver in this case is the rapid influx
of renewable energy coming online. The
implication is that pricing and dispatch patterns
will now be heavily influenced by the variable
nature of wind and solar.
Flexible generation is driven by the behavior of
the load, by ramping up or down as demand
fluctuates or by quickly changing “state” from
cold (inactive) to hot (active) or vice versa. The
goal, at all times, is to fill the remaining demand
gap for electricity.

• Re-evaluate generation plants within the portfolio to determine if their roles can be modified to
accommodate reserve power resource functions. Determine whether each plant can achieve
fast ramp up or down of output, and how their level of reliability compares with the others in
the network.

predictable. However, when operating with
a large share of wind and solar in the mix,
weather variations can rapidly change the need
for power.
From cold start to maximum output, a
steam-boiler-based power plant might need
up to 12 hours. It therefore cannot match the
minute-by-minute variations of a wind farm.
In addition to operational challenges,
introducing flexibility into the generation model
drives up costs by running plants less efficiently,
below their optimal load factor, and by placing
more strain on physical equipment due to
frequent up and down power output requests.
In fact, the U.S. National Renewables Research
Laboratory estimates an increase in operations
and maintenance costs of 2 to 5 percent for a
typical fuel-fired plant that is transitioning from a
stable to a more flexible mode.
4

The time needed to launch and synchronize
a plant with the grid (startup time) is not
crucial in a system where net demand is fairly

Glossary
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Summary
As the climate debate continues to heat up, solar, wind, hydropower, and other clean energies see
their costs plummeting and are being deployed at breakneck speed. Traditional utilities are poised
to embrace and benefit from these power sources — even if some learning needs to take place
before the transition.
The challenges of high penetration of renewables on the grid are balanced by the opportunity for clean
power, lowered costs, and universal access to these renewable fuels. Thus renewables are popular.
Onshore and offshore wind farms are getting more efficient. Solar is predicted to be one of the main
sources of energy by 2050 due it its cost-competitiveness. Hydro plants continue to assert their viability
as a dependable backup power source for other renewables.

1. Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century: Renewables 2014 Global Status Report. 2. BNEF Bloomberg New Energy Finance 3. Kumar, A., T. Schei, A.
Ahenkorah, et al. 2011: Hydropower. In IPCC Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation [O. Edenhofer, R. Pichs-Madruga, et al.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA. 4. National Renewable Energy Laboratory. NREL Calculates Emissions and Costs
of Power Plant Cycling Necessary for Increased Wind and Solar in the West. September 24, 2013
Photo: Europe biggest PV plant, 300MW, near Cestas, France
schneider-electric.com/utilities

Flexibility will be a key goal in grid operation. Utilities that wish to participate in the large-scale adoption
of renewable energy sources will invest in smart generation and the smart grid to implement a new
model of operation, one where the load follows the available generation.

Chapter 6

Managing demand and the
influence of “prosumers”
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For over 100 years, since Thomas Edison and
Nikola Tesla first brought light to the darkness,
utilities survived by matching power generation
with power demand.
As industry bustled and cities stacked higher
and higher, utilities chased behind with increased
infrastructure and production. Advancements
in generation, transmission, and distribution
could be adopted over time, if at all, and utilities
enjoyed nearly autonomous operations.
But then, almost suddenly, the traditional way
of doing things became the outdated way of
doing things.
Our changing climate drove renewable energy
policy to the forefront. Energy efficiency
became a priority over energy infrastructure.
Smart meters and smart grids brought big data
to utilities and consumers. And rooftop PVs and
EVs hit the mainstream.
At the same time, globalization made the world
a smaller place. The IoT gave the public voice a
megaphone. Utilities that had been operating in
virtually the same way for years now had to put
their ear to the ground and listen.

Glossary

So what sparked the evolution of the energy
landscape and changed the culture of energy
as a service? A few things:

Read
more about
this topic

Environmental and economic pressure for
efficiency, both in terms of energy and capital
expenditures, forged a new kind of utility: one
that must respond to demand without polluting
the air or failing to meet stringent requirements
set forth by regulators and authorities.

The smart grid and its constituent parts have turned the whole concept
of power usage and energy control on its head. Today, demand can
effectively match generation, clearing the way for a new wave of
technology and business models that aim for energy and financial
efficiency over infrastructure.
This chapter is dedicated to the various approaches of what is now
called “Demand Management” in the power industry, including the
following programs:
1. Energy efficiency
Energy efficiency signifies the reduction of consumption at the end
user level, without impairing comfort or production output.

The rise of variable renewables forced utilities
to integrate a sundry of new applications
to the grid. Their affordability and cost
competitiveness with fossil fuels have made
them attractive even for residences and
buildings that can now sell excess energy back
into the grid.

2. Demand response
Any action taken to reduce or increase customer electricity demand
based on a signal or notification from the grid and/or a financial
incentive from a utility in order to meet specific requirements,
including ancillary services.

Technology allowed greater load control.
Utilities can now be more proactive in their
approach to grid stability. Grid managers
can now switch on renewables in optimal
weather conditions, shift loads to mitigate peak
power, or increase demand through lower
pricing structures.

3. Smart metering
A smart meter infrastructure brings a new level of insight into
consumer behavior, and is the first step toward analytics-based
business decisions.
4. EV charging infrastructure
EVs represent a challenging new element of energy demand, and
they must be properly integrated to bring balance and efficiency to the
power system.

Consumers became active participants. The
consumers’ willingness to control, or allow
partial control, of their energy usage is turning
passive energy consumers into active ones,
with far-reaching implications.

5. Software analytics
Collecting data is only the beginning. Analyzing the consumption of
end users can lead to additional services and optimized grid stability.

schneider-electric.com/utilities

Why utilities should care about
demand management
• Consumers can unlock and monetize
their demand management potential with
their existing assets — such as industrial
processes, heating, ventilation, or cooling —
and on-site renewable energy sources
• Residential consumers can also improve their
energy efficiency (and decrease their energy
bills) without impairing comfort
• Retailers can offer new services to their
end users, such as dynamic price plans, to
improve customer loyalty and satisfaction
• DSOs/TSOs can count on the demand side
to provide fast and dependable capacity via
operating reserves to avoid imbalance and
congestion issues, and to smoothly integrate
variable renewable generation
• Suppliers can employ alternative solutions
to source their power and avoid investing
in peaker plants that operate for only a few
hours per year
• Generators can free up stand-by reserves,
replacing them by demand response, and
sell the recovered output capacity
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Energy efficiency: The first move
toward demand management

The Directive on Energy Efficiency
and its impact on utilities

Energy efficiency has become an attractive first step for those utilities on
the path toward full-scale demand management operations.

The Directive on Energy Efficiency (2014) is the first pan-European regulatory framework of binding
and nonbinding measures covering energy savings from demand to supply side.

A majority of the world’s population now lives in cities, consuming 75 percent of our resources
and emitting the majority of the atmosphere’s greenhouse gases. The United Nations estimates
that by 2050, an additional 3 billion people will move into these dense urban environments.

Read
more about
this topic

Requirements:
• 1.5 percent energy savings annually for utilities

The increase in worldwide energy demand is estimated to grow by 37 percent by 2040, based on
planned policies, and a percentage of this demand will be due to new kinds of loads, such as EVs.

• Mandatory building efficiency requirements for the public sector

1

• Roadmaps aimed at reducing energy consumption in private and commercial buildings

This future energy dilemma has caught the attention of local and national governments that are
stepping up the pressure on utilities to find ways to meet demand without raising energy bills or
compromising the environment.

• Promote the access of demand response programs into energy wholesale markets
• Demand response action plan with incentives to implement dynamic energy tariffs
• Application of energy-efficiency standards for purchasing buildings, services, and products

In response to the Directive on Energy Efficiency and other policies across the globe, utilities are looking
for new ways to save energy and use it more wisely — as opposed to building more infrastructure and
firing up more generators, as many in the energy industry would have done in the past.

• Mandatory four-year audits for large companies without EMSs
• Specification and support for smart meter deployment across Europe
• Strong incentives for public authorities to use energy performance contracting

Demand management provides the framework that utilities need to accomplish such a goal, but most
stakeholders are not able to permit such sweeping changes without taking a few small steps first.

• Deployment of national energy efficiency funds

Efficiency improvements can be made to scale with a utility, and often those changes lead to
surprising benefits, such as improved customer retention.
For example, utilities can now help their customers identify and implement energy-efficiency
projects to reduce their energy consumption and energy bills. Consequently, customers are
becoming more loyal and appreciative to their energy providers, reducing delayed payments and
creating new markets for services.

The next step beyond efficiency: Demand response
Utilities that want to take their efficiency improvements to the next level are looking toward
demand response programs (expanded in the next section), which allow the utility to optimize the
grid and avoid the capital investments associated with expanded infrastructure.

Glossary

The directive moves toward part of the 20/20/20 goal, which projects 20 percent energy savings by
2020, with current measures in Europe at about 15 to 17 percent.
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In its simplest form, demand response occurs
when a grid operator identifies a customer who
is consuming a large amount of energy and
requests him to limit energy use for a period of
time — often in exchange for an incentive, such
as discounted prices. This process temporarily
brings stability to the grid when demand is high,
such as on a very hot or very cold day.
But it is not always practical for an operator
to manually research and contact a customer
directly. It takes precious time away from grid
management and is not a realistic way to quickly
foil a blackout or regulate energy markets.
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The new concept of automated demand
response, on the other hand, is activated by a
centralized Demand Response Management
System (DRMS) that automatically connects
devices through a machine-to-machine protocol.
Such a system displays the confirmation
of the load availability and, without human
intervention, completes the process by issuing
control commands to curtail loads.
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Demand response also gives customers the
opportunity to adjust their power usage, in real
time, in response to grid conditions or price
signals to sell a controlled reduction in demand
in the energy markets, especially during high
price periods.
Other benefits include:
• Continued reliability of the electric grid
system so that the demand for electricity
does not exceed the supply of power
• Redistributed use of electricity from
peak demand times to off-peak periods
(load shifting)
• A better balanced power system — even if it
means encouraging and increasing energy
use at certain times to optimize power
• The opportunity to free up reserve electricity
capacity when supply is plentiful
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How to benefit from
demand response as a utility
Demand response

Sales

With these benefits in mind, it is easy to see why demand response programs are booming in
popularity and how they represent the next level of energy efficiency.
However, before bringing a demand management program to life, many utilities are researching
whether or not the expense of these new services and technologies can be justified and improve
their bottom line.
To achieve this, utilities can follow a simple formula to calculate the amount of hours during the year
in which they deployed gas-powered peaker plants to accommodate for the peak load durations.

Expand energy services offer to:
• gain competitive edge

Calculating the value of demand response through load curves

• ensure customer satisfaction and
increase loyalty
Trading and
optimization

In the figures below, the utility has split the past year of energy demand into 8,760 hours. On that
scale, the utility has placed its highest load values (peaks) on the left and the lowest load values on
the right.

Benefit from a new and competitive asset to:

In this example, the utility only required the use of peaker plants for 50 hours a year. This means that
for the majority of the year, those peaker plants ran idle.

• hedge risk and optimize portfolio position
• reduce imbalance costs
• manage capacity changes and obligations

Generation

In the scenario, the implications for demand management are striking, since the same supply and
demand balance could be achieved through more controlled energy-efficiency efforts, including the
seven types listed in the next section.

Replace generation assets dedicated to
reserve and ancillary services by demand
response resources

Analysis of an ISO load curve

Improve overall efficiency of power plant by
increasing off-peak consumption
Distribution
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GW
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The seven needs automated
demand response can address

13
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There are seven different mechanisms that demand response can address, each with its own specific
function for improving efficiencies across the entire grid:

Consumption
Peak demand curtailment

11

1. Peak capacity
When consumption reaches its peak, the balancing authority has several options: start new
power plants or increase generation from already running plants, import from less-stressed
areas through existing interconnection, or decrease consumptions through demand response
programs. The latter is the most cost-effective option and the most respectful of
the environment.

10
1

2. Flexible capacity
Grid operators will reserve a certain amount of flexible power to follow load, especially in cases
where the energy profile includes variable generation sources, such as wind and solar. These
scenarios often engage demand response, pumped-storage hydro plants, or gas-fired peaker
plants to offset unexpected changes in demand.
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4. Safety reserve
In any network, Independent System Operators (ISOs) and grid operators are required by
regulation to store sources of extra power, or safety reserves, to accommodate for unexpected
spikes in demand or drops in generation. Demand response can replace these reserves in an
effective and economical way.

3. Interruptible load programs
A utility will identify large customers, such as industrial plants, based on their total consumption.
The utility will then offer those customers special payments in exchange for agreeing to shut off
their load with an agreed-upon warning time and a maximum number of events during the year.
While these events are manageable, customers will be careful that they do not cost them more
than the reductions in their energy bills prior to agreeing. Thus, in demand response marketing,
utilities must gain a deep knowledge of their customers’ processes and costs of energy.

5. Frequency control
Grid operators are responsible for balancing the grid. This is done by monitoring changes in
frequency, which occur when consumption is disproportionate to production (e.g., frequency
falls when demand is greater than supply). As power fluctuations occur every second, automatic
generation control systems act on generators to add or remove power as needed. Instead of
generators, some flexible loads can participate in rapid frequency regulation (water pumping
stations, electrolysis, etc.), thus saving on the wear and tear of generators and sometimes
avoiding the necessary buildup of new generation.
6. Economic curtailment
In this scenario, the consumer agrees to reduce a portion of his energy consumption when the
supply of electricity is threatened. Load reduction needs to be exercised within two or less hours
of notice from the grid operator. Participants generally receive fixed upfront payments for making
this load capacity available at all times and variable payments as a function of the amount of
load (energy and capacity) actually reduced.
7. Load shifting
Here, consumption is shifted from peak times to times when the grid is less stressed.
These demand response mechanisms represent the next step utilities can take beyond energy
efficiency and toward full-scale demand management implementation. The next frontier of demand
management for utilities, however, will require an additional layer of efficiency.
AMIs (explained in the next section) are one way utilities plan to fulfill government mandated
energy directives and cope with increasingly complex grid demands, such as EVs.
Smart meters, while only one part of the AMI, are helping equip utilities with the data they need to
analyze consumer behavior, provide new services and incentives to customers, and tighten grid
reliability amid renewable energy integration.

Glossary
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RTE, France

RTE (Réseau de Transport d’Electricité), the French TSO, wanted to open its primary and secondary
reserve markets to a whole new world — consumers: industrial clients that could provide reserve
capacity by shedding their load when their process allowed them to reduce their drain from the
network. This would allow the TSO to optimize the cost of its reserves while providing the same level
of availability and stability to its customers. This meant stepping away from the traditional approach
where primary and secondary reserves were only opened to power generators, which were required
to set aside a part of their generation capacity for reserves.

Opening reserve markets to consumers
TSOs are constantly balancing electrical production and usage by maintaining
grid frequency thanks to reserves, i.e., standby capacities to inject more electricity
to the grid (or to extract less). TSOs use frequency containment reserves (or
primary reserves) and frequency restoration reserves (or secondary reserves) to
automatically and continuously maintain the frequency.

Energy Pool, a Schneider Electric subsidiary, worked with the large chemical and pharmaceutical
manufacturer AkzoNobel to develop an innovative primary reserve mechanism. One of their first
concerns was to ensure that the delicate electrolysis process at AkzoNobel was not compromised
by the endeavor. Energy Pool constructed an algorithm to pilot the electrolysis intensity from the grid
frequency, integrating a different control loop to ensure that there would be no negative impacts on
the process. The algorithm links the operational center — based in Chambery — with RTE in real time
to provide the most current data on the ongoing process.
As a result, Akzonobel can now consistently provide 2 “negawatts” (i.e., power that can be NOT
extracted from the grid) of reserve power on demand to RTE and is paid for its contribution to these
vital reserves.
“This development marks another step toward greater involvement of industry in energy markets,” said
RTE. “It gives them additional income, thus contributing to their competitiveness.”

Glossary
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Pennsylvania, USA

How PJM used a Walmart store
to balance its grid
Schneider Electric and partner IPKeys successfully tested a new way of doing just this by using
a Walmart Supercenter in Pennsylvania, the OpenADR standard for automated demand response,
and the Internet. They worked with grid operator PJM to take demand response signals and
translate them into Web services for simple dissemination over the Internet — messages that
Walmart’s building management system (BMS) could turn into fast-responding energy control. That’s
an important step in showing that these specialized grid operator commands could use the Internet
for some or part of their task and reach all the systems and devices that are connected to it.

Utilities and grid operators are eager for fast-responding energy assets that can
shave power usage within minutes or alter second-by-second consumption to help
keep the grid humming at the right frequency.

®

According to Mark Feasel from Schneider Electric, flexibility is key. “True frequency response is the
ability to follow the signal.” Translating energy market signals into OpenADR messages, he said,
“happens both in the cloud, which we’ve already done, and in the building, where we’ve specifically
designed our system to work with existing technologies.” This offers considerable advantages over the
typical demand response system, which involves giving days — or hours — ahead notice to facilities
to turn down energy use. Now, Schneider Electric and IPKeys are looking at ways to scale up this
fast-acting demand response functionality.

Glossary
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Collecting data for demand management:
Considerations for an efficient advanced
metering infrastructure

The benefits are many, but the technical expertise, resources, and time needed to deploy,
monitor, and manage an AMI system are complex and demanding. As such, Schneider Electric
recommends the following three pillars for success.

The U.S. Department of Energy defines AMI as “an integrated system of smart meters,
communications networks, and data management systems that enables two-way communication
between utilities and customers.”

The interplay among these three elements may differ from one utility to another, but they are all
holistically intertwined and equally critical.

To put it simply, AMI is not a single technology but rather the integration of several technologies that
command and receive data from smart meters.

Success pillar 1: People

Success pillar 2: Operations routines

A successful AMI operation always begins with
the right hierarchy of people. Below is a list
of the most common responsibilities and an
explanation of how their role makes an impact
on the whole system:

The AMI operations routines include the
procedures, checklists, and diagrams that
describe the daily work performed by the
operators. Among their many advantages, these
routines help a utility:

• First-line support: Monitors the main key
performance indicators of the system, such
as exported meter values and nonreachable
devices, on a daily basis

• Define periodic maintenance tasks and
first- and second-line system support

• Second-line support: Performs periodic
maintenance tasks such as application
upgrades, security revisions, and backups at
the data center; these personnel also monitor
and control the system when their specific
skills are required

• Directly monitor the health of the system

The three essential elements for AMI success: people, operations routines, and software tools
Nearly every utility will realize a more effective implementation of an AMI system when working with
an experienced services provider that can deliver the essential well-trained people, well-delineated
operations routines, and powerful software tools that integrate AMI data into everyday operations.

AMI provides utilities with real-time data about power consumption that helps improve energy
efficiency and realize other operational benefits that will reduce costs and improve customer service.

• Development team: Improves the
application according to the utility’s
roadmap or new requirements
• Operations manager: Coordinates definition
of operations routines and their adaptation to
the utility’s business processes
Each of these divisions helps define the
business process of the AMI operations,
including maintenance routines, how the interface
is configured, and how data is collected.

Glossary
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• Reduce operational and maintenance costs
while preserving performance quality

Compliance with operations routines also
supports specific utility processes, such
as planned network rebuilding, customer
communication, identifying causes for meter
unavailability, disconnection and reconnection,
and characterizing incidents.
Success pillar 3: Software tools
Naturally, for AMI infrastructure to function
properly, its fundamental software tools must be
configured for the people who use them.
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Smart metering — overview

Multiple
headends

Work order
management

AMI
management
platform

WAN
communications
Smart
meters

>

Data
IP WAN 3G/
concentrators GPRS

VPN

Meter data collection

DLMS - IDIS
head end

Meter asset
management
Rollout support
AMI operation and
maintenance

Product
X head end

AMI
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Control and
reconfiguration

Enterprise Service Bus

ADMS
OSGP
head end

First-line operation support personnel, for example, require tools that provide powerful filtering and
reporting capabilities before they can accurately identify problems. When a problem is identified, these
support personnel must correctly issue work orders, efficiently trace them, collect field reports, or even
use a ticketing system to handle incidents.

Meter data
management

Second-line support personnel can use a different set of software tools to monitor the internal workflows
and integration interface, and investigate and resolve more complex problems.

Customer information
and billing

In both cases, software tools aim to minimize human involvement — and associated errors and
delays — in the transmission of information and definition of workflows.

Load management
system

Meter data analysis

schneider-electric.com/utilities

Read
more about
this topic
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Home energy management systems
putting demand response in the
hands of homeowners
Residential energy consumers who receive a Schneider Electric Wiser Smart Thermostat from their
local utilities also receive a software application that is installable on smartphones, tablets, and
home computers. Beyond energy efficiency, it enables them to actively participate in demand
response programs.

Read
more about
this topic

The home EMS serves as the point of engagement with the utility and drives home energy efficiency
by providing the proper tools for participating in a demand response program. In a matter of seconds,
customers have access to what’s going on with their local grid and how much electricity is costing
them at any moment.
Customers also get access to precision weather forecasts, as well as messages being broadcast
by the utility. On a hot day, for example, they can use their Wiser thermostat tool to manage single or
multiple cooling systems throughout their homes, giving them the ability to “section off” energy where
they need it most, as opposed to cooling the entire home at once.

Glossary
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A charging station with several chargers of a rated power ranging from
3 to 22 kW (or even 50 kW for DC fast charge) can represent a significant
load increase on one feeder. As more cars plug into the network via EV
recharging stations, urban grids will need to be upgraded to handle the
additional capacity.
Utilities will also need to be consulted by private companies and local
governments before new charging stations are implemented, since the
location and capacity of substations is an important factor in how those
stations receive power.

The effect of EV charges on peak
power demand
Home typical load
6 to 12 kVA + 3 kw > 25 to 50% increase

Office building typical load
200 kVA + 3 – 50 kW > 2 to 25% increase

Smart charging
Perhaps the most surprising advantage of EVs is that they can help the
grid ride through peak usage periods.
Smart chargers are one opportunity where utilities and consumers benefit
equally at the plug. A smart charger in a home, for example, makes sure
that an EV is charged during off-peak hours when the energy demand on
the grid is low. The charger’s parameters can also be set by the user to
charge under the constraint of the expected time of departure, cost, or
even the CO2 content of the charge — giving the user more control over
his energy while at the same time reducing energy draws from the grid.

The role of electric vehicles
in demand management

Additionally, utilities can send signals to chargers to incentivize charging
when (renewable) energy is abundant and costs less.

EV charging has to be managed to control its energy demand — thus
reducing the cost and limiting grid impact.

EVs offer an effective and concrete solution for
reducing the carbon footprint of transportation,
but they also represent a new type of demand
for utilities.
Like homes, businesses, and any other
electric power source, EVs must be
effectively and responsibly managed by
utilities on the grid. Moreover, because
they have the potential to both consume
and produce energy, EVs are becoming an
inextricable part of demand management.

Vehicle-to-grid energy exchanges
By employing a “vehicle-to-grid” concept, the energy stored in EV
batteries can be utilized to support electrical networks during peak
consumption periods or in the event of an emergency (i.e., storm or
severed cable). The energy stored in the vehicle battery can also meet
the electrical requirements of the residence.

Where customers are charging their vehicles

10%

Public charging

25%

This technology implies that the charger onboard the vehicle, as well
as the interface between the vehicle and the electrical network, is
bidirectional (energy flows in both directions). This can also be beneficial
to the batteries, because cycling them and managing their level of charge
along weather conditions extends their life.

Workplace

65%

Residential

EV-charging infrastructures are one chief
concern for utilities, largely due to their rising
popularity with offices and municipalities.
These stations will allow drivers to charge their
vehicles whenever they make a stop (e.g.,
home, workplace, malls, car parks) and will not
require them to stop just to charge.
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In summary, utilities that plan for the integration of EVs and charging
stations are in a great position to set up and operate the overall
infrastructure. If done correctly, utilities can leverage demand management
programs and technologies like smart chargers to become an interface
between energy producers, charging station owners, and final users.

Read more about these topics
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New services related to customer analytics

NTLs include:

• Revenue assurance

• Metering errors

• Load forecasting

• Wiring errors

• Customer segmentation

• Billing errors

• Proactive alerting

• Fraud/theft

• Personalized communication

Reclaiming revenue from NTLs is a compelling business case to any utility.
Every year, losses from theft, cabling, and installation total approximately
€246 million, a blip on the radar between 2 and 25 percent.

Analyzing data to decrease losses
In addition to new grid and customer services,
data analytics offers insights into technical losses
and nontechnical losses (NTLs) on the network.

Technical losses include:
• Line losses
• Transformer losses (core and copper losses)
• Transformer overloads and phase
imbalances

Empowering data:
Making the most of analytics

3

A part of the NTLs can be discovered from the AMI by analyzing data
from smart meters. However, for a more accurate search, data from the
AMI needs to be compared with data from the field, such as energy
distributed from substations.
At Schneider Electric, we work with utilities to install metering systems
at the substation and on each feeder without disturbing operations.
Intelligent algorithms can automatically discover on which feeder and
phase the metered loads are connected. With this known topology, we
collect the data at MV/LV substations and from smart meters.
By comparing results, we can get the location and levels of NTLs
(frauds, wiring errors, billing errors, etc.)
When supplied with these granular insights, utilities can optimize their
networks and correct issues in equipment or services before they
become much larger problems.

Data analytics converts otherwise meaningless data into valuable learnings,
which ultimately leads to maximum efficiency across the grid.

Read more about these topics
Once data is collected from an AMI, utilities
can successfully move to the final (and
perhaps most critical) phase of their demand
management program: data analytics.
Not surprisingly, data analytics often starts at
the customer level. Once utilities collect data
from their AMI, for example, they can analyze
and discover patterns in customer energy
usage and then create unique user profiles
based on historic behavior trends.
With these profiles, utilities can predict future
energy consumption patterns and target
their demand management programs at the
consumers with the biggest potential for
efficiency improvement, curtailment, etc.
This new style of business signifies a turning
point in demand management, where data isn’t
just collected; it’s collected faster and with more
business purpose.

>N
 TLs

Today, for example, traditional metering
provides one reading per month (or every two
months) per meter. Smart meters, on the other
hand, report every 15, 30, or 60 minutes and
not only one set of data but about 10 (see the
table on the opposite page), leading to 1,000 to
10,000 times more data.

> Find out more...

Typical parameters recorded by
smart meters

So in addition to remote data collection, which is a
source of productivity for the utilities, these meters
yield data that can lead to new services in several
areas when using analytics software:

• Instantaneous voltage
• Instantaneous current
• Peak voltage/current
• System frequency
• RMS voltage/current

New services related to grid analytics

• Phase displacement

• Outage management

• Power factor

• Voltage optimization

• Instantaneous apparent power

• Volt/VAR power factor management

• Instantaneous real power

• Asset management

• Instantaneous reactive power

• Transformer load management

• Energy use/production
• Harmonic voltage distortion
• Total harmonic distortion

Glossary
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Summary
By placing energy consumption on equal footing with power generation, utilities are opening the
door to a growth of new services and offers. These services are helping to optimize the utilities’
asset portfolio while increasing productivity and decreasing CO2 emissions — meeting
government-mandated rules and bringing balance to supply and demand.

Intelligent algorithms that accurately track and project energy needs will ensure that comfort
and productivity are maintained. And by providing an automated approach to controlling on-site
generation, storage, and consumption, local energy needs can be met while enabling a two-way
energy exchange that supports the resiliency of the larger grid.

To achieve this new ideal for energy as a service, utilities are embracing the concept of demand
management, which is enabled by introducing innovative hardware, engaging user applications,
and behavioral tools that add situational awareness into an environment of fluctuating energy
supply and demand.

Creating a program to distribute smart thermostats with appropriate cloud-based applications
is far less costly than building a new generating facility, and the effect can be more immediate.
Such programs do not take long to deploy, and once they take hold, problems begin to
dissipate immediately.

That response can be voluntary or actively managed by the utility. In either case, power consumption
can be reduced when and where necessary, avoiding the need to bring another generation source
online or relieving stress in a problem area of the grid.

The tools, techniques, and guidance are available now to enhance a utility’s relationship with its
customers, helping them understand and manage their energy use. The technology works and, when
applied properly, the result can deliver more stable generation and distribution, lower operating costs,
better customer relationships, and increased profitability.

The emergence of the energy prosumer heralds a significant shift in how energy will be generated,
distributed, and consumed in the future. This is enabling a green, locally controlled, reliable energy
supply, while maximizing the financial benefits of participating in the smart grid. It also dramatically
changes the relationship between utilities and their customers, who will want to monetize their
generation capability and flexibility.

1. IEA World Energy Outlook 2014. 2. Demand Response for Commercial & Industrial Markets, Navigant Research, 2014. 3. Brent Hughes. Theft Identification and
AMI. Metering International: Issue 4. MBH Consulting. 2013.
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Chapter 7

Why microgrids are
here to stay

Boston One Campus microgrid comprising 400 kW Solar PV and 1 MWh Ecoblade Storage
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Why microgrids are here to stay
The tremors from the global energy crisis are
being felt at the local level. In the face of natural
disasters, terrorism, climate change, and volatile
energy pricing, consumers are leaving the
beaten path to secure their own forms of energy.
The physical and theoretical manifestation of
these concerns is the microgrid: a self-sufficient
microcosm of the grid. And for utilities, the
microgrid is a convoluted subject where
pros and cons seem difficult to balance, and
business objectives are being disrupted.

Microgrids also enable a greater level of
penetration for renewable energy with higher
efficiency, providing energy savings and
carbon footprint reduction.

In order for the technology to receive its
due share, utilities will need to embrace the
concept of the microgrid and how it can both
enable and inhibit the business of energy. With
knowledge and resources, microgrids can be a
vital part of the smart grid biosphere.

While still immature in many countries, there
are numerous pilot projects that are paving
the way for microgrids. New technology is
blossoming in this category. New ground is
being broken as utilities and communities work
together to protect one of their most precious
resources: electricity.

An elusive definition
Microgrids are a complicated species with
many interconnected parts. For this reason, no
single standard definition of the term seems to
exist. Here is the definition in practical terms:

Microgrids can provide heightened reliability.
They can also steal revenue away. They can sell
energy back into the grid and they can buy it
right back.

Glossary
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A microgrid is a local, interconnected energy system
within physical boundaries that incorporates loads and
distributed generation, and operates as an independent
control entity — either connected to or islanded from
the main grid.
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Microgrids are not new. Many sites have traditionally used embedded backup generators for reliability
purposes. The term “advanced microgrid” characterizes the use of permanent, clean, local generation,
the ability to seamlessly connect and disconnect from the main grid, and the use of analytics to run the
system at an optimal efficiency level.

Microgrids are often comprised of a
series of subsystems that include:

Microgrids can also be off-grid systems. They can even go beyond electricity and incorporate gas,
heat, and district cooling. They generate and distribute electricity on a localized basis, at distribution
LV or MV level.

• Local power generation such as buildings
that operate their own rooftop PV generation,
wind turbines, generator sets, CHP, etc.

A microgrid business model is different from traditional utility business models in that microgrids
can function either on their own or in coordination with the main grid. The operator of the microgrid
(perhaps a large business or other private sector organization) can summon local sources
of energy to generate electricity, regulate the amount of electricity being used, and manage
exchanges with the main grid.

• Power distribution systems

• Loads such as HVAC, plants with
machines, etc.

• Energy storage
• Microgrid EMSs

Some people tend to think that microgrids are only small-scale grids. Others promote a broader
concept where any kind of local energy network — from the smallest scale to the largest scale —
can be termed a microgrid.
Individual buildings and residential consumers can be considered “nanogrids” if they: a) consume
and supply power; b) self-consume their own generated electricity; and c) isolate themselves from
the grid. These smaller microgrid designs can serve residential or commercial loads, or may be
configured to provide power to a larger commercial property such as a shopping mall, college
campus, or military installation, or even an entire neighborhood.
These small grids can be linked together or embedded into larger ones.

Glossary
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The principal types of microgrids
and why they matter

Area
substation
Surplus
heat

Microgrids can fit into one of the following four categories:

Solar PV

Distributed
generation

Meter

Master
controller
Renewable
thermal

Site
substation

1. Off-grid facility-led. This is the most common type of microgrid today. With a single owner, these
are found in remote areas not reached by the traditional grid. Examples are remote military
bases, remote mines or industrial sites, and isolated buildings such as mountain homes.

Area
substation

2. Off-grid community-led. Serving multiple consumers and producers, these microgrids are
also found where the main grid is out of reach, for example islands, remote villages, and
communities. However, unlike facility-led microgrids that serve one corporation/institution,
these initiatives encompass various community assets and aim to guarantee resilient power for
vital community services.

District energy
and thermal energy
storage

Solar thermal
Electric
storage

Windfarm
Gas
generator

Geo
thermal

3. Grid-connected facility. With a single owner and connected to the main grid, these microgrids
are created for improved reliability in places where the main grid’s reliability is poor, or when the
utility is providing attractive pricing incentives for sheddable loads. Some examples are highavailability single buildings, or research or headquarter campuses of a corporation, hospital,
data center, etc.

Diesel
generator

4. Grid-connected community. Serving multiple consumers and producers, connected to the main
grid, or managed as a unit and with an optimization of exchanges with the utility’s main grid,
these microgrids range from business campuses of cities and green villages to ecodistricts or
even small municipalities.

Microgrids enable optimization of an energy system at a local scale.

The benefits of microgrids
Microgrids dispatch distributed generation into a beneficial supplemental power source not only
for consumers but also for the grid and those managing it, reducing the cost of peak power while
enhancing grid reliability.
The combination of controllable loads, local generation, and storage points are all elements
characteristic of microgrids. Microgrids enable optimization of an energy system at a local scale.
At certain times, microgrids can be isolated from the main grid and supply themselves with their own
energy. In the event of main grid supply failure, for example, microgrids can maintain supply internally by
carrying out load shedding of specific resources to maintain their balance.
Seamlessly disconnecting and reconnecting to the main grid without supply interruption of loads is a
key attribute of microgrids. In addition to these independent operations, microgrids can run in parallel
with the main grid in order to reinforce it. As a result, local power generation can be managed in line with
local demand, minimizing exchanges at the point of connection between microgrid and grid, thereby
freeing up grid resources.

Glossary
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Because a microgrid delivers power at close
proximity to its generation point, it avoids much of
the overhead costs associated with transmitting
and distributing energy, including the losses
inherent in long-distance energy transport.

Enhancing reliability through microgrids
In the event of an unplanned outage, critical
loads can stay connected on LV feeders with
local generators while noncritical loads within
the microgrid can be isolated and dropped
as required.
Beyond emergency disruptions, microgrids
also afford consumers the opportunity to
disconnect when the cost of power exceeds
the cost of local generation (for example, during
system peaks) or in contingency situations. This
capability can benefit the owner and the utility
alike by making it possible to reduce the cost of
peak power. As such, utilities can shave peak
power without having to resort to the unpopular
practice of curtailing nonvoluntary loads.
Microgrids can also benefit prosumers in demand
management scenarios (see Chapter 6: Managing
demand and the influence of “prosumers”) by
providing a choice of using local generation
or load management to comply with utility
curtailment requests. In some regions, flexible
tariff mechanisms enable customers to be paid
for feeding renewable energy back to the grid.
Microgrids powered by wind, solar, or biomass
contribute to the overall renewable goal of the
utility and our society, helping reduce energyrelated greenhouse gas emissions. Adding local
energy storage can help further maximize the
use of this resource.

The economic implications of microgrids
One secondary benefit of microgrids for cities
and regions is their ability to spur economic
growth. The presence of clean, efficient,
economic, highly reliable, and locally controlled
power attracts high-tech businesses, data
centers, research centers, and similar industries
that create sought-after jobs.

Glossary

Energy market trends favor microgrids. Natural
gas (especially in the U.S.) and solar prices —
two common fuels for microgrids — have fallen
dramatically in recent years. Lower fuel prices
make microgrids increasingly cost effective to
operate. Prices are also declining for electric
energy storage, allowing for more effective
self-consumption of solar energy in microgrids.
Remote microgrids traditionally running on diesel
have the greatest energy cost savings potential.
New smart grid technology (see Chapter 3:
The smart grid: No longer just a myth) allows
microgrids to perform in a more robust manner.
Real-time data displays, grid interfaces, and
various software advances allow microgrids to
maximize their use and timing of resources for
greatest economy.

Microgrids can act as reinforcements to make sure that some part of the
grid can be strengthened when a natural disaster occurs. The balance
that must be achieved requires reinforcement on the local level. This can
happen by either developing local self-sufficiency or by reinforcing the
total infrastructure. The microgrid pocket can then serve to re-energize
the main grid after the event.

An added layer of protection against
man-made and natural disasters
Industry and government officials are also
concerned about grid security. To answer this
vulnerability, microgrids can keep the power
flowing when the central grid is hit by a natural
disaster, such as a storm, flood, or earthquake,
or a terrorist attack. The broad impact of
increased downtime is being felt as changing
weather patterns are creating more severe
weather events. In the U.S. alone, weather-related
damage runs as high as €29 billion annually.

Physical security and cyberterrorism are also growing global concerns.
The U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has reported
that an assault on just nine key substations (out of 55,000) could cripple
the U.S. power system for weeks or possibly months. In fact, an attack
on a substation occurred after unknown assailants fired shots on 17
transformers in Silicon Valley on April 16, 2013.
Microgrids have become an important part of the plan to create a more
resilient, secure energy system — one that can withstand the attacks of
wind, water, earthquakes, hackers, or terrorists. Should the central grid
go down, microgrids could quickly “island” or disconnect to provide a
continuous energy supply and protect their customers from the damage
occurring on the larger grid.

National leaders or governments are seeking
ways to strengthen areas of the electric grid
against large natural disasters. Mayors and
other local officials want more control over the
electric supply in a crisis. For example, they
want police and fire stations, hospitals, city
halls, and public buildings (such as schools)
that can be used as emergency shelters to
remain powered whatever the crisis.

Not a perfect science: The challenges of microgrids
The main challenge for all utilities is to decide to either be early adopters
of microgrid approaches who transform their business models more
toward new customer-oriented services or to remain on the sidelines
of the microgrid movement until more field data is accumulated. Both
positions pose risks.

The electorate holds officials accountable when
the grid is down. Yet they have little influence in
an age when utilities are no longer hometown
operations, but are likely to be owned by large
national or international energy companies.

Microgrids are forcing utilities to consider going beyond their existing
responsibilities and become operators or owners of generation, storage,
and load controls on the demand side of the meter.
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Did you know?
Approximately 200 billion
worth of electricity transmitted
and distributed in the world
each year is wasted in losses.
Source: World Bank
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Customer
constraints
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The shift from a wire business to a service-providing business will entail a collaborative effort that
involves the regulators, utilities, energy services companies, and their customers.

Weather
forecast

Energy
market pricing

DR requests

StruxureWare Demand Side Operation
• Cloud-based platform supports
demand response participation and
cost-saving decisions.

New York City may provide an example of how microgrids will grow and evolve. During Hurricane
Sandy, 150 pockets within downtown New York were able to ride through the storm because they had
microgrid capabilities. The beneficiaries were mainly hospitals and public institutions. The governor
of New York pushed the idea of replicating the microgrid approach to wider areas and promoted the
idea by allowing the local utility to define new financing models and rates to speed up the adoption of
these principles across the State of New York.
Although microgrids are conceptually similar to large grids, their small size makes them prone to
instabilities. For example, whereas the largest generation asset in the main grid represents less than
3 percent of total generating capacity, in a microgrid it might be more than 20 percent. This creates a
single contingency impossible to mitigate without shedding load and operating the local grid close to
stability limits without reserve margin.

DER Box

Smart producers

What is more, because a large share of microgrid generation relies on variable renewable energy,
such as wind and solar, it might have little spinning reserves. Wind turbines and solar inverters use
static power electronics that usually cannot provide kinetic reserve (like a rotating engine would),
which is vital to maintain frequency and dampen fluctuations.

• Monitors and controls all
energy sources, storage,
and curtailable loads.

• CHP, renewable energy

Microgrid is an incremental transformation
Utility microgrids will come from the transformation of existing portions of electrical infrastructure
gradually being upgraded to enable energy optimization and islanding mode. This transformation is
made of four distinct steps that may happen in different time sequences depending on the segment:
• Energy efficiency: Demand reduction and load management to keep the growth of the microgrid
under control and maintain the generation needs at an acceptable level.
• On-site generation and storage: Renewable generation, backup diesel system, storage capacities
to maximize use of variable generation. In some countries a huge development of CHP is
expected, which may add a district heating/cooling management component to the equation.
• Advanced controls: To balance at all times demand and generation, to ensure quality of electrical
system (Volt/VAR management, dynamic protection settings, power quality, etc.), and to fulfill
optimization objectives such as economic optimization, resiliency, environmental, or societal goals.

Smart loads
• IT, BMS, heat pump,
EV charging, machines

• Grid independence, resiliency: Ability to connect/disconnect from the main grid and manage
black starts, thanks to a grid forming function.

Electrical energy
storage system

• A
 dapts energy
production and
consumption to
business needs.
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Indeed, with a managed interchange of energy flows at the grid connection
point, the load on HV/MV substations in the main grid can be controlled
to remain within acceptable limits for the existing equipment, pushing
back the need for upgrades or reinforcement in the distribution (MV) or
transmission (HV) grid.

Microgrid system

Generator

The technologies that make up a microgrid

Key microgrid enablement functions

Microgrid subsystems rely on some core technology components in order
to function as users and stakeholders intend. The variable nature of
the renewable resources (e.g., solar and wind) that support microgrids
necessitates a tight integration of network, generation, storage, metering,
and software infrastructure.

• Load forecasting — Using weather and
customer behavior forecast

Sensors and automation provide the control mechanisms required
to improve load distribution and help accommodate millisecond
changes in the network. Smart meters deliver real-time information
about consumption and trends. Smart generation contributes to overall
stability thanks to ancillary services. Predictive modeling software helps
in forecasting and resource allocation when it comes to operating and
maintaining a healthy microgrid.
These technologies provide the basis for reduced energy loss, improved
service quality, strengthened resiliency, higher renewable penetration,
and — in some cases — deferred investments in substations and
networking equipment on the main grid.

Power up: The growing role of storage
When discussing microgrid infrastructure, special attention needs to be
paid to the rapidly evolving area of energy storage. The energy storage
component of the microgrid supplements overall power availability by
providing a stored, potential source of energy (such as batteries) in
the event of interruption to the normal electrical flow or some kind of
momentary interruption in the local generation. Energy storage addresses
the challenges of a rapid switchover to an alternative power source when
a power disturbance occurs, and the stable delivery of power to the load
until the disturbance is resolved. Navigant Research forecasts that global
revenue for energy storage in microgrids will grow from €583 million in
2014 to more than €3.5 billion in 2024.

Wind turbine

• Renewable forecasting — Using detailed
local forecast for sun and wind

Battery

Solar PVs
Controls

• Network reconfiguration — Adapt the
network to dynamic loads and variations in
generation to maintain grid stability
• Protection — Adaptive protection and control
for faults (failures, lightning, damages) that
can come from the microgrid to the main grid
or the other way around

Load

• Fault calculation — Model distributed
generation effect on fault current

Energy efficiency

• Volt/VAR control — Control local devices to
maintain voltages within operating limits

• BMS, home automation, process optimization

• DER dispatch — Dispatch and control of
all generation and storage assets to balance
loads and reactive power

• Usage transparency through advanced metering and forecast

• HVAC upgrades, lighting retrofit

On-site generation and storage

• Demand response — Control demand in real
time to balance supply

• Diesel generators, renewable integration solar PV/wind

• Island mode — Reset all operational settings
for stable operation while disconnected

• Storage integration: batteries, thermal

• CHP
• EV infrastructure

Advanced controls
• Demand response programs
• Balance system supply and demand
• Optimization power system based on economics, carbon footprint, reliability
• Interactions with BMSs

Grid independence
• Automatic connect and disconnect from main grid to meet specific performance outcomes
• Black start
• Emergency loads shedding
• Protection plan adaptation
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Navigant Research goes on to predict that
advanced energy storage will represent the
single largest investment category among
“microgrid enabling technology” options by
2023. The state of California, for example, is
targeting 1,325 megawatts of energy storage
capacity by 2020, which will require about
€2.6 billion of investment. In Germany,
incentives to adopt on-site energy include
subsidies for energy storage.
1

Advanced microgrid systems will often include
electric energy storage. Energy storage
effectively extends the value of renewable
energy sources by enabling self-consumption
to be increased by up to 100 percent. It allows
locally produced energy to be consumed
when it’s needed, produced when it’s relevant,
and sold back to the grid when it’s most
economically advantageous to do so.
A microgrid designed to provide critical power
during and after disruptive events, such as
storms, will often use energy storage as an
alternative backup supply.

Glossary

Battery systems, the most popular energy
storage solutions, are treated as short- to
mid-term sources of stored energy capable
of supporting a critical load for minutes or
hours. Adding more batteries increases runtime
(power capacity), and battery systems can be
the primary source of backup power.

Battery storage can also replace the need to
maintain a spinning reserve of energy, typically
from fossil-fuel-based generators, by providing
a synthetic reserve of both active and reactive
power to support frequency and voltage.
Batteries also provide the necessary capacity to
cope with inrush current created, for example,
by the start of a motor. A battery can replace
a fossil fuel generator running most of the time
at idle speed to cope with these seconds-long
surges in load.

In the microgrid scenario, energy storage
applications can be divided into three major
functional categories:
1. Power stability
When the power is unstable (e.g., power
surges and sags), stored energy can be
used as needed to balance out disturbances
and assure a clean power supply to the load.

A microgrid’s energy storage system should
demonstrate the following characteristics:
• Instant availability of supply power to the
critical load via a battery bank in the event
of sags, spikes, complete utility failure, or
any other power disturbance that requires a
switchover to a backup power source

2. Power bridging
When switching from one source of power
to another (e.g., utility power to generator
power), stored energy can be used (from
seconds to hours) to assure consistent power.

• Proper sizing to supply the critical load
that is normally supported by the utility via
the batteries

3. Energy management
This is the cost-optimizing strategy of
charging stored energy when energy cost is
low, and using stored energy when energy
cost is high (This concept is covered in
more detail in Chapter 6: Managing demand
and the influence of “prosumers”).

• Sufficient operating time for backup power
to come online (typically the time required
for a utility or the microgrid itself to make a
switchover to an alternative power source)

schneider-electric.com/utilities

How microgrids provide more control
over the grid
The advanced control functions of the microgrid
can provide much desired flexibility services to
the grid operators.
At the system operator level, microgrids
can be used for utility demand response
programs, providing frequency regulation and
supplemental reserves for grid balancing. At
the local network operator level, microgrids can
provide local Volt/VAR support services, relieve
congestion, and contribute to line reinforcement
investment deferral.
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Application areas
Prime candidates for setting up microgrids
include remote areas such as islands, ecoparks, and large commercial or industrial
facilities. They are also ideal for enterprises
where power continuity is critical to success,
such as hospitals, data centers, military
bases, police and fire services, and university
campuses. Many colleges and universities have
already gained experience by using microgrids
to supply mission-critical users such as
laboratories, research centers, surgeries, and
data centers.
Microgrid solutions are also beginning to come
online for smaller individual buildings. These
often feature solar-based generation and may
be packaged with energy storage systems.
In some regions, adoption is being strongly
encouraged by governments through attractive
financial incentives. In others, regulation is still
limiting the applications of microgrids.

Example of microgrid topology

Zone 1

MV

Utility

Various approaches around the world

Zone 3

Zone 2

MV

To date, the various regions of the world have
taken differing approaches on microgrids. In
the U.S., the geographical territory is more
expansive. There are areas where the grid is
not maintained or where it lacks the proper
investment to reach a level of performance that
has come to be expected by Europeans.

MV

MV
distribution
MV

Zig Zag Transformer
For Island Mode
Sync

Sync

Sync

Sync

LV

LV

Inverter

Y
CCHP

Zone 1

generator

loads LPS

LV

Y
Zone 2
loads LPS

PV

Load
bank

Diesel
generator

Zone 3
loads LPS

Engergy
storage

Microgrid
controller

DER box

Internet

Europe, on the other hand, is channeling
its efforts into fortifying the existing grid (for
example, by burying the networks) rather
than pursuing a microgrid strategy. Unlike

StruxureWare
Smart grid services
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U.S. grids, by their nature, are weak (from a
quality-of-power-supply perspective) and their
often long distance and aging infrastructure
make them costly to maintain. They are fragile
because of the limited infrastructure investment
over the last several years. As a result,
stakeholders in the U.S. are more focused
on reliability, as they feel that hardening local
networks with microgrids can bolster resiliency.
In addition, there is already a significant
installed base of backup generation that can be
integrated into microgrids.
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the U.S., resiliency is not the main goal; the
grid infrastructure is inherently more robust,
so backup generation is less common. From a
European perspective, microgrids’ main benefits
are to efficiently integrate renewable generation
and CHP thanks to local optimization. European
stakeholders are primarily looking for efficiency
gains in maximizing consumption of renewable
energy close to where it is produced, thus
minimizing impacts (and need for investments) in
the main grid.
In mature countries, grid flexibility is a top
priority as production and delivery costs are
fluctuating, industry regulations are escalating,
energy is decentralizing, and grid bottlenecks
become a prominent issue.
Asia offers its own perspective on the issue.
In Japan, as a result of the relatively recent
tsunami followed by the Fukushima nuclear
disaster, frequent earthquakes, and the natural
“island” mentality, a heavy emphasis is placed
on the development of local energy systems
and high efficiency.
A microgrid is also a natural choice for
developing nations in Africa and Asia where
the grid infrastructure is falling behind growing
demand and will take years to develop to match
population growth. In emerging countries
like India and parts of Africa and South
America, capacity expansion is the biggest
concern. Utilities in those countries cannot
keep pace with increased population and
economic growth. Microgrid expansion in these
areas offers a different approach, bringing
electricity to the population with a “leopard
spots” implementation, i.e., rolling out village
microgrids then later linking them together and
connecting to the main grid.
First, high upfront costs make it difficult for
some of the African countries to get started.
The second issue is a shortage of skills needed
to operate microgrids. Despite these barriers,
countries like South Africa, Nigeria, and other
African countries are developing microgrid
strategies. Since Africa is blessed with solar
resources, we can expect an exponential growth
of solar-powered microgrids on that continent.

Read more
about this topic
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How utilities and microgrids can coexist
Microgrids have now come into prominence because traditional, fully centralized top-down grid systems
have some limitations. To date, off-grid systems have been run by private organizations on behalf of
process industries in remote areas of developing countries. These early microgrids serve as an interim
solution while utilities position themselves to bring grid connection to these off-grid communities.

Read more
about this topic

As microgrids gain momentum, the utilities industry recognizes that microgrids have the potential to
enhance reliability and reduce cost. Yet, the grid stakeholders recognize that operating issues still
remain and will have to be overcome for microgrids to become mainstream.
One issue is system protection. When distributed generators provide power beyond the needs of
local loads, that power could flow back into the grid. But unlike the transmission grid that connects
large, centralized power plants, the distribution system was not designed for bi-directional power
flow. When a fault occurs in the MV or LV part of the grid, today’s protective relays assume that
power is flowing in a single direction from a known source to end consumption points.
That assumption greatly simplifies and reduces the cost of the distribution system’s protective
scheme, but the existence of distributed generation can nullify the principles of design and cause
the scheme to fail when the grid needs it most — under a fault. Even with reverse power relays in
place to isolate the microgrid for a MV fault, the coordination of the distribution system scheme
can be violated. System stability is anothercentral concern. Although a core concept of microgrids
is to match local generation to local loads, system operators worry about large amounts of both
generation and load cycling into and out of the grid. Managing real and reactive power and
frequency of interconnected generators can be challenging.
Voltage set points and reactive power requirements are not static but vary with the changing
conditions of the system. Variability due to the nature of renewable resources or to potential
problems on the consumer side of the switch could easily result in major swings in demand or
capacity for a fairly limited area of the system. It doesn’t take much of an imagination to conceive
of a scenario where the distribution grid might not be able to withstand a shift of significant size
without impact to other customers in the immediate network vicinity.
Beyond the issues of system protection and stability, a lack of supervision of a significant
microgrid installation could lead to inefficiencies in the system. There are times when it makes
sense to monitor and control the grid in a holistic, centralized fashion. A bigger picture view is
helpful to optimize voltage, for example, and to dynamically reconfigure the network for various
operating constraints. Planning for and operating the grid in the presence of distributed generation,
even when it is packaged in microgrid configuration, is not simple. However, modern network
management tools like the Schneider Electric ADMS can help ensure safe and reliable operation.
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Burbank, California

Gaining autonomy and engaging the
switch to renewables

BWP needed to find a reliable way to manage load, DERs, distributed storage systems, more
traditional generation, and variable renewables in order to balance supply and demand. By
enabling this, BWP also hoped to avoid heavy penalties imposed by the
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) in relation to energy imports, as well as
prevent potential blackouts.

Burbank Water and Power (BWP) provides power to about 50,000 residents in
Burbank, California, and is part of the city. So when the City Council set a goal of
ensuring that one-third of the town’s power supply came from renewable sources,
BWP had to prepare itself for some systemwide adjustments

Burbank found its solution by building and managing a microgrid with the advanced PCS for
automatic generation control load forecasting and with renewable forecasting reinforced by an
integrated weather intelligence system. The PCS-managed microgrid allows Burbank to optimize
scheduling and dispatch of distributed generation, and of both conventional supply and demandside resources, to better control inadvertent interchanges and reduce reliance on external
generation.
PCS technology allowed BWP to become a balancing authority, with a much better position to
negotiate rates and potential penalties with others like LADWP. By saving costs — primarily due to
load shifting monetized through demand response — the Burbank microgrid solution will deliver an
estimated net present value of €34 million.

Glossary
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Summary
Fortunately new technologies, such as smart meters and energy storage systems, are enabling the
transition like never before. Prosumers and passive consumers, home offices to large corporations:
all can participate in the energy game through the springboard of microgrids. For utilities, that
participation can lead to faster uptimes in the event of a blackout, more insight into customer
energy behavior, and perhaps a chance to bring more stability to the larger grid.

Microgrids are likely to become standard in the modern, diverse grid, and they can provide
significant benefits to both customers and utilities. But they also bring with them a set of challenges
that will have to be addressed.
The means to model, monitor, and manage the microgrid-enhanced grid will be critical to its success,
as this will allow both the distribution system and interconnected microgrids to perform at their best.

In the face of these business shifts toward the microgrid concept, utilities will be asked to design
the most effective ways to incorporate microgrids of all types into the grid while accounting for their
impact. That is why Schneider Electric is investing in standard solutions for the design, construction,
and operation of microgrid for utilities, electro-intensive and electrosensitive users, benefitting from
our past engagement in over 200 microgrids.

By their very nature, modern microgrids, and their smaller counterparts (nanogrids, etc.) can at
once remedy the human fear of disaster and the need for electric autonomy. For some consumers,
microgrids are a symbol of independence. For others, they are a means for integrating higher levels
of green energy and lowering utility bills.
Though some power utilities may view microgrids as a threat, they can help improve grid resilience
and power reliability, reduce line losses, and enhance integration of renewables. In recognition of
these benefits, the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability
has allocated funding for microgrid initiatives, and the U.S. microgrid market is expected to reach
€35 billion annually by 2020, with capacity growing to 4.1 gigawatts.

1. “Microgrid Enabling Technologies,” Navigant Research, Q3 2014 2. “Market Data: Microgrids,” Navigant Research, 1Q 2013
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Solving the riddle of network security
What is cyber security? The term encompasses the policies, procedures,
and technologies that form a mechanism designed to address vulnerabilities
that could provide attackers with access to networks, control software,
and data. This includes not only intentional attacks, such as those from
disgruntled employees, unscrupulous competitors, or terrorists, but also
the unintentional endangerment of system and information infrastructure
because of operator errors, equipment failure, or acts of nature.

U.S. Homeland Security 2015 reported cyber incidents by sector
Attacks against the energy sector in the USA now account for 16 percent of
all published attacks.

Trending upward: Threats and regulations
Across all industries, the past decade has seen
increased demand for digitized, connected,
and integrated operations. Compared to the
IT industry, utilities and other energy players
are late to the connectivity game. The pressing
need to improve critical power distribution
infrastructure uptime also hastens the pace of
these changes. But as power networks merge
and become “smarter,” the benefits of improved
connectivity also open the door to more cyber
security risks.

Data breach root cause distribution

7% Abuse by vendor/partners

Commercial facilities − 3
Comunications − 13
Critical manufacturing − 97

15% Insider attack

Chemical − 4
Information technology − 6
Healthcare and
public health − 14
Government facilities − 18
Food and agriculture − 2

15% Negligent it users

Financial − 2
Nuclear reactors,
materials, and waste − 7

17% Malicious code

Defense industrial base − 2

17% External attack

Dams − 6

29% Accident or mistake

Unknown − 27
Energy − 46

Water − 25
Transportation systems − 23

Source: NCCIC/ICS-CERT
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Heightened threat levels

Cyberattack on the Ukrainian Power Grid

According to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s ICS-CERT
governmental body, the greater degree to which energy companies are
now reporting cyberattacks is partially due to the growing awareness of
cyber vulnerability and security in general.

When:

December 23, 2015

What:

Three different energy
distribution companies were victim
of a cyberattack

How:

 third party illegally entered into
A
the companies’ computers and
SCADA systems

Published U.S. Department of Homeland Security reports refer to
examples of actual cyberattacks. Simply browse through their Incident
Response Activity publications to get a better idea of the many channels,
methods, and points of vulnerability from which those involved with
cybercrime can choose.
Within substations, for example, proprietary devices once considered for
specialized applications are now vulnerable. Sensitive information (such
as online documentation that describes how these devices work) can be
accessed via the Internet by anyone, including those with malicious intent
who want to cause disruption.
It’s clear that with the right skills, someone can hack a utility and damage
systems that control the grid and affect the economy and security of a
country or region. But now that cyber security is becoming a top-of-mind
concern, utility stakeholders are mimicking their IT peers and scrambling
to put their infrastructure security houses in order. They will be able to
make the successful shift toward securing their operations by relying on
solutions providers that treat security as core to their offerings. This is a
joint process whereby vendors and clients work together to achieve their
cyber security goals.

Bolstered regulation
And it’s not simply in the utility’s best interest to do so. Governmental
bodies and regulatory agencies are increasingly codifying requirements
that utilities meet certain cyber security standards. Regulation and
legislation vary according to country and region.
The EU is working on a directive proposal concerning measures to ensure
a high common level of network and information security (NIS) across the
EU. According to this proposal, operators of critical infrastructure (such
as electric power generation and networks) will be required to assess the
risks they face and to adopt appropriate and proportionate measures to
ensure NIS. They will also be required to report to competent authorities
incidents with a significant impact on core services provided.

Attack vectors

Attack
vectors

Vulnerabilities

Control system
vulnerabilities

Physical intrusion

People

Network architecture
loopholes

Cyberattack

Process

Unsecured and outdated
hardware and software

In the U.S., for example, the FERC has the authority to oversee the reliability
of the power grid. That includes authority to determine mandatory cyber
security reliability standards. FERC certifies the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC), which in turn develops and maintains the
country’s Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) cyber security reliability
standards with which utilities must comply.
Consider the following three examples of mandatory cyber threat mitigation
measures (among many others) whose enforcement is scheduled to begin
in April 2016. First, utilities must identify and categorize their cybersystems
based on the risk corresponding to the impact that loss, compromise, or
misuse of those systems could have on reliable network operations.
Second, in order to prevent and detect unauthorized changes to a utility’s
cybersystems, utilities must specify configuration change management
and vulnerability assessment measures that protect cybersystems.

Physical
security gaps

Third, utilities must specify recovery plans following cyber security incidents.

Glossary
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Impact: A
 pproximately 225,000 customers
lost power across various areas. The
energy companies were reportedly
able to restore service quickly after an
outage window lasting several hours.
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What potential attacks look like
The Schneider Electric Security Operations Center, which monitors and protects utility infrastructure,
illustrates the extent of infrastructure scanning across the world. In a single week of monitoring just
one electric utility with smart meters, they detected over 700,000 average daily events.
What is the goal of all this scanning? Though not every scan is necessarily malicious, such as those
conducted as part of an agreed security analysis, each one can be the initial step of a cyberattack:
gathering information. This information allows cybercriminals to identify vulnerabilities and possible
points of network and system exploitation. By scanning servers and ports, hackers employ an active
reconnaissance technique focused on locating entry points of IT-OT infrastructure.

Samples of threats monitoring reports
Perimeter defense devices such as intrusion detection and prevention
systems and firewalls can detect these scans. Such systems can then deliver
alerts to Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems. It
is often possible to precisely identify the source of attack. Such an ability,
however, generally requires constant human monitoring.

Weekly report — Security Operation Center (SOC)
Report period: 2015/01/12 to 2015/01/19

Growing in recent years, scanning is a worldwide activity motivated chiefly by
cybercrime, to which no organization is immune.
Events per day
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Weak lines of defense in
power control systems

Consequences of cyber breaches
The damages caused by successful
cyberattacks can be severe. For example,
according to security company Palo Alto
Networks, one unnamed utility suffered an
attack on its DSCADA in 2010, with the
following aftermath:
• SCADA down for two weeks
• All substations manned while SCADA restored
• Four man-months to fully mitigate the damage
The utility had no firewall or antivirus, as it
didn’t think the equipment would be connected
to the Internet.
And it could have been much worse. In general,
the consequences of cyberattacks on electric
utility companies are numerous, variable, and
universally harmful:
1. Regulator penalties: Regulators, such as
NERC, have the ability to audit utility systems
for cyber security compliance. NERC can
issue fines for noncompliance of up to
€880,000 per day.
2. Safety: Depending on the extent and
target of a cyberattack, utility IT systems
that provide network state knowledge
and system control can be affected. This
has downstream implications for those
responsible for network operation, which
can, in turn, directly affect the safety of
personnel in the field.
3. Outages: Beyond the expenses associated
with restoring disrupted service, utilities
can face equipment and system repair and
replacement costs. That’s in addition to lost
revenues during service interruption.

4. Reputation: Due to the damage it
causes to their reputations, many utilities
understandably avoid publicly discussing
cyberattacks. Post-security-breach fallout
with residential and commercial customers
in their service perimeters can arise from
broken trust and loss of confidence in the
utility’s ability to wisely operate their business
or deliver reliable service.

Read more
about this topic

5. Insurance rates: Cyber security insurance
helps cover the costs associated with
cyber incidents by providing coverage for
forensic investigations, public relations,
penalties and fines, legal fees, recovery,
and more. Insurance premiums are based
on the potential impact of the loss of critical
infrastructure, cyber security risk and
exposure, implemented security measures,
organization, and policies and procedures.
When determining the premium, insurance
companies typically perform a security
assessment of the utility’s system and
security program.

Industrial Control System (ICS) employees, such
as those who work in generation, can often
be categorized into three groups: corporate
management, IT, and OT. Until recently, OT
specialists didn’t find themselves deeply involved
with cyber security concerns, believing such
problems to lie mostly within the realm of IT.
The convergence and intersection of these
once-separate domains, however, has now
brought the alarming reality of cyber security
risks into clear view of the OT piece of the utility
puzzle. The problem is now more than just
about network downtime. in order to adequately
guard against modern cyber security threats,
the OT utility component currently requires the
most attention.
Let us consider some common utility scenarios
that lead to cyber security weakness. The first
is about the adoption of commercial, off-theshelf technologies. Corporate management
and IT typically view ICS cyber assets as
including only Windows workstations, servers,
and CISCO switches. This leads to the belief
that IT specialists can simply duplicate the
cyber controls and methodologies used for IT
in the ICS space. Experience indicates that this
approach usually fails. That failure is due to
three problems:

6. Loss of profit: With outages come profit
losses. Mere minutes of service interruptions
naturally result in decreased revenues.
And when utility reputations suffer due
to cyberattacks or their consequences,
customers who have a choice may elect
to take their business elsewhere. Further,
in the case of industrial and commercial
customers, there are often contracts in place
to provide a certain level of service, and
the utility may pay penalties when agreed
service levels are not delivered.

®

1. Employees have limited experience securing
ICS technologies.
2. There is a difference in the amount of
time required to secure and update ICS
environments compared to typical IT
environments.
3. A lack of trust exists between ICS
managers and IT.
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To make matters worse, OT vendors are
concerned with only securing their products,
leaving the utility operators with the task of
securing the complete integrated system:
• Securing only one product at a time will
create multiple cyber security systems to
manage, which is not optimal and is
often confusing.
• A piecemeal approach does not take into
account the full life cycle of cyber security,
which results in missing policies, procedures,
and technology.
• Lack of integrated vision may lead to lack of
resources as complete ICS security requires
dedicated personnel.
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Solutions for developing a
cyber security program
Three axes of cyber security
Cyber security is about people, processes, and technology, in exactly that
order. Utilities need to deploy a complete program consisting of proper
organization, processes, and procedures in order to fully take advantage
of cyber security protection technologies.

Developing competencies and cross-functional teams
for IT-OT integration
Because of the shift toward open communication platforms, such as
Ethernet and Transmission Control Protocol (TP)/IP, systems that manage
critical infrastructure have become increasingly vulnerable. As operators
of critical utility infrastructure investigate how to secure their systems, they
often look toward the more mature cyber security industry in the IT world.
It quickly becomes clear, however, that the IT approach to cyber security
is incompatible with the principles and priorities of their operations.
These differences in approach mean that cyber security solutions and
expertise strictly geared toward the IT world are often inappropriate for
OT applications. As utilities experience the convergence of IT and OT, it
becomes necessary to develop cross-functional teams to address the
unique challenges of securing technology that spans both worlds.
Protecting against cyber threats now requires greater cross-domain
activity where engineers, IT managers, and security managers are
required to share their expertise to identify the potential issues and
attacks affecting their systems.

Three axes of cyber security
Organization

Process

Technical

Patch
management

Patch
management

Hardening

Security
awareness

Incidence
response

Access
protection

Security
training

Secure dev.
and test

User
authentication

Secure
operations

Risk
assessment

Security logs

Audit capability

Secure
configuration

Secure
communications

Secure
configuration

Access
protection

Energy industry standards and guidelines
• IEC 62351
• IEC 62443/ISA 99
• IEEE 1686
• IEEE C37.240
• NISTIR 7628
• NIST SP800-53
• ISO/IEC 27002/19

A continuous process: Assess, design, implement, and manage
Cyber security experts agree that there is no single standard that defines
a “good” level of security. It’s not a matter of having “achieved” a cyber
secure state. Adequate protection from cyber threats requires a thoughtful,
thorough, and ongoing analysis of many variables. So it is important for
utilities to think about how their cyber security strategies will evolve over
time. This is about staying current with known threats in a planned and
iterative manner. Ensuring a strong defense against cyberattacks requires
an ongoing effort and a recurring annual investment.
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Pillars of defense

Choosing vendors who are
cyber security certified

The majority of OT systems are in the preliminary phases of adopting and deploying cyberdefense.
Taking into account the cyberdefense maturity levels of OT systems, information security should,
at a minimum, consider the following items, which have become known as the Seven Pillars of
Cyberdefense:

To ensure successful project implementation,
utilities must choose vendors who possess
the certification that proves their expertise.
Certification demonstrates compliance with
international standards for cyber security
practices including IEC 62443-2-4, WIB 2.0,
and ISA99. That includes a vendor’s ability
to deliver secure configuration, testing,
commissioning, and maintenance of automation
and control products and systems with the
necessary organizational structure.

1. Identification of critical cyber assets
This process sets the stage for all subsequent steps for the creation of a cyberdefense strategy.
Mistakes in identifying critical cyber assets can therefore have a powerful impact on accurately
identifying electronic security perimeters and the cyber assets that must be protected.
2. Electronic access controls
The purpose of network segmentation is to partition the system into distinct security zones
implement
and
layers of protection to isolate critical parts of the system using a policy enforcement
device. The following is an example of segmentation as described by ISA99:

Certification shows that vendors can supply
secure and robust products with compliant
security best practices. It also shows that
vendor expertise can be applied to security
concerns throughout the entire system
development life cycle. Additionally, certified
vendors make sure that systems and networks
meet current and emerging international cyber
security standards and regulations.

– Level 0 – Instrumentation bus network
– Level 1 – Controller local area network (LAN)
– Level 2 – Supervisory HMI LAN
– Level 3 – Operations Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)
– Level 4 – Enterprise LAN
– Level 5 – Internet DMZ
3. User access controls
User access controls are designed to prevent users from accessing or compromising
confidential or critical company information. For example, the Microsoft Active Directory is a
core security repository for networks and can be configured to contain users, groups, and the
functions they are allowed to perform. Controlling electronic and user access contributes to how
well your cyber security program meets the appropriate compliance requirements
®

4. Patching
Policy and procedures to stay current with relevant patches issued by third-party vendors.
Patches close security holes in applications that computer hackers and viruses can exploit.
Missing security patches and outdated antivirus data files are one of the main reasons for
network security breaches.
5. Malicious software prevention
Application allowlisting is a mechanism by which one permits only files known to be safe.
Allowlisting flips the antivirus model from a “default allow” to a “default deny” for all executable
files. Though allowlisting offers very strong security, its main drawback is that a “frozen” IT
system is incompatible with today’s fast interactions of office workers. This drawback, however,
does not normally apply to OT systems, where machines are rarely updated and where only a
few strongly identified applications run.
6. Disaster recovery and response
This comprises the processes, policies, and procedures related to preparing for recovery or
continuation of technology infrastructure that is vital to an organization after a natural or
human-induced disaster. When cyber security programs lack a disaster recovery plan, there is
great risk to the ability to quickly and efficiently recover from cyber events.
7. Logging and alerting
This is the process of monitoring cybersystems for critical events such as failed log-ins, account
deletion, account creation, and other key cyber security metrics.
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Information technology
approach to security

Operational technology
approach to security

Confidentiality

Safety

Integrity

Availability

Availability

Integrity
Confidentiality

Read more
about this topic
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Cyber security in utilities
Let’s look at where cyber security is most
critical within the various functions of a utility.
Transmission and distribution: At the control
center level, operators employ SCADA to
monitor and control the grid. This real-time
system collects data from substations and
power plants. Most transmission control centers
have implemented SOCs, SIEM systems, or
Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems as
required by national regulators such as NERC
in the U.S. For distribution control centers, this
effort has generally not started yet and will be
the next level of cyber security implementation
for utilities.
Other cyber security solutions for transmission
and distribution players can include the
management of a NERC-CIP Regulated Network
and Homeland Security Network, as well as
Physical Security Information Management
integration, enterprise access control systems,
video systems, video analytics, command center
hardware, and disaster recovery.
Generation plant: ICS environments at
generation plants encompass several types
of control systems, including SCADA systems,
DCSs, Programmable Logic Controllers, and
other smaller control system configurations.
While sharing basic constructs with IT business
systems, ICSs are technically, administratively,
and functionally more complex and unique.
The biggest risk to an ICS today is when a
connection is made to a corporate network
that is also connected to the Internet. But at
the same time, a connection to the corporate
network is required to transmit information to
corporate users. This means that the ICS must
be protected from threats from the corporate
network and the Internet.
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Field: In the field, especially with unmanned
equipment, physical security is as important
as cyber security. Within a substation, utilities
can install surveillance solutions including fixed
cameras, those whose direction and zoom can
be remotely or automatically controlled, thermal
imaging, and video analytics systems. Physical
security can also involve gate and vehicular
access control, intercoms, video verification,
and fence protection systems.
Field solutions necessarily include substation
cyber security. Electrical substations today are
characterized by different mixes of IT and OT.
When bolstering the security of a substation
network, IT infrastructure components such as PC
hosts and network devices (e.g., switches, routers,
and firewalls) are a logical first step for protection.
Technologies and tools such as Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) and SYSLOG
(Protocol - RFC 5424) can be used with
security monitoring systems to monitor IT-based
devices. Extending this same methodology
to OT-based devices, however, can be more
difficult to achieve. While bolt-on solutions allow
for a fast implementation to reduce the risk of
a cyberattack on OT devices, utilities should
consider devices and solutions containing builtin cyber security functions such as unique user
accounts and role-based access control.
There are a number of new security standards
specifically created for work within substations,
including IEEE 1686, IEEE C37.240, and IEC
62351. These help utilities have a common set of
requirements they can present to vendors, who
can in turn improve interoperability over time.
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Smart grid: As the grid transforms into the smart grid, that is, changes from a mostly closed system
into a complex and interconnected ecosystem, it also faces new cyber security challenges. To
address those challenges, NISTIR 7628 (Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security) provides an
analytical framework utilities can use to implement specific cyber security strategies to meet their
specific smart grid needs in terms of network characteristics, risks, and vulnerabilities. These
guidelines suggest methods for assessing smart grid risks and security requirements that could
address those risks.

Read more
about this topic

Cyber security life cycle
• Plan security upgrades
and new measures

• Security assessment
• Vulnerability assessment

There are additional considerations that must be made within smart grid applications. For example,
private customer information can be communicated over networks in the case of smart metering. In
this case, utilities must employ solutions that protect such confidential data to ensure the privacy of
their customers.

• Design implementation

Assess

Design

Action plan
We prescribe a four-point approach to establish and maintain cyber secure systems:

Manage

1. Conduct a risk assessment
The first step involves conducting a comprehensive risk assessment based on internal and
external threats. By doing so, OT specialists and other utility stakeholders can understand
where the largest vulnerabilities lie, as well as document the creation of a security policy and
risk mitigation.
2. Design a security policy and processes
A utility’s cyber security policy provides a formal set of rules to be followed. The purpose of
the policy is to inform employees, contractors, and other authorized users of their obligations
regarding protection of technology and information assets. It describes the list of assets that
must be protected, identifies threats to those assets, describes authorized users’ responsibilities
and associated access privileges, and describes unauthorized actions and resulting
accountability for the violation of the security policy. Well-designed security processes are also
important. As system security baselines change to address emerging vulnerabilities, cyber
security system processes must be reviewed and updated regularly to follow this evolution. One
key to maintaining an effective security baseline is to conduct a review once or twice a year.
3. Execute projects that implement the risk mitigation plan
Select the cyber security technology based on international standards to implement security
policy and proposed risk mitigation actions. A “secure by design” approach that is based on
international standards like IEC 62351 and IEEE 1686 can help further reduce risk when securing
system components.
4. Manage the security program
Effectively managing cyber security programs requires not only taking into account the previous
three points, but also the management of information and communication technology asset
life cycles. To do that, it’s important to maintain accurate and living documentation about asset
firmware, operating systems, and configurations. It also requires a comprehensive understanding
of technology upgrade and obsolescence schedules, in conjunction with full awareness of
known vulnerabilities and existing patches. Cyber security management also requires that certain
events trigger assessments, such as certain points in asset life cycles or detected threats.
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Implement

• Patch management

• System retrofit

• Asset management

• Engineering, commissioning,
and testing
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Summary
Security is everyone’s business for utilities.
Politicians and the general public are more
and more aware that our security depends
on our local utility security. Mitigating risk and
anticipating vulnerabilities to attacks on utility
grids and systems is not just about installing
technology. Utilities must also implement
organizational processes that include regular
assessment and continuous improvement of their
cyber security and physical security processes.

Specific successes with ICS
Electric utilities can experience great cyber
security successes when they collaborate
with dedicated teams of OT specialists. They
implement the concept of cyberdefense, which
uses a vendor’s product security features to
create a cyber strategy for defending an entire
plant or process.

Electric utilities can accomplish numerous
goals with this approach

Perspective on data security
Setting up a proper framework for keeping the confidentiality of energy data is a key cyber security
requirement. Security experts recommend the following:

• Common cyber security deployments for
managing the entire ICS/plant/process

• Data privacy systems are based on the principle that users are the owners of measurement
data related to their assets.

• Technologies and implementations that
work in ICS environments

• Equal, nondiscriminatory, and direct access to data collected through public infrastructure should
be made available in a nondiscriminatory manner to third parties only with users’ permission.

• Identification of necessary policies,
procedures, and technologies across
the full ICS

• Data is collected through public infrastructure using open communication standards with robust
security measures

• Justification for the need of dedicated
OT teams

• If existing measurement and data collection infrastructures are insufficient to allow consumer
participation in energy efficiency and flexibility services, third parties should be allowed to
collect and provide appropriate measurement data within a regulated framework ensuring data
privacy protection.

• Identification of areas where corporate
IT-OT security can be shared
• Demonstration to management of
strategies that secure the entire ICS
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Outsource to accelerate:
How to supersize skill levels
The chapters in this book signal that profound
changes are afoot in the utilities industry. The
impact of new market forces and advanced
technologies has been discussed in detail.
However, the ability of utilities to succeed in the
new environment will depend on one factor: the
skill level of the people required to build and
support the new electricity delivery system.
From a skills perspective, the industry is about
to enter a period of crisis. Although surveys
imply the number of jobs in the energy industry
is expected to nearly double in the next five
years, most energy employers are having
difficulty finding quality candidates to fill their
positions. They grapple with a growing skills
shortage, sometimes worsened in mature
countries by an aging workforce. There, legacy
knowledge and understanding built up over
years of experience resides with employees
who will soon be leaving the workforce.

Outsourcing operations play a key role in addressing
workforce attrition and allowing utilities to meet the
needs of a quickly evolving energy landscape.

In some mature markets, over one-half of the
current utility workforce will be eligible to retire
in the next six to eight years. There is also a
declining pool of graduates equipped with the
skills needed to maintain progress and innovate
in the smart grid sector.

So where will the human skills come from? In many cases utilities will
contract these skills from third-party technology providers. These
third-party skills can be hired for temporary projects with the goal of
transferring the knowledge to permanent utility employees. They will likely
be procured in the form of outsourcing and consulting services.

In addition to having a sound understanding of
electrical engineering, utility engineers will be
expected to have knowledge of information and
communication technology, power electronics,
and software engineering. Utility managers
will also have to acquire more marketing and
customer relationship skills and learn the
language of business-to-business relationships
when dealing with consumers-turned-prosumers.

Outsourcing benefits
Outsourcing operations play a key role in addressing workforce attrition and
allowing utilities to meet the needs of a quickly evolving energy landscape.
A well-managed outsourcing program allows utilities to focus on their
day-to-day business while taking advantage of outside experts who have
gained experience on diverse assignments across many utilities.
Consultants can provide utilities with industry benchmarks on smart grid
value and performance. Outsourced program managers can implement
lessons learned from other implementation projects to assess staff
readiness and technical issues, mitigate risk, and deliver the new project
on time and on budget.

Moreover, the graduates with the new
engineering skills required for the digital age
are often lured by other industries, such as the
Web industry, which are deemed “sexier” than
the “old” utility industry.

New generation training through simulation
Third-party partners are also equipped to help utilities evolve by providing
robust simulation training programs specialized in key areas of grid and
power plant management. These simulation training programs enrich the
skills of existing field teams and support the current workforce as the
utility transitions to more advanced smart grid solutions.
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The Schneider Electric
“Access to Energy” training program
This unique program brings electricity to
the poorest communities around the world
by utilizing the innovations developed at
Schneider Electric to make power supply more
robust and accessible in difficult environments.
To ensure the sustainability of the Access to
Energy program, an essential component is its
training program for local electricians.

Read more
about this topic
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Simulator-based training helps increase the efficiency of plant and grid
processes and incident management. Such training also improves the
effectiveness of field decisions and enhances the probability of positive
outcomes in customer service situations. In a simulated environment with
virtual reality, a student can “touch” and handle “live” parts without any
risk of electrical shock.
Scenario-based decision-making prompted by virtual training allows
employees to gain confidence and capability, all in a cost-effective
manner. While traditional learning models position the user as a passive
subject, learning simulators involve the user to make decisions “on the
spot” — lessons that are absorbed faster.
Employees become aware of the consequences of their decisions
and errors in situations that simulate reality. This exposure furthers their
job-related experience and helps them gain confidence in performing
specific actions, acting more quickly, and taking on more risks. The utility, in
turn, benefits not only from more comprehensive employee knowledge but
also the employees’ heightened on-the-job motivation and engagement.

Schneider Electric Energy University
Energy University is a free, online, educational
resource offering more than 200 courses on
energy efficiency and data center topics to help
you identify, implement, and monitor efficiency
improvements within your organization. Visit
MyEnergyUniversity.com for further information.

Simulation training can be applied widely, as it is suitable for both beginners
and those employees with more experience — both can quickly transfer
the learning experience to their jobs. Furthermore, simulators can integrate
learning into the employee’s working experience. The user can turn to the
online learning platform at any time instead of having to attend training
sessions isolated outside of the productive process.

Training for emergencies

Schneider Electric helps utilities craft the training plan, operating
procedures, organization roles, and new skills required to implement
smart technologies

Perhaps one of the most important elements of training and simulation
programs is the ability to train employees in how to deal with
disasters and other emergencies. This is typically established through
three distinct phases:
• Prevention: Seek to avoid issues from occurring in the first place
through proper design, construction, operation, maintenance, training,
and education

Some causes of incidents are under
operators’ direct control; others less so. Most
major blackouts have been linked to a rare
combination of equipment failure, weather
events, and operator errors. Training and
simulation augment the situational awareness
of operators so they can prevent disasters by
anticipating contingencies and preparing for
remedial actions. While the concept of situation
awareness is well-established at transmission
level, it is still very new for distribution operators.
However, the increasing complexity of the
distribution grid and the dependency of critical
load on the last mile of their connected grid
make building operators’ situation awareness a
priority in emergency training.

• Detection: Help grid or plant operators quickly identify when an
incident has occurred
• Mitigation: Minimize the extent or impact and related damage
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Planning for the worst is critical. Technology and
tools exist today that anticipate potential threats
and identify anomalies or issues before they
become problems. The old adage “an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure” holds true:
The costs associated with avoiding a disaster
are much less than the costs of cleanup, fines,
and other civil liabilities — not to mention the
damage to a company’s reputation.
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Change management
The implementation of new technologies often requires changes in business processes. For example,
implementing an ADMS will change the way operators are controlling their network. With full situation
awareness, restoring power after outages is expected to be more efficient, e.g., done with less people
and less time. Automating the process is not sufficient; it must be adapted with an approach that
favors speed of return to nominal situation. As the implementation of grid automation and remote
control progresses within in the distribution grid, standard operating procedures must be changed,
especially for dispatching and supervising field crews.

Read more
about this topic

Change management is about eliminating the barriers to the changes within and across the
utility brought by the implementation of technology necessary to become a smart utility. Change
management is about defining the roles, responsibilities, and processes — sequence of tasks,
inputs, and outputs — resulting from the new technology. Integration of technology between the
enterprise and operation (IT-OT) aims to transcend silos, simplify work, and eliminate bureaucracy.
Organizational preparedness for the workforce and management to be ready to administer the new
process is key.
Change management is often best realized with a combination of internal change agents within the
utility and external technology experts to ensure the proper alignment of expectation, readiness,
and buy-in from all stakeholders. Only then will the utility recognize the return on its investment in
technology as advertised by the vendor. Technology experts must form a partnership with internal
utility experts to define the competencies and clear performance measures for each new technology
project implementation and post-implementation phases.
Schneider Electric helps utilities craft the training plan, operating procedures, organization roles, and
new skills required to implement smart technologies. Relying on an external partner like Schneider
Electric will accelerate the learning curve and buy-in time, thus improving the return on investment.
Because complete and accurate data is so important to a successful smart utility project, utilities seek
the help of experts to first model their process and physical assets, then cleanse their database. Data
engineering enables smart grid strategies such as managing demand and integrating renewable
energy sources. For example, building a model for an ADMS based on an accurate and up-to-date
mathematical model of the distribution network infrastructure can be a daunting task for utilities alone,
and assistance by external expert is often required.
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Where Schneider Electric
consultants can help
Schneider Electric utility consultants can help utilities prepare strategically
for changes and implement the technology in partnership with the utility.

Utility staff may not have the necessary
experience or time to sit back and reflect on
the changes needed to address the new energy
world. Our utility consultants guide utilities to
analyze their evolving landscape and help set
strategic goals. By assessing the technical
infrastructure, economic, and regulatory
environment, they provide a roadmap to
“future proof” the electric utility both technically
and economically.
Some of the critical topics represent specialized
practice in our consulting team — first, achieving
operational excellence with distribution grid
asset optimization; second, addressing how to
integrate renewables and distributed energy.
Our experts in distribution network performance
optimization study and propose solutions
to reduce losses and phase unbalance,
optimize voltage profile, and reduce peak load.
Distribution network studies include reliability
and availability of supply, dynamic stability of
the grid, protection plan, power quality, and
storm readiness. Also we provide experts in
cyber security and physical security assessment,
which is now an integral part of designing the
smart grid.
Designing an asset operation solution (e.g.,
which assets to monitor, what data points to
store, what dashboard to implement) is also
key for the success of a smart utility. Asset
optimization will improve the indicators to
measure reliability performance and maximize
the use of depreciating assets. Often, in the
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distribution grid, assets such as transformers,
breakers, etc., are low cost and must be
monitored sufficiently to avoid catastrophic
failure during their lifetime. New smart assets
require new asset management processes,
including the tracking of firmware, encryption
keys, and configuration settings. This asset
optimization initiative requires an enterprise-level
strategy that results in new and improved asset
maintenance plan, purchasing strategy, and data
analytics implementation.
With a combined expertise in grid and demand
management, our consultants help plan DERs
in a utility’s area, with its costs and benefits, as
well as its societal impact. Our consultants are
often asked to assess the impact of a microgrid
on an existing electric power system. In a typical
study, we review the effects of the microgrid
on different operating conditions of the electric
power system and examine methods to minimize
cost, improve renewable energy utilization
efficiency, and maximize benefits for both the
owner and the grid operator.

Read
more about
these topics
> Technology Strategy
and roadmap
development

>D
 eveloping the

smart-grid roadmap
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Outsourcing large project deployments
Once the study and strategy are finalized, the utility faces a choice on how to deploy the
recommended technology. How much of this project should be outsourced to the vendor and under
what conditions?

Read more
about this topic

Schneider Electric is ready to implement large-scale projects for smart grid implementation. We
can mobilize resources with prior experience on similar projects and commit on deliverables under
a predefined schedule. In some case, upon installation and commissioning, we can also provide
ongoing operation and maintenance of the system. For example, Schneider Electric can install
smart meters and AMI, integrate the smart metering system into the enterprise IT, and provide the
complete services including meter reading, providing the data, and maintaining the meter assets.
One key to success for large project deployment is the creation of a steering committee and a welldefined quality plan. Prior to the start of the project and the rules of engagement, this committee
works on the quality plan to define the escalation procedure and guarantee a continuous dialog at
all levels of both organizations — vendor and utility.

Emergency preparedness and business continuity
Utilities must be ready for the worst. Here are some examples on how Schneider Electric can help in
the face of a disaster:
• Forecasting
Our microweather forecasting capability and history allow us to understand which feeders are
most prone to weather damage and to predict more accurately which feeders may be affected
by an oncoming storm. From this, the utility can pre-position work crews to quickly repair any
damage caused by the storm.
• Consulting
Our consulting group offers emergency management and business continuity training to electric
utilities. This offer provides a menu of services that include:
–– The development of incident response processes and procedures
–– The integration of weather forecasting with processes and procedures for utilities to
customize their storm restoration response
–– Reviewing and making recommendations on how utilities can make their transmission and
distribution system more resilient
–– The development of business continuity processes and procedures that will enable the utility
to maintain operations from the start of the incident to full business recovery.
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Summary
All utilities in the world have as their primary goal and concern that the grid and the delivery of
electricity be safe and reliable. Beset by mounting pressures and an unskilled labor force, these
utilities are turning to strategic partners for help.

2. Demonstrated technical knowledge in key areas, including:
–– The integration of innovations and new technology into existing operations with minimal
disruption and documented benefits.
–– A demonstrated knowledge of how the electric system works today and experience with the
integration of microgrids and DERs including storage and load. The partner should act as a
resource for modern-day electric utility operations.

Different training, simulation, and vendor methodologies and techniques are now providing
complimentary capabilities to the utilities, so different methods, or a combination of methods (tiered
approach), can bring utilities into the next phase of their evolution.

–– The ability to manage the financial, regulatory, and technical aspects. All of these aspects
must be in place for a utility to successful drive a new business model and reach operational
excellence.

General considerations for evaluating smart grid partners
1. Expertise with both the supply (generation) and demand (consumption by customers) of electricity:

–– Focus on end-to-end vision, from the distribution grid control center to the customer premises.

–– Because supply and demand will be interacting in new ways in the future, utilities should look
for partners that have demonstrated experience in renewable generation, demand response,
and microgrid planning and deployment.

–– The evolution of the traditional customer relationship to the prosumer model.
–– The ability to bridge the high-level strategic vision and technical implementation constraints.

–– Additionally, it’s critical that any company offering training and simulation programs to utilities
should have experience and real solutions in both areas.
schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Critical success factors

A look ahead

Today

The year 2050

Drivers

North America and “new economy” countries
rely heavily on microgrids for resilience. In
some Asian countries with strong central
governance, modern and robust networks
have been deployed. Europe has a reinforced
infrastructure based on technology upgrades.

95% of all businesses are digitized and they
demand a “no downtime” environment in order
to remain competitive on a global scale.

A modular, scalable mindset prevails that is
based on global standards. Utilities only pay for
what they need in terms of capacity and “pay
as they grow” as opposed to paying heavy
upfront costs for new investments. More power
generation is local, thereby minimizing losses.

Government regulation is becoming more
strict regarding energy waste. Operations and
price controls are easing in favor of letting
markets dictate price. Increased competition
in energy markets is encouraged, and new
technologies are being introduced that enable
energy efficiency.

Purely centralized infrastructure disappears
in order to avoid “single points of failure.”
Infrastructure becomes localized or even
virtual. On-demand services dominate the
marketplace and are managed by networks of
tightly integrated subsystems. Self-correcting
systems are in place, and “white collar”
operators make decisions based on variable
environment and market conditions (similar to
today’s stockbrokers).

Proliferation of big data means that human
operators can no longer manage the
complexity and dynamic nature of global
energy generation/consumption. A need to
boost the intelligence of existing infrastructure
assets in order to cut costs and enhance
competitiveness is driving development of
software and connectivity of devices.

Large swathes of the planet are designated
as carbon-free zones where only nonfossil
fuel energy generation is accepted. Climate
impact on infrastructure is harsher and less
predictable, disrupting supply. Companies that
lead the transformation to clean energy benefit
the most.

Government regulations and citizens demand
tight control of CO2 emissions. Businesses

Reliability
North American grids and emerging
economy grids are less reliable than
they should be. Grids in Europe and
the mature countries in Asia (e.g.,
Japan) are more reliable.

A look ahead
The table to the right outlines five major predictions whose fulfillment will
enable execution of the “dream big” vision.

The business decisions being made today within
the walls of utility boardrooms are radically
changing the future world that our children will
inherit. For this reason, these decision-makers
need to be well informed and understand fully
the options that lie in front of them.
For some prognosticators, the future of
the industry is bleak with some predicting
a “death spiral” for today’s utilities. Other
predictions are less negative and see
pockets of progress being made in certain
regions of the world. If steps are taken
to transform and improve the industry by
embracing digitization and alternative energy
integration, for example, certain regions
of the world may emerge with efficient,
robust energy generation, transmission, and
distribution networks.

Efficiency
The utilities industry is highly
customized with uniqueness leading
to a high degree of inefficiency. This
drives up operational costs. Generation
systems are centralized with high
transmission and distribution losses.

Regardless of the obstacles that lie ahead, at
Schneider Electric we choose to dream big. We
can imagine the emergence of a massive global
energy network of interconnected, efficient
producers and consumers where costs and CO2
emissions are low, and where reliability, safety,
and efficiency levels are high for all populations
regardless of geographical location and financial
status. This is a world where energy supply is
plentiful, cheap, and renewable. It’s a world
where automation simplifies the complex task of
managing a profitable utility.

Technology
New “smart” devices are flooding into
networks. Integration levels are low and
most generation and delivery systems
work in silos. Security levels are low.
Operators are overwhelmed by the
complexity of their networks.

The “dream big” vision is within our grasp. The
new emerging trends that have been discussed in
the previous chapters of this book provide us with
clues as to how we can improve our infrastructure
and provide for a future that is more reliable, more
secure, more efficient, and more sustainable.

Environment

97% of scientists are convinced
climate change is influenced by
the action of humans. However, a
sizeable group of leaders are slow to
accept the implications and choose to
continue to invest in traditional means
of procuring and consuming energy.

want growth and don’t want their investments
in existing technologies to become stranded
assets. At the same time they don’t want to
contribute to melting polar ice caps, the rise
in sea levels, and the associated losses of
business assets and reduction of consumer
buying power.

Market forces and business evolution
Although the traditional utility model is
undergoing fundamental change, utility
stakeholders are still soul-searching
and wondering about the future
structure of their industry.
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The natural monopoly of networks has been
limited to the last mile of copper and the
smart meter. The traditional utility business
model is dead. It has been replaced by highly
decentralized entities that share physical and
cloud resources in a virtual manner. They
partner with local communities to maintain
system stability. They provide life support
services that range far beyond energy.

More emphasis is being placed on pricing
mechanisms to reflect real cost. These prices
are driven by the needs of the overall system
as opposed to the sum of needs of individual
stakeholders. Government deregulation
programs are designed to link improvement in
performance to economic viability and social
responsibility.
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Let us review in more detail why we make these predictions and how we
see global trends influencing these five important areas.

Reliability
Downtime within the utilities industry is driven
by both internal and external factors. Internal
downtime incidents are most often driven by
either human error or technology malfunction.
Externally driven incidents of downtime
include severe weather, random accidents,
and deliberate sabotage (via cyber or physical
means). The cost generated by each of these
internal and external downtime drivers is only
abated by the utility’s ability to control the
downtime threat.
Today, on the “easier to control” side of the
scale, utilities work hard to execute process
improvements that eliminate single points of
failure and focus intensely on internal safety.
Moving forward into the future, utilities will
continue their focus on safety but will also
channel more resources and investment into
safeguarding the uptime of their external
customer. The table below illustrates that much

opportunity exists to address the internal
threats to downtime and, to a lesser degree, the
outside threats to downtime.
As utilities strive to service the 24/7 “alwayson” world, the entire realm of maintenance
will transform from today’s reactive practice
(fix it when it breaks) to a more predictive and
condition-based maintenance. Embedded
sensors will observe the behavior of equipment
all along the distribution chain and report
anomalies surrounding installation practices,
cabling techniques, mechanical connections,
and load configuration and alert the owner
to the possible premature wear and tear of
components. In addition, factors that may have
a negative impact on system availability (i.e.,
possible human error handling equipment,
higher than normal temperatures, high acidity
levels, corrosion, and fluctuations in power) will
be flagged and operators advised as to which
actions to take.

Downtime within the utilities industry

Internal

Internal/External

External

High

Today, most inefficiencies and interruptions to
utility uptime are occurring as a result of human
error. Much of this human error is driven by
system complexity. Today’s existing control
interfaces are not up to task when it comes to
simplicity and will be rendered obsolete as a
result of trends such as larger control systems,
greater volumes of data, increased levels of
automation, staffing proficiency issues, and
expanded use of remote operations.

Despite this reality, these types of incidents
are not common and utilities will not suddenly
initiate massive upfront investments in security.
Instead, utilities will find themselves gradually
integrating higher security into everything they
do. Similar to the process of osmosis, over time,
security improvements will be made as physical
equipment security attributes and advanced
security practices gradually become part of the
core business process.

Since existing HMI designs were never planned
to accommodate new workplace realities,
today’s operators are undertrained and
overwhelmed. Loss of system availability is
costing utilities 3 – 8 percent of their capacity,
in addition to the ripple effect on customers
subjected to the power outages. New visual
situation awareness systems will dramatically
reduce incidents of operator error. Instead of
asking operators to focus on a large volume
of process parameters, the data can be
presented in a way that enables operators
to be aware of the fluid situation in front of
them. Rather than being viewed as labor
resources, operations staff will be empowered
as information craftsmen who are capable of
making key business decisions in real time,
much in the same way stockbrokers today
make quick decisions of when to buy and sell
stocks. New HMI designs and capabilities
will allow operations teams to shift their focus
from straight operations to real-time business
management. The ultimate benefit is higher
safety and better economic performance
for those utilities that embrace advanced
operational approaches.

Security risk assessments will become part
of every major project that gets implemented.
The products and components that utilities
purchase to run their business will come with
both security and networking capabilities
already imbedded. Government regulations will
also play a more active role by setting security
standards that must be met.

Degree of control

Regarding external factors such as malicious
attacks or inclement weather, the current
operating procedure of “wait for it to happen,
then react” will be replaced by detailed
procedures for minimizing damage when it
occurs. On the security front, anyone today can
climb a telephone pole, plug in a laptop, and
take down part of the network if they wanted to.

Low
Equipment
maintenance

Human
error

Cyberattack

Physical
attack

Weather
event

Traffic/construction
accident

Downtime driver
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Opportunities for enhanced uptime will also come
as a result of new technologies coming online that
are much more advanced at forecasting weather
and building in contingencies for minimizing the
impact of weather on downtime. These pinpoint
forecasts will be able to isolate zones that can
be as small as 50 square meters. Such precision
can help utilities better plan generation and load
forecasting. The high-accuracy microforecasts
monitor temperature and precipitation as well as
specialized variables such as solar irradiance for
PV plants and wind speed for wind farms.
Such high-performance tools will enable utilities
to schedule field crews in targeted geographical
patches ahead of an oncoming storm in order to
restore power faster when the storm is over. By
positioning crews ahead of time and dispatching
them to the areas that will be worst hit, time and
money will be saved. Utilities can leverage these
technologies to benefit their customers’ uptime
beyond even the grid. For example, a lightning
alert can be passed on to a data center whose
internal staff can then enhance their own uptime
by proactively getting off the grid or down from
a wind turbine before the severe thunderstorms
occur.
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Efficiency

Energy efficiency potential

amount of electricity needed for a given use,
the improved efficiency results in lower relative
cost of using the electricity, which in turn
increases the demand for electricity (thereby
maintaining electricity sales for utilities). This
phenomenon is known as Jevon’s paradox (see
illustration below).

Energy efficiency potential

Efficiency is all about how to reduce or eliminate
waste. In the area of power generation alone,
the IEA, in its 2012 World Energy Outlook
report, states that just over 20 percent of
realized energy efficiency potential has been
achieved. Therefore, nearly 80 percent of the
potential for improved efficiency has not yet
been realized (see figure to the right).

100%

80%

2

These trends (the cost of energy derived for
renewables on the decrease while the cost of
generating energy from fossil and nuclear is on
the increase) indicate a lasting growth in favor
of renewables.

60%

1

As the industry migrates from centralized plants
to more local generation, physical infrastructure
equipment can be configured to operate very
close to the high end of its physical capacity.
Equipment purchases can be downsized and
deferred so that utilities can maintain the same
level of service with lower upfront investment.
On the other end of the product life cycle,
infrastructure elements can be extended in
a productive state beyond their theoretical
lifespan. For example, close monitoring and
analysis of a transformer in a substation might
show that it has been operating for years far
below its load and environmental limits, thus
allowing to push back its time for replacement.
Today’s utility growth strategy, based on selling
more kilowatts of energy to consumers, will
evolve. The hope that consumers will always strive
to consume more and be willing to pay higher
energy bills is not sustainable. Global trends are
shifting in such a way as to decouple economic
growth from increased energy consumption. A
dual strategy will emerge that will focus on fixing
operational basics (for example, improved safety,
reliability, customer satisfaction) and building
upon established strengths (a geographically
localized customer base or a size that allows for
economies of scale).
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40%

20%

0%
Industry

Transport

Realized energy efficiency potential

Power generation

Buildings

Unrealized energy efficiency potential

If the Energy Return on Investment is in
decline, more money is spent in the process
of obtaining energy in order to achieve the
creation of a given unit of energy produced.
Looking at this in a broader context, this
indicates that the percentage of net energy
available to society is in general decline. This
is less of an issue for unlimited renewable
energy resources such as wind and solar, but
it is a huge challenge for fossil fuels. With the
need to go further (e.g., fuel exploration in the
Arctic) and deeper (off-shore to drill through the
ocean bottom), and the need to process lower
extraction quality sources (e.g., tar sands),
energy exploration costs are on the increase.
This trend will end when a critical tipping point
is reached: that being when more energy is
needed to produce a barrel of oil than can be
extracted from that same barrel of oil.

Improved technology doubles the amount of Work
produced with a given amount of Fuel
Jevon’s Paradox
Price

Demand for fuel rises
Costs fall by half

Billions of dollars around the world can be
saved when efficiency best practices are
implemented. These practices are no longer
optional. The important side effect of higher
efficiency is lower CO2 emissions. In order for
the world to achieve growth while, at the same
time, reducing carbon emissions, utilities will
either have to be rendered efficient or they will
be driven out of business by consumers and
government regulators.

This situation can be addressed and/or
improved through higher efficiency operations.
The increase in resource efficiency tends to
increase (rather than decrease) the rate of
consumption of that resource. In other words, if
the process of generating electricity is rendered
more efficient, in addition to reducing the

Elastic demand

Quantity demanded more than doubles

schneider-electric.com/utilities

Quantity
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Technology
A number of external factors will continue
to drive technological changes within utility
physical infrastructures. Market conditions,
for example, will force increased variability
of supply and demand upon the utilities.
Errors in forecasting of load or generation will
be more costly to the business and lead to
dissatisfaction of the customer base. The need
for speed in a highly networked environment will
mean that today’s investments in copper and
wire-based infrastructure will gradually morph
to investments in fiber optic, electronics, and
software-based solutions.
Government and consumer pressure to keep
electricity prices low will continue to intensify.
This means that utilities will need to take a
two-pronged approach to streamlining their
operations and lowering cost: the first will
require careful control of network upgrade and
extension investments; the second will require
the extraction of more value from existing
assets and past investments in the grid.
The huge volume of data generated by the
utilities’ new “smart” infrastructure will be
further increased by the amount of data coming

Glossary

in from outside of the utility. Information will
stream in from energy management devices
installed in homes, buildings, or EVs’ battery
management systems. In order to stay in
control of the network, advanced monitoring
systems will allow operators to view a “system
of systems” that, although complex, allow for a
realization of how a change in one subsystem
will affect the rest of “the whole.”

the straightforward flow of information, which
will heighten overall system efficiency.
Technology will also play a key role in raising
security levels throughout the industry. Wide
networks of sensors self-powered by ambient
light or heat will enable quick detection of
abnormal situations and will trigger immediate
containment measures. In the area of arc flash
detection, for example, any electric arc in
switchgear equipment will be detected before it
reaches its full intensity, and the feeder circuits
to that particular arc will immediately be shut
down. In another example, thermal sensors
embedded near bus bars or transformers will
quickly detect any abnormal heating.

This advanced monitoring will not only benefit
the data analysis portion of the work, but will
also serve to simplify the entire maintenance
process. Where today much of the equipment
is operated until it fails, in the future, accurate
predictions will be made on the life expectancy
of each piece of equipment so that it gets
replaced prior to failure. This replacement will
be planned for a specific time when operations
are less affected.

By detecting and analyzing patterns of events
that lead to accidents, and by comparing
nominal operations to reality, incidents will be
easier to detect and contain ahead of time
before they evolve into full-fledged accidents.
The rapid consolidation of data from across
multiple sources, as well as the thorough and
rapid analysis of historical data, will provide a
far more advanced level of insight compared to
what we see today.

Wide adoption of technological standards
will guarantee interoperability across systems
while providing the utility with unprecedented
flexibility for selecting solution options that
match its specific needs. Plug-and-play
devices, Web services, communication
standards, and modeling protocols will ensure

schneider-electric.com/utilities

Control of human error will continue to be a
key technology design point. Special care will
be provided via new tools to assist human
operators in controlling their operations.
Simulations and modeling will alert operators
to high-risk maneuvers before operators take
actions that they might later regret.
Intelligent equipment will be designed to avoid
allowing the execution of any dangerous
operations. Just like autopilot computers
in aircrafts today define a safety envelope
of flying conditions, the control systems of
utility plants and networks will define safety
parameters within the operating envelope of
power switching processes. Virtual reality on
a technician’s portable display will highlight
the live or hot parts in the equipment under
consideration and guide him in a step-by-step
manner in how to proceed. Innovations will
enable the standard production of transformers
built of self-extinguishing materials.
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The message is clear. Utilities will need to start mapping a migration path
with a goal of achieving a 100 percent carbon-free system.

Environment
According to Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), human influence on
the climate system is clear and greenhouse
gas emissions are the highest in history. Recent
climate changes have had a widespread
impact on human and natural systems. The
organization goes on to say that successful
countermeasures will require substantial
emission reductions over the next few decades
and near-zero emissions of CO2 by the end of
the century.
3

Unfortunately, the electricity and heat generation
sector today stands as the largest emitter of
CO2 (42 percent) due to the high-level use of
fossil fuels. As a result, utilities are targeted
by governments, environmental organizations,
and citizens for quick and effective emissions
4
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reduction. In fact, at the December 2014
United Nations Climate Change Conference in
Lima, Peru, targets of 50 – 100 percent carbon
abatement by the year 2050 were discussed for
the energy sector.

Wind turbines 40 times more powerful today than 20 years ago
Development in size and power of wind turbines, 1990 – 2010

5

The message is clear. Utilities will need to
start mapping a migration path with a goal of
achieving a 100 percent carbon-free system.
A number of trends will influence how utilities
address this current dilemma:

2057 kW

• A drop in the cost of renewables will fuel
their growth. Innovations such as larger
blades for wind turbines (see illustration
to the right) and improvements in solar
plant inverter technologies and installation
efficiencies will enable broader expansion
and improved economies of scale.

1660 kW

6

Average size
Height: 40 m
ø: 24 m
Max size
Height: 50 m
ø: 30 m
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50 kW
1990

Average rated
output

Average size
Height: 80 m
ø: 56 m
Max size
Height: 100 m
ø: 70 m

Average size
Height: 108 m
ø: 100 m
2000

Average rated
output

Max size
Height: 135 m
ø: 126 m

2010

Average rated
output
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Senftenberg PV parkin Germany delivers more than 82 Megawatts of DC capacity, one of the largest in Europs.

System costs and transformation

140

Grid cost
40%

Total system cost (USD/MWh)

120

DSI
+10-15%

100

Fixed VRE
Emissions

80

Fuel
60

Startup

40

Fixed non-VRE
Large shares of VRE can be
integrated cost effectively, but
adding VRE rapidly without
adapting the system is bound to
increase costs.

20
0
Legacy low grid costs
0% VRE
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Legacy high grid costs
45% VRE penetration

Transformed generation
and 8% DSI, low grid costs
45% VRE penetration

DSI: Demand Side Integration
Source: The Power of
Transformation, IEA 2014
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• It will become cost effective to adapt existing utility generation, distribution systems, and
energy markets to renewables as opposed to forcing renewables to utilize the existing systems.
As IEA Executive Director Maria van der Hoeven stated in her February 2014 press conference
in Paris, France, “Integrating high shares of variable renewables is really about transforming
our power systems. In the classical approach, variable renewables are added to an existing
system without considering all available options for adapting it as a whole. This approach
misses the point. Integration is not simply about adding wind and solar on top of ‘business as
usual.’ We need to transform the system as a whole to do this cost-effectively.”
7

• Utilities will provide the economies of scale to allow for expansion of large scale renewable (e.g.,
PV parks, wind farms) that are much cheaper to deploy than individual plants (e.g., rooftop PV
generation for homes and businesses).
• The expansion rates of the various renewable options will depend primarily on their LCOE. The
cheaper the renewable, the bigger its share in the mix. With marginal cost being close to zero,
they will displace all other resources in the merit order, thus reducing the LCOE of the overall mix.
• Environmental considerations will move to the forefront of any investment decisions.
Boardrooms will focus on the fundamental question of “Is this the best choice for the planet?”
This necessitates a change in mindset, a systemwide thinking approach that considers a much
broader ecosystem and that realizes there are physical and scientific limits to the resources
that can be accessed.
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Market forces and business evolution

Summary map of existing, emerging, and potential regional, national, and
sub-national carbon pricing instruments

Many organizations within the utilities sector are beginning to recognize that energy efficiency,
carbon emission reduction, and sustainable business practices represent an untapped opportunity.
Some of the benefits these early adopters are achieving include:

(ETS and tax)

• Demonstrable results in social responsibility
• Adherence to government regulatory expectations
• Significant energy and carbon cost savings and increased profits
• Opportunities to introduce new products and services to address the growing demand for the
energy-efficiency and sustainability initiatives of their customers

Finland

As the future unfolds, more utilities will come to the realization that the utility model of the past is no
longer viable. Market conditions will require higher flexibility and more efficiency at the same time
that renewable energy generation costs become more competitive with fossil fuels. Although it is
generally accepted today that the traditional utility model is undergoing fundamental change, utility
stakeholders are still soul-searching and wondering about the future structure of their industry.

Norway

Iceland
Alberta

Sweden

Manitoba
Ontario

Ireland

Kazakhstan

Switzerland

California

RGGI
Turkey

8

Japan

China
Republic
of Korea

Mexico
Thailand

Brazil

Chile

Rio de Janeiro
São Paulo

As today’s traditional utilities focus on short-term priorities and constraints, new players and
prosumers are moving in to fill voids in the marketplace. Enabled by technologies that monitor live
energy prices and that drive their energy consumption patterns to capture the low prices, these
prosumers are growing in influence. This “financialization” of energy supply and demand flows
changes the dynamic by valuing the needs of the grid as well as putting a price on the need of
personal consumption.

Australia

South Africa

Carbon tax implemented or scheduled, ETS under consideration

This approach will emerge as the new “business as usual,” where prices are formed on markets
to arbitrate between the electrical system needs and consumer needs. This type of energy
consumption behavior increases the overall social benefit to the community of consumers as well
as benefiting the supply-constrained utility. This alignment of “what’s good for the consumer” (cost
savings) is good for the grid (better management of demand) and will drive future energy market
behavior. With so much demand side participation in the management of the grid network, utilities
that choose to “go beyond the meter” will find themselves developing expertise in two new areas:
the energy consumption patterns of industrial processes and the consumer behaviors regarding
home energy management. Those utilities that will lead the industry will possess a detailed
understanding of how these consumers and prosumers utilize electricity and which types of events
trigger certain behaviors.

ETS and carbon tax implemented or scheduled
ETS implemented or scheduled for implementation
Carbon tax implemented or scheduled for implementation
ETS or carbon tax under consideration

The smart utility of the future will embrace a variety of business strategies in order to remain relevant.
These strategies will include working within a highly deregulated environment, accommodating a
system of innovative pricing, establishing leadership in demand management business planning,
moving from centralized generation to more local microgrids, and deploying industry standards
across all operations.
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Denmark
Ukraine

EU

France

Washington
Oregon

As initiatives, such as the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS), begin to accelerate the development
of carbon markets (see illustration to the right), prices will begin to influence the behaviors of
the largest contributors of CO2 emissions. If pricing mechanisms evolve to be uniform across the
world, power markets will be significantly impacted. The ability to be flexible in terms of capacity
and emissions control will be critical for those utilities that wish to survive in such an environment. A
robust carbon price with long-term predictability from future markets will support investment in lowcarbon technologies. The market distortions in the form of subsidies to mature energy sources that
utilize fossil fuels will disappear over time, shifting to more favorable contractual arrangements for
energy production from renewables.

UK

Quebec

British
Columbia
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New
Zealand
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Summary
Working with our vast ecosystem of customers and partners, Schneider Electric continues to make
the energy value chain more efficient, flexible, and secure. We work to improve service continuity while
managing increasing demand. Our solutions give utilities the insights and tools they need to deliver
better-quality power.

The ability of a smart utility to weather the changes that are engulfing the industry is dependent upon
the establishment of customer trust and the degree to which the utility can execute transformation.
An in-depth knowledge of customer behaviors will allow utilities to roll out services that will not only
render energy usage more efficient, but will also impact quality of life for societies across the globe.
Automation and services designed around safety and comfort will provide life support for both homes
and businesses.
Examples already exist of smart utilities bundling their energy subscriptions with demand management,
of offerings that include in-home and on-premise energy and facility management, and of expansion of
electrification to new industrial sectors, including electric transportation.
To thrive in this new world, smarter innovation is essential. Expertise, experience, and industrial
innovation will lead the way. At Schneider Electric, our commitment to innovation and technological
advancement is embedded in our DNA. Every year we invest 4 – 5 percent of our annual sales into
research and development. We create new functionality in plants, machines, and facilities, and harness
the efficiency of automated systems to create more responsive processes. We use the massive volume
of information made available by control technologies to enable better business decisions.

1. International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook, 2012, OECD/IEA, Paris, 2012 2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jevons_paradox 3. Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), “Climate Change 2014 S ynthesis Report,” 2014 4. International Energy Agency, “CO2 Emissions from Fuel Combustion,” 2014 edition,
page 10 5. Lima Climate Change Conference - December 2014, “Mapping a Path Towards 100% Renewables” 6. http://energytransition.de/2014/12/infographs/
7. Maria van der Hoeven, IEA, “the Power of Transformation Wind, Sun and the Economics of Flexible Power Systems,” Press Conference, 26 February 2014, Paris 8.
Maria van der Hoeven, IEA, “Opportunity to act: Making smart decisions in a time of low oil prices,” Oxford Energy Colloquium, 27 January 2015
NOTE: XE currency converter, 20 June 2015, www.xe.com
schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Grid Modernisation

Solution reference guide

Grid modernization

Asset management and operations

Cleaner and safer generation

Demand management
Utility services

Product range
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Grid modernization

Automate, upgrade, and extend your networks
• Distribution substation automation
• Transmission and complex substations
• Feeder automation
• Self-healing underground network
• Self-healing overhead network
• Smart grid controllable transformer
• Modular vacuum switchgear
• Grid metering
• Arc flash detection
• Power quality compensation and filtering
• SET-IEC 61850 — advanced engineering services
• Field services for electric distribution
• Telecom
schneider-electric.com/utilities
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87L/51/67/81/79

L2

L1

87L/51/67/8/79

Distribution substation automation
Centralized architectures for protection, supervision, and control:
PACiS EasyRTU (up to three transformers/20 feeders)
PACiS iRTU (up to four transfomers/40 feeders)

CBB1
CB1

CB2

Tr1

87T/51

90

Ea1

Challenge

Tr2

51N

87T/51

90
Ea2

51N

In1

In2

• Distribution substations need to become smarter and link to multiple dispatch centers
• More HV/MV and MV/MV distribution substations are now unmanned

Cp1

• Total cost of ownership must be reduced
• Monitoring and control systems for distribution substations must be simple

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

51/67
79/81

How it works
• Based on a centralized RTU, the system concentrates data from IEDs — whether
Schneider Electric or third-party
F1

• The engineering is prepackaged using templates
• The system is multiprotocol (Legacy + DNP3 + IEC 61850)
• A local HMI is optional

How it is used
• Standard solutions reduce engineering and installation time
• Interoperability is based on communication standardized protocols and ensures smooth
integration in the grid

Outcomes
• Delivery is fast thanks to intuitive configuration
• The openness of the solution makes it scalable
• The design can be both customized and repeated
• Tested templates, cyber security, and redundancy ensure reliability
• Schneider Electric service and support is local

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/distribution-substation-automation
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G1

C1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

C2

G2

F8
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Distribution
management
system

Operations
DMS

Energy
management
information system

Transmission and complex substations
Distributed architecture for full automation and power control
PACiS SAS

Telecom

PACiS SAS substation automation system
Firewall/VPN

Supervision
and control

Engineering
station

Challenge
• Improving grid observability and energy availability are essential for utilities

GTWs

Security
administration

Protection
and acquisition

• HV and MV substations are key nodes requiring supervision, protection, and control to
efficiently operate electrical grids

Transformers

• You expect your substation solutions to meet the latest standards and regulations, be easy to
use, and scalable while optimizing investment
• You need fast project deliveries with strong expertise and local support services

Protection

How it works
• PACiS systems, designed for HV and MV substations, ensure high availability of supervision,
protection, automation, and control while conforming to the latest standards such as IEC 61850
and cyber security recommendations (IEC 62351, NERC CIP, BDEW, ANSII)
TM

How it is used
• PACiS systems protect grid nodes with best-in-class IEDs and include remote control center
interfaces and local SCADA HMI that help operators efficiently operate and maintain substations
• Our experience, IEC 61850 system design, and integration specialists provide energy-dedicated
local services, long-term support, and refurbishment skills
• A global approach to cyber security is embedded in our OT

Outcomes
• There are over 2700 PACiS systems worldwide leveraging IEC 61850
• Local project realization and support is through 18 energy application centers around the world

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/transmission-and-complex-substations-pacis
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Line CBs

Quality
meters

Protection

Energy
monitoring

Feeder CBs

Generators

Protection

Protection
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Feeder automation

Challenge
• Rapid load growth is driven by economic prosperity
• Outages are costly as they lead to revenue losses, damage to hardware, and customer
dissatisfaction due to production interruptions, as well as regulatory penalties
• Regulators couple revenue with reliability indexes

How it works
• Stand-alone FA includes reclosers, sectionalizers, and controllers that detect and react to
upstream and downstream events without requiring a communications link
• Fault location, isolation, and service restoration system works via communication among
the units above with SCADA or an ADMS

How it is used
• Grid operators embed more intelligence in their switchgear and network devices (reclosers,
load break switches, and ring main units) to increase resilience

Outcomes
• Reliability indexes are improved with shorter outage duration, fewer customers affected,
rapid fault location, and restoration

Ov
erh

ea

d

• Outage duration is reduced automatically
• The number of affected customers is reduced
• Operator interventions and field crew dispatches are reduced

Un

de

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/feeder-automation
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Self-healing underground network

Challenge
• Regulatory pressure for energy availability and a reduced number of interruptions
• Especially in areas with strong availability needs but no centralized network management system

How it works

HV/MV
substation

MV/LV
substation

MV/LV

• A decentralized self-healing system for underground, open-loop MV distribution networks
automatically isolates faults, reconfigures the network, and restores services within seconds
thanks to peer-to-peer communication between RTUs in key network nodes

Normal
open point

How it is used
Communication network

• The automatic system means that no operator intervention is required

MV/LV

peer-to-peer communication (GPRS or Ethernet)

• The system’s simple design, implementation, and commissioning upgrades existing network to
improve network availability and reliability

MV/LV

Outcomes
• These networks can reconnect 80 percent of customers within one minute
• They can reduce SAIDI to 10 minutes
1

• No operator intervention is required
HV/MV

MV/LV

MV/LV

MV/LV
Normal
open point

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/self-healing-underground-networks

1. SAIDI is a reliability indicator used by electric utilities. SAIDI is the average outage duration for each customer served.
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HV/MV
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Self-healing overhead network

Challenge
• Overhead networks are vulnerable because they are exposed to external elements

Control center

Operation

• Customers and regulators demand reliability
• Utilities need to embed intelligence in dispersed network assets

How it works

Loop automation
SCADA/DMS

• Overhead self-healing systems for distribution networks use loop automation and peer-to-peer
communication between feeder, midpoint, and tie devices
• Algorithms identify faults, isolate them, and restore supply

SCADA Comms
DNP3
IEC60870-5-101/104
Modbus

• Reclosers and switches detect changes in power flows after restoration, returning all devices in
the feeder to their original settings

Remote
engineering operation

Eternet
DNP3 serial

Zone
substation

Local
engineering/operation

CB

F

F

How it is used

CB Substation breaker

Control

• Utilities use self-healing to reduce SAIDI and SAIFI
• It quickly restores energy supply to customers located outside the area affected by a fault
• Installation is easy on existing networks and reclosers

ADVC
controller
range

F

M1

• Operator intervention is not required
• The sizes of zones affected by faults are reduced

N-Series
ACR

U-Series
ACR

Local control unit

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/self-healing-overhead-networks
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Sectionalizer

M2

Overhead
Switchgear

• Voltage dips are minimized

Feeder

M1

M1 Midpoint

Outcomes
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Grid Modernization

Smart grid controllable transformer
Minera SGrid
Challenge
• Voltages fluctuate due to renewable integration or because of poor electrical network quality
• Utilities need to guarantee voltage bands in order to protect sensitive industrial processes

How it works
• Autonomously, this transformer can precisely self-adjust to stabilize voltage levels but can also
be controlled with additional devices such as PV sensors, which measure solar irradiance, or
as part of an area-wide supervision and control system

How it is used
• Utilities use this plug-and-play transformer to optimize Volt/VAR
• They either replace existing transformers or install it in new substations close to renewable
integration. It supports increased decentralized energy production without the risk of voltage
band violations
• It is an alternative to autotransformers (fewer devices)
• It avoids network reinforcement (new or larger cables and civil works)

Outcomes
• It has no motors, no mechanical parts, and no power electronics, but can deliver several million
operations between regularly scheduled maintenance
• There are up to nine steps for fine regulation
• Installation is simple
• There is no need for additional maintenance on site. It can be monitored from the PCC
• It can suit existing substations for reduced investment cost

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/smart-grid-controllable-transformer
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Modular vacuum switchgear
Premset
Challenge
• Utility switching substations are located in populated areas where space is constrained
• Circuit breakers in switching substations limit the extension of faults to other feeders
• Maintenance has to be minimized, even in harsh environments
• Reliability of the network is key to the quality of supply
• Switchgears need longer life spans

How it works
• Compact, MV switchgear with the shielded solid insulation system (2SIS)
• FA with switchgear includes built-in communication and local intelligence
• There is load management with integrated smart metering
• There is asset management with advanced switchgear and transformer monitoring
• It has an automatic transfer system (ATS), with an integrated source transfer solution
to reduce power supply interruptions

How it is used
• An SF6-free solution simplifies and reduces maintenance operations
• Ready for the smart grid

Outcomes
• Premset is easy to install and use, with operator-friendly switchgear and needs no servicing of
main units thanks to the 2SIS

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/premset
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Grid Modernization

Grid metering
PowerLogic ION
TM

Challenge
• Billing for revenue needs very accurate measurement of energy flowing at grid ties
(entering and exiting)
• Power quality needs to be reported to the regulator
• Grid codes demand power factor control
• SA requires precise figures and data in real time

How it works
• It handles signals from current and voltage transformers
• Also included is the real-time processing of signals, as well as data storage, displays,
and broadcasting
• It can be programmed to perform other local calculations
• It includes configuration software
• These meters are fully secured against tampering, damages, and power cuts
• They communicate with the rest of the power system

How it is used
• They can be installed in tie-points and substations
• Computing power allows to use them as RTUs
• Communications and data-exchange are set up via standard protocols

Outcomes
• It is an all-in-one device covering loss compensation, disturbance direction detection,
and redundant gateway Ethernet and modem are all embedded
• It therefore requires less time for installation and less cabling
• It provides richer data in real time, with a simpler architecture and fewer devices

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/grid-metering
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Arc flash detection
Vamp
ZONE 1

Challenge

T3 CBFP

T2

• Personnel safety is a top priority
= Arc Sensor

• Arc flash incidents lead to injuries and fatalities
• Explosions also result in long service interruptions and damaged equipment

Vamp 321
Central Unit

T, T1, T2, T3 = Trip

How it works
• Small sensors (the size of coins) in the cubicle are connected to an IED in the panel
with embedded algorithms that analyze signals from the sensors and currents from
current transformers

ZONE 2

• Light and current surge are analyzed by advanced algorithms that trigger the right breaker
• Vamp relays can trigger in 2 ms (max 12 ms) — which is up to 15 times faster than an
over-current relay

T1

How it is used

ZONE 3

• Utilities use arc flash detection to reduce injuries to personnel and damage to equipment
• These units can be retrofitted to greatly increase safety

Outcomes

ZONE 4

I/O Unit

• Following the IEC 61850 standard, Vamp units communicate with SCADA for auto-tests and
localization of alerts
T

• They include personnel protection with a sensor that can be located directly on
technicians’ clothes
• They include electro-optical sensors linked by fully flexible cable for all kinds of wiring
within cubicles
• Selectivity by zone enables limiting of isolation to only the impacted area, while maintaining
power in other zones
• A visual single-line-diagram screen displays on the IED

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/arc-flash-detection
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Power quality compensation and filtering
AccuSine

TM

Challenge
• Power quality impacts equipment life duration
• Reactive power needs generation (and thus often CO2) for no useful end use
• Network equipment uses reactive power. Reactive power is billed
• Volt/VAR fluctuations increase with DER penetration
• Transformer use can be optimized by reducing reactive power to increase active power

How it works
• Capacitors inject reactive power
• Reactors dampen harmonics
• Automatic relays can connect the right steps of capacitors banks

How it is used
• It can be installed in primary and secondary substations, as well as in overhead and
underground distribution networks
• Utilities use this to increase the useful (and billable) energy delivered

Outcomes
• It includes hybrid VAR compensation (static for basic compensation and dynamic for fine-tuning)
• It has a long-life condenser (up to 30 years) for slower aging
• Its compact footprint means more KVA/m²
• Leverage the proximity of sales and service teams for fine matching of needs

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/power-quality
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SET-IEC 61850
Advanced engineering services
Challenge
• Utilities are facing challenges specifying, integrating, and maintaining IEC 61850 system
solutions for their complete life cycle. This context is fast evolving because of the IT-OT
integration level of solutions and the heterogeneous nature of smart grids
• Utilities need this solution to improve their industrialization level, decrease variability in
supplies, and secure extensions and maintenance in an open and flexible format

How it works
• Advanced modeling services are coupled with a software platform (system engineering
tool, or SET) so that customized grid components are created as a reference base for a
utility and later leveraged in a highly industrialized setup

How it is used
• The utility will be able to benefit from this environment through a service contract for
modeling, support, and platform usage

Outcomes
• Solution industrialization is based on the open IEC 61850 standard
• There is a CapEx reduction thanks to major quality improvement and high standardization level

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/advanced-engineering-services
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Field services for electric distribution
ECOFIT
Challenge
• Distribution networks are aging
• Field services ensure service continuity and limit downtime, providing peace of mind
(safety, security, productivity) and maximizing performance and efficiency
• Field services can optimize CapEx and reduce OpEx

How it works
• Field services include maintenance (reactive, preventive, and condition-based)
• There are service plans for maintenance and spare parts management
• Other services include modernization, such as ECOFIT and product recycling, as well as
sustainability and SF6 recycling
TM

How it is used
• Field services help anticipate possible electric distribution breakdowns through scheduled
maintenance, asset management, and modernization

Outcomes
• Field services can improve SAIDI and SAIFI with the ECOFIT solution
• They deliver improved and scheduled expense management
• They limit carbon footprint impacts

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/field-services-electrical-distribution
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Telecom

Challenge
• To create a smarter grid, telecom networks must be implemented with complex design
and configuration solutions

Medium voltage
control center

• They often provide connectivity to existing networks

Radio links
OPGW Fiber optic

How it works

Power line carrier

• Connectivity solutions link SA systems for transmission and distribution, for generation plants
and control centers as well as smart feeder and DA
• This connectivity integrates different communication technologies such as fiber, IP, radio, etc.

How it is used
• Communication infrastructure can connect substations and network equipment with PCCs

Outcomes
HV/MV
Substation

• Our expertise with integrated, complete solutions lowers utilities’ risk
• Contacts are highly knowledgeable about utility projects, utilities’ technological processes,
and how suppliers interface with telecom processes

HV Substation

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/telecom
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Asset management and operations
Leverage data to improve your operations
• PowerSCADA Expert for small grids
• ADMS – distribution management system
• ADMS – outage management system
• ADMS – SCADA
• Weather intelligence
• Geospatial information systems
• Operations and maintenance management
• Historian and analytics
• Predictive analytics
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Asset management and operations

PowerSCADA Expert for small grids

Challenge
• Network expansion makes SCADA systems necessary
• There is a need for real-time information about the network
• It helps maintain network stability and integrity
• It allows triggering, monitoring, and reporting on recovery efforts

How it works
• It controls, monitors, and visualizes the electric network in real time
• It records events, alarms, and activities
• It enables the quick identification of issues, isolates faults, and reroutes power

How it is used
• Utilities with networks of six or seven substations use it to increase the situational awareness
of their operators. They visualize and exercise real-time control over the electric network, track
events and alerts, react to and communicate with heterogeneous equipment of various age, and
check the results of actions

Outcomes
• Human operators are augmented by an IT system and have the peace of mind of always being
aware of the network status
• Implementation is made simple by models and tools

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/powerscada-expert-for-small-grids
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Asset management and operations

ADMS – distribution management system

Challenge
• Network operators must improve reliability and resiliency with automated fault management, and
load and power forecasting
• They need to optimize network operations, including check before operate, switch order
management, crew dispatch, and mobile field clients
• They must increase energy efficiency via reduced losses, optimal network reconfiguration, Volt/
VAR optimization, and demand management
• They require a reduction in total cost of ownership and capital investment through modular
architecture, standards-based integration, asset management, and historical analysis

How it works
• This is a comprehensive network management solution with real-time monitoring, analysis,
control, optimization, planning, and training all sharing a common infrastructure, data model, and
user experience
• It provides real-time, forecasted, and historical views of the electric network, supporting system
operators, dispatchers, field crews, planning engineers, reliability analysts, and managers
• It offers situational awareness of the entire service territory combining real-time telemetered and
estimated network state represented in geospatial, schematic, one-line, tabular, and dashboard views

How it is used
• Network operators utilize DMS as the smart grid brain (comprehensive analysis)
• They make operators’ decisions easier, faster, and safer
• They automate network control with closed loop operations
• They leverage operational data to improve planning

Outcomes
• Utilities can decrease energy consumption 2 – 6 percent and avoid load shedding
• They can improve efficiency and reduce energy losses by 3 – 4 percent
• They can defer or eliminate construction of new generation, saving hundreds of thousands of
euros per year in investment CapEx costs
• They can reduce fuel costs and save €10,000/MW annually
• Enables improved forecast and operational decisions
• They can cut network construction costs by up to 20 percent with advanced, long-term network
planning analysis

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/advanced-distribution-management-system
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ADMS – outage management system

Challenge
• Utilities need to improve network reliability by decreasing average duration of outages,
reducing customer calls, providing near real-time proactive status updates, and supporting
regulatory compliance
• They need to enable substantial cost savings through the rapid and reliable determination of
outage/issue location, efficient switch order management, modular architecture for phased
deployments, and simplified generation of outage reports
• They need to optimize crew management through decreased truck rolls, efficient truck routing,
nested outage identification, and mobile application in the field

How it works
• It’s an enterprise solution of customer data management, call management, incident
management, switch order management, crew management, and mobile field client for work
management and damage assessment
• It provides geospatial, schematic, one-line, tabular, and dashboard views of power outages,
network issues, and switching operations for planned and unplanned network modifications
• It includes prediction analysis to determine incident location based on customer notifications,
AMI events, and SCADA events

How it is used
• To automate the creation and validation of switch orders
• To make operators’ decisions easier, faster, and safer
• To plan and coordinate dispatch and management of crews
• To report active/historical dashboards and reliability indices

Outcomes
• Average outage durations are reduced by 60 minutes with more accurate prediction of incident
locations and identification of nested incidents
• 75 percent reduction in time required to prepare, validate, and correct safe/secure switch orders
• Save 20 percent of operational costs by routing the proper crews to accurate and prioritized
locations and avoiding repeat visits and invalid events
• Achieve a 25 percent reduction in crew execution of work orders with mobile client handling
simple/complex workflows

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/advanced-distribution-management-system
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ADMS – SCADA

Challenge
• Utilities need to ensure network reliability and efficiency through the management of
increasingly complex distribution networks and by enabling centralized and distributed
automation architectures
• They must reduce network operating costs by providing robust control and automation
capabilities and utilizing standards-based integration
• They have to sustain a highly secure and scalable environment that meets and exceeds
regulatory requirements, provides high performance and availability, and supports a growing
number of intelligent field devices

How it works
• It’s a mission-critical enterprise solution providing communication with field devices and real-time
monitoring, control, alarming, eventing, tagging, and reporting
• It bridges the gap between the enterprise network and field devices acting as the hub of the
real-time telemetry monitoring and control network
• It delivers real-time data for critical business and operational analysis with a secure and highly
available infrastructure

How it is used
• Utilities can more reliably, securely, and efficiently operate distribution networks
• This solution makes operators’ decisions easier, faster, and safer
• It allows them to manage big data coming from intelligent and complex networks
• It enable the sharing of data throughout the enterprise in a secure manner

Outcomes
• Increase situational awareness with a geospatial and schematic view of the entire
distribution network
• Reduce operator fatigue and provide advanced alerting with smart alarming (dynamic limits,
suppression, grouping, and event filtering)
• Simplify access to actionable information with summary displays by network hierarchy and
filtering by data type
• Decrease deployment effort and support with flexible deployment options and
standardized integration

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/advanced-distribution-management-system
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Weather Intelligence
WeatherSentry OnLine
TM

Challenge
• Inaccurate forecasts lead to huge costs for utilities due to inadequate generation
and operations planning
• Variability of renewable energy hinders monetization
• Weather events, such as storms, disrupt normal network operations and create
risks for field crews

How it works
• Industry-leading, accurate weather forecasts with geographic visualization
• Delivered via browser, mobile, Web services, or FTP with historical data
• Integrated into smart grid applications and models

How it is used
• Utilities use weather intelligence to reduce costly forecasting errors
• Field crews can plan their interventions and avoid any weather-related risk
(such as lightning strikes)

Outcomes
• Load forecasting reduces generation costs and grid instability risk when the mix includes a
high percentage of renewables
• Utilities can maximize the use of wind and solar generated by planning maintenance
on low-wind/irradiance days
• Accurate solar and wind forecasts allow power market unit commitments
• Emergency crews can be better positioned
• Crew safety is enhanced against lightning risks, for example
• It speeds power restoration
• Historical data enables analysis and training
• It provides situational awareness about weather for operators

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/weather-intelligence-for-utilities
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Geospatial Information Systems
ArcFM
Challenge
• Utilities need precise vision of grids to improve operations, maintenance, and incidents
• Utilities need their teams to share the same source of network information (from planning
departments to network operators and field crews)

How it works
• It’s a GIS in a single, centralized geospatial asset and data store
• A single source of unified, up-to-date network data (a single version of the truth)
• Accessible from desktop, Web, and mobile devices
• Data is available and readily updateable in the field

How it is used
• GIS replaces paper maps of networks across the utility
• The same information is available to all, from the planning department to network
operators and field crews

Outcomes
• It provides timely, accurate asset and network data for everyone to use
• It allows more efficient decision making for operations, planning, and data maintenance

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/geospatial-information-systems
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Asset management and operations

Operations and maintenance management
Avantis
Challenge
• Reliability and safety must be improved although assets are aging
• Maintenance and investment costs must be controlled

One integrated
business process

• Asset operating limits vary based on device characteristics and settings, operating history,
and ambient conditions
• Utilities don’t always understand why some assets don’t operate as expected
• There are new asset management regulations to comply with (e.g., ISO 55000)

Enterprise asset
management

How it works
• Asset data is collected and integrated into the utility’s operations and maintenance
process for efficient equipment management
• All equipment from any manufacturer can be permanently connected or not (MV or LV
switchgear, transformers, capacitors banks, generators, motors, batteries, feeders, etc.)

Operations &
maintenance
management

• Thermal monitoring, partial discharges, or dissolved gas analysis can be embedded

How it is used
• Budget allocation is improved thanks to consistent and tangible data
• Compliance is made easier
• Uptime is increased due to failure reduction

Outcomes
Asset operation

• Availability is maximized through permanent adjustment of maintenance tasks and periods

Predictive
maintenance
services platform

• Asset utilization is increased and operations are streamlined thanks to reduced
unscheduled downtime
• Maintenance is optimized, failures are prevented, equipment life is extended, and
investments are stronger

Comprehensive enterprise
GIS solution: asset geography
& visibility, incident tracking,
field mobility

For more information: www.software.invensys.com/avantis
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Historian and Analytics
Avantis eDNA

Collect

Challenge
• An increasing amount of utility data requires highly efficient systems to continuously stream
real-time data

rt

• Need to ensure secure integration with existing operational and business systems and the
consolidation of disparate data sources

Al
e

How it works
• The real-time enterprise historian collects, archives, displays, analyses, and reports about the
increasing amount of utility data

tify
No

Sto
re

&

• To provide notification of important events

• It consolidates disparate data sources into a flexible and scalable data management platform
• It includes advanced client tools, Web solution, and API

How it is used

y
a
l
sp
i
D

• It increases situational awareness and turns data into actionable insights for informed
business decisions

Outcomes
• Over 1 trillion events are archived each week using eDNA software servers

Data historian

• It uses 100 percent lossless compression technology
• Easily query the asset database and display asset data alongside near real-time information
• Reduce the time required to collect and analyze network events, and thus the time required
to locate, isolate, and restore electric service

Repor t

For more information: www.software.schneider-electric.com/products/wonderware
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• It makes data available on a secure basis throughout the enterprise, securely bridging the
gap between IT and OT
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Asset management and operations

Predictive Analytics

1

Avantis PRiSM

Historical data

Application learns normal
operation from historical data

Challenge
• It’s difficult to identify and maintain fixed limits and calculations for each critical asset,
which can vary based on the actual device characteristics, operating history, ambient
conditions, and device settings
• It’s important to determine which assets are not operating as expected and why

How it works
• Avantis PRiSM provides early warning notifications of equipment issues (days, weeks, or
months before standard set points) with fault diagnostic capabilities

Pattern recognition

• It helps utilities avoid equipment failures and downtime

Advanced algorithms automatically
create and organize operational profiles

• It also controls and maximizes operations and maintenance expenditures

2

Profile 1
Profile 2
Profile 3

How it is used
• Utilities use predictive analytics to detect minor operating variations that might otherwise
go undetected
• Early detection can potentially prevent catastrophic equipment failure, reduce
unscheduled downtime, determine the root cause of problems, verify that maintenance
was properly performed, increase asset utilization, extend equipment life, and identify
underperforming equipment

3

Outcomes
• Reduce unscheduled downtime
• Prevent equipment failures
• Lower maintenance costs by up to 18 percent
• Increased asset utilization
• Improve equipment reliability and availability
• Deliver over 91 percent overall equipment effectiveness

For more information: www.software.schneider-electric.com/products/avantis/prism/
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Cleaner and safer generation

Enhance your plants and integrate renewables;
build microgrids
• Utility scale solar plants
• Nuclear plant electrical distribution, instrumentation, and control
• Balance of wind plant
• Balance of hydro plant
• Microgrids
• Renewables portfolio management
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Cleaner and safer generation

Utility scale solar plants

Monitoring and
plant control solution

Challenge
• In a solar power plant, financial costs over the plant’s life span are as high as CapEx (~40 percent)

Grid-tie
substation

Conext Control
TM

• The cost of financing is directly proportional to risk
• High risk equals higher equity-to-debt ratio and higher interest rates offered by banks
• Risk depends on operational uncertainty
• Solar plants are expected to operate over 25 years
• Bankable long-term partners are mandatory to cover the long life span of power generation plants

How it works
• Based on a centralized RTU, the system concentrates data from IEDs — whether
Schneider Electric or third party
• The engineering is prepackaged using templates
• The system is multiprotocol (Legacy + DNP3 + IEC 61850)
• A local HMI is optional

How it is used
• Our power plant control system helps the plant meet the most stringent grid codes

PV string combiner

• Reliability is secured by our technology expertise as a leading player in power electronics,
combined with design and integration capabilities

PV Box

• Operational efficiency of the plant is enhanced by our years of experience in grid integration and
plant control capabilities

PV skid

• Project time frame is secured by the efficiency of our supply chain and quality of our manufacturing
• Investors’ confidence is raised by involvement of one of the only two truly global players in PV
power conversion
• Energy storage can be embedded in the plant from the same technology provider

Outcomes
• 180 years of history, its balance sheet, and financial strength (€25 billion revenue) make
Schneider Electric the most bankable brand in the eyes of investors

Conext Core XC-NA
Padmount
Switchgear
540/630/680 kW oil-filled transformer

• Only one lorry is needed to deliver a 2 MW containerized plug-and-play solar power
conversion system
• Over 5 GWp are already commissioned
• Maintenance and operation ensures 97.5 percent installation availability over 20 years
• There are over 1 GW under operation and maintenance service contracts in more than 15 countries
• There is genuine spare part availability to support our installed base for 20 years

For more information: http://solar.schneider-electric.com/
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Nuclear plant electrical distribution,
instrumentation, and control
Gutor, Okken, Foxboro, Triconex, SimSci,
Wonderware, Avantis
Challenge
• Extend the operational life cycle of equipment
• Enhance security for environment, people, and equipment to post-Fukushima standards
and fulfill local safety regulations
• Our solutions ensure carbon-free power generation for new builds
• Reduce CapEx and OpEx

How it works
• We offer nuclear-qualified equipment in MV, LV, transformers, and PLCs
• We also offer electrical distribution and control for auxiliaries and nuclear islands
• We supply UPS, as well as control and supervision for the conventional island
• Instrumentation and nuclear process control have triple-redundancy safety
• We have expertise in end-of-equipment-lifetime and nuclear-grade spare parts
• We offer nuclear-certified engineering service and 24/7 online support

How it is used
• Ease the certification of plants over their entire lifetime, from construction to retrofit
• Improve efficiency and availability
• Simplify qualification and certification hurdles

Outcomes
• Nuclear-qualified solutions offer equipment safety
• They provide secure electrical distribution and uninterruptable power supply
• Nuclear-certified engineering services extend the lifetime of equipment, which leads to
decreasing OpEx

For more information: http://software.schneider-electric.com/industries/power/nuclear-generation/
		
www.software.schneider-electric.com/industries/power/nuclear-generation
		
www.schneider-electric.com/nuclear-okken-switchboards
		
www.schneider-electric.com/nuclear-ups
		
www.instepsoftware.com/solutions/nuclear-applications
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Balance of wind plant

Challenge
• The cost of wind energy must be lowered to be competitive
• Wind farms can be located in remote and harsh environments
• Network operators impose stringent grid codes
• Investors are wary of project risk

How it works
• We offer pre-engineered integrated protection, control, collection grid, and exit substation
• We also offer remote control, weather integration, and power forecasting
• These include open standards and interface with cyber security

How it is used
• Integrate easily into the grid
• Secure utilities’ project planning
• Optimize and secure the reliability and efficiency of this key element of the energy chain

Outcomes
• Better cost estimation, secured delivery, and faster project execution lower financing costs
• Optimized operations and maintenance provide maximum availability
• Plants can integrate into a smart grid

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/balance-of-wind-plant
		
www.schneider-electric.com/bringing-sustainable-efficiency-to-wind-power
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Cleaner and safer generation

Balance of hydro plant
Challenge
• Maximize production and warranty availability
• Optimize investment and renovation costs
• Dams are scattered and in remote areas

How it works
• We are a one-stop source for integrated power and real-time control for hydro plants
• We provide protection, resource management, and grid connection
• Flexible architectures are built on standard and widely available products

How it is used
• A single provider and fewer interactions result in less installation, less cost, and fewer
integration issues

Outcomes

Remote control and supervision

• Achieve higher reliability, close to 99 percent
• Reduce engineering time by 20 percent

10
SCADA system
(Vijeo Citect)

• Optimize operations resulting in 20 percent more electricity output and fewer field engineers
Protection and grid connection

IEC60870-5-104 / DNP3 Net/ Modbus TCP

Substation to grid

1

Medium voltage (MV) switchgear

2

Dry- or oil-type transformer

3

Masterpact™ circuit breaker

4

Capacitor bank

5

Motor starters (integral)

6

GPU DEIF

7

Fare meter - ION 8600

8

Compact NS circuit breaker

9

Tesys U™ motor starter

Kwh

Kwh

7
1

Process control room

2
3

PLC Group n

General control

11

11

11

8

1

PLC Group 1

9

13

4

12

5
6

10 SCADA system (Vijeo Citect™ )
11 Modicon™ M340 PLC
12 Magelis™ HMI

14 MiCOM™ protection relay

G

V
Regulator

Auxiliary pumps

13 PCX Prosoft gateway

Voltage regulator

Dam and
gate control

15 SEPAM™ protection relay

IEC 61850
Plant substation

16 Modicon Advantys Remote I/O STB
14

Speed governor
15

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/balance-of-hydro-plant
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16
Flood gates, valves,
temperature
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Generator, transformer &
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Microgrids

Challenge
• A high degree of reliability is required by large critical power facilities
• There is a trend toward a higher proportion of variable renewable generation
• A higher quality of service in pockets of the grid and energy cost reduction are required

How it works
• EMSs ensure the stability of the microgrid and enable usage optimization of decentralized
energy resources
• Storage and renewable conversion scalable units enable grid forming and microgrid evolution
• DSM and load shedding help right-size the generation production means
• The microgrid is managed, monitored, and protected
• Weather forecasting enables load and renewable production forecasting

How it is used
• Utilities on islands or in remote areas use this solution to reduce their dependence on imported fuels
• System operators use microgrids to increase renewable penetration without affecting system
stability or to alleviate congestion
• Energy producers use it to firm renewable energy and appear as virtual power plants to the
energy markets and ancillary services

Outcomes
• The lower average cost of energy is shifting base load and reserves to renewable sources
• With close to 99 percent reliability — high resilience — there are 10 times fewer blackouts
• More efficient unit management in terms of operation ranges, start-stops, and regulation brings
benefits in maintenance and unit life, as well as optimized investments
• Optimize operations resulting in 20 percent more electricity output and fewer field engineers

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/microgrids-collective-solutions
		
www.schneider-electric.com/prosumer-microgrids-solutions
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Cleaner and safer generation

Renewables portfolio management

Challenge
• There is a need to maximize sales of green energy
• Utilities require remote operation of renewable generation power plants
• They need power forecasting and weather forecasting integration
• They also require process monitoring and optimization, or smart analytics

How it works
• Information is retrieved from field instruments, and devices are controlled through remote access
and in visual displays
• From local automation cabinet to control centers, the plant or fleet is managed in real time

How it is used
• Business intelligence, with analytics, allows operation, asset performance management, fleet
management, forecasting, and market optimization
• Utilities experts can be located in city centers, remotely controlling the plant and mitigating the
consequences of variability

Outcomes
• Renewables operators experience increased uptime with on-site maintenance support
• They optimize CapEx and OpEx
• They also achieve CO2 reduction as per mandate

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/renewables-remote-monitoring-and-control
		
www.schneider-electric.com/renewables-weather-solutions
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Demand management

Make demand flexible to match variable generation.
• Demand response for utilities
• Residential energy management and demand zresponse enabler
• Energy-efficiency services
• Consumer energy analytics
• Smart metering infrastructure
• NTL detection
• EV charging infrastructure

schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Demand management

Demand response for utilities

Challenge
• Consumers demand new services and cost savings
• Peaks are growing faster than average demand
• Variability of renewable generation needs to be balanced with demand flexibility
• Flexibility can be monetized on energy markets

How it works
• Utilities can involve consumers in system balancing
• They can aggregate and optimize load-shedding capabilities
• We design, set up, and operate demand response operational systems on behalf
of the utility (white label)
• Includes Network Operating Center with DRMS — also as software as a service

How it is used
• Helps utilities find flexibility from end users

1000 MW

• Runs the operations on behalf of the utility

Outcomes

900 MW

• Provides industrial customers enrolment, potential analysis, and contracting and connection

800 MW

• We have 1500 MW under demand response contracts

55 MW x 2h

700 MW

300 MW x 4h

600 MW
500 MW

106 MW x 3h

400 MW

103 MW x 2h

300 MW
200 MW
100 MW

For more information: www.energy-pool.eu/en/
		

0 MW
03:54
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Demand management

Residential energy management
and demand response enabler
Wiser
Challenge
• For all utilities, we propose extra services offering increased customer intimacy, core business
optimization, and installed base management
• For utilities with smart metering, we can help monetize demand response

How it works
• Offers Energy Box with ZigBee, thermostat, actuators (heating and smart plugs), portal, platform,
hosting, and services
• Options include a DRMS and in-home display
• Sensors collect environment data
• Displays detailed energy usage with analytics for better understanding
• It enables control, even remotely, of HVAC, lights, and appliances
• It automates with predefined modes and self-learning

How it is used
• Our solution gets residential demand under control
• Small consumer adjustments have a major impact on the grid
• It engages customers and raises their satisfaction

Outcomes
• By zone, it delivers the right temperature at the right time
• Customers can benefit from reducing their energy costs
• Utility’s customer loyalty is enhanced
• Customers can enroll in a demand response program

For more information:
www.schneider-electric.com/residential-energy-management-and-demand-response-enabler
www.wiserenergy.com/		
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Demand management

Energy-efficiency services
Resource Advisor
Challenge
• Utilities have energy-efficiency mandates from their regulators and must reduce the energy
consumption of their customers
• Utilities can satisfy their need to better engage customers by offering them new services

How it works
• Internal strategies and analytics increase efficiency and meet carbon reduction requirements;
these include financial analysis, generation analysis, sourcing strategies, and rate analysis
• Customer energy-efficiency programs can be developed, such as carbon reduction, remote
energy audits, and rebate programs
• We offer a Web-based customer engagement platform — Resource Advisor — that centralizes
information, such as data acquisition and reconciliation, benchmarking, reporting analytics and
modeling, to plan initiatives and manage progress

How it is used
• Utilities use energy-efficiency services for compliance assessment, sustainable strategy
planning, asset valuation, energy sourcing strategy, risk management, commodity hedging, load
forecasting and capacity requirements analysis, and customer engagement programs (rebates,
incentive, and demand response programs)
• They use it to offer their customers EMS (for buildings, industry, and data centers)
• It makes it easier for utilities to audit their top consumers, identify opportunities remotely, and
perform site walk-throughs to identify poor performers
• It simplifies their job of engaging with users to recommend and implement energy efficiency

Outcomes
• It improves customer service scores
• It enables the achievement of energy-efficiency mandates (kWh saved)
• It increase customer engagement and interaction that allow new business models

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/energy-efficiency-services		
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Demand management

Consumer energy analytics
Energy Profiler Online
Challenge
• Utilities have energy-efficiency mandates from their public utility commission and
regulatory pressure
• Utilities can satisfy their need to better engage customers by offering them new services

How it works
• We offer cloud-based energy management
• Utilities and their commercial and industrial customers can view accurate, detailed energy
usage data to identify cost-saving opportunities and support participation in automated demand
response programs
• A configurable dashboard shows the utilities and their customers information such as average
usage over various time periods and locations, and how usage impacts emissions
• End users customers can view their estimated utility bills over any time period, plus model
various scenarios for potential cost savings
• They can model various utility demand response program rules, obtain accurate rate modelbased settlements, communicate events to customers, calculate customer performance, and
even signal customers’ facility management systems

How it is used
• Utilities can target their energy-efficiency programs toward consumers with the most potential
• Demand response programs can be fine-tuned

Outcomes
• Utilities improve customer service scores
• They can achieve energy-efficiency mandates
• Utilities are equipped to optimize their demand response programs
• Their increase of customer engagement and interaction allows new business models to operate

For more information: www.energyprofileronline.com/		
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Demand management

Smart metering infrastructure
Titanium
Challenge
• Utilities must deploy and operate smart metering systems to increase their visibility of the
LV side of the distribution network

How it works
• Our solutions manage rollout, remote meter configuration, reading collection, and system monitoring
• They provide accurate and real-time consumption measures

How it is used
• We carry out the full project, from smart meter rollout through operation
• We deliver data and reports to the utility every day

Outcomes
• Titanium lowers grid operating costs, especially labor costs related to reading meters and
service changes
• It increases service reliability by quickly detecting local power outages and energy theft
• It provides the foundations for meter data analytics as services (enhanced power outage
management, transformer monitoring, PQ metrics, service restoration checks, etc.)
• It enables the efficient operation of the smart metering infrastructure at an affordable cost

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/smart-metering-infrastructure		
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Demand management

Nontechnical losses detection
Grid Intelligence Platform
Challenge
• The annual value of global, nontechnical electricity losses is €181 billion, with an annual
increase of 2.5 percent

How it works
• Our solution takes the data analytics approach of metering data
• It allows selection and ranking of highest risk areas
• It determines sample load data on live distribution lines

Act

• It provides comprehensive analysis tools for losses and theft, billing/wiring errors, phase imbalance,
transformer overload, etc.
• It helps assess top priorities and recommends the next best actions

Plan

How it is used

Do

• This platform accurately locates smart meters (feeder and phase)
• It compares energy between sensors and meters to assess losses

Check

• It localizes and quantifies NTLs on each wire
• It localizes outages faster, prevents neutral cut-out, and improves asset management
on LV networks

Outcomes
• It delivers revenue protection
• It can allow the recovery of 30 – 50 percent of NTLs

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/non-technical-losses-detection		
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Demand management

EV charging infrastructure
EVlink
Challenge
• As EVs become widespread, charging points will need to be implemented everywhere
• Charging stations are new loads that impact the grid — the location of their connection
is not neutral
• Utilities want to offer a new service to their customers: car charging

How it works
• EVlink delivers connected EV charging for every location and use — from single-phase
residential to commercial fleets, including pay-per-use and DC quick-charging stations
• Charging infrastructure management is remote and cloud-based with energy, assets, and
usage management
• On offer is a complete set of field devices and remote management platform for
scalable deployments

How it is used
• Utilities can promote the installation and use of EV charging systems within their service
area at locations most suitable for connection on their network
• Utilities control the load to improve the balance and efficiency of their power systems
• Utilities can develop new services around new uses of electricity

Outcomes
• Trust the expertise from a provider that knows electric grids and already has an
installed base of more than 30,000 units as well as a strategic partnership with BMW
and Renault-Nissan
• Employ a new lever to balance the network
• Create new revenue streams

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/electric-vehicle-charging-infrastructure		
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Utility services

Secure and accelerate your changes
• DER planning
• Microgrid impact study
• Technology strategy and roadmap development
• Electric utility strategy

schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Utility services

Distributed energy resource planning

Challenge
• Utilities are facing new challenges with regard to the location, economic, and technical
impacts of DER
• Utilities need DER planning in order to deal with business, regulatory, operational,
and technical issues

How it works
• We offer an examination of a utility’s current interconnect standards and agreements
• We provide a review of current rates and tariffs related to DER, as well as a review of current
operational and business systems related to DER
• We deliver an examination of current safety, engineering, design, and operational standards,
procedures, and guidelines related to DER

How it is used
• DER is something that all utilities will eventually face
• DER planning helps utilities deal with the inevitable upcoming issues that will arise from it

Outcomes
• An interconnected agreement, established tariffs, and reliable electrical distribution system
provide value to the utility and its customers

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/utility-services		
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Utility services

Microgrid impact study

Challenge
• With electricity reliability becoming more critical to customers’ operations, microgrids are being
considered as a possible solution for utility interruptions
• Customers are looking to install microgrids at various locations within a utility’s service area

How it works
• The study examines the impact of the microgrid on the existing electrical distribution system
• It looks at ways to minimize cost, improve renewable energy utilization efficiency, and
maximize profits

How it is used
• Utilities use the results of the study to assist in determining the impact of the microgrid on
their technical, operational, and economic management of the electric distribution system

Outcomes
• Utilities will have a complete study that helps them deal with the impacts of microgrids
in their system

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/utility-services		
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Utility services

Technology strategy and
roadmap development
Challenge
• Utility managers are tasked with developing new business models to meet the needs of an
evolving industry
• 65 percent of electric utilities recognize the need to develop a new business model to combat
declining demand growth

How it works
• Develop a technical strategy
• Provide comprehensive technology spending plan
• Establish a user-friendly review and control process to ensure manageability

How it is used
• It provides management with the tools and best practices to support decisions relative to
spending and implementation plans

Outcomes
• A strategy and roadmap aligns with the utility’s corporate strategic objectives as well as
addresses the utility’s operational functions
• It ensures that current and future technology supports regulatory and statutory requirements

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/utility-services		
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Utility services

Electric utility strategy

Challenge
• Utilities have concerns over the long-term power supply and associated costs
• The skilled workforce is becoming eligible for retirement

How it works
• Phase 1 – Work with utility leadership to address the specific challenges they face
–– Determine specific goals
–– Analyze the evolving landscape
–– Assess the technical infrastructure
• Phase 2 – Deliver a long-term plan that mitigates risk and maximizes value

How it is used
• It helps the utilities manage the costs of power and distribution
• It ensures the reliable supply of power to their customers
• It engages the community throughout the strategic planning process to ensure ongoing input

Outcomes
• There is an actionable roadmap where returns from easily achievable goals
finance following steps
• There is an alignment of all stakeholders around a shared vision and common direction

For more information: www.schneider-electric.com/utility-services		
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Product range
• Primary air insulated switchgear
• Primary gas insulated switchgear
• Secondary air and gas insulated switchgear
• Overhead distribution switchgear
• Overhead distribution FA — Easergy
• Underground distribution FA — Easergy
• Substation protection control and monitoring — Sepam
• Substation protection control and monitoring — MiCOM
• Transformers
• Modular vacuum switchgear

schneider-electric.com/utilities
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Product range

PM102831

PM102834

PM103068

PM103008

PM102833

PE90697

PM103575

PE57993

DM102184

Primary gas insulated switchgear

PE57466

PE90276

PE90208

PE90271

Primary air insulated switchgear

F400

GenieEvo

Masterclad

MCset

NEX

PIX

PIX
Double Busbar

CBGS-0*

CBGS 2

CBGS-2 Rail

GHA

GHA Rail

GMA

WI

WI+

WS

IEC/GOST

IEC/BS

ANSI/IEEE

IEC

IEC

IEC/
GOST

IEC

IEC/ANSI (ENA/UL)

IEC

IEC

IEC/GOST/
CNS/CSA/ENA

IEC/GB
(China)

IEC/GOST/
CNS

IEC/CNS

IEC/EN

IEC/GOST/
CNS

Rated voltage (kV)

Rated voltage (kV)
72.5
52

55

52

40.5

40.5
38
36

36
27
24

24
17.5

17.5

1x

2x

1x

2x

27.5

27.5

27.5

27.5

36

24

24
17.5

24

17.5

15
13.8
12

12

Max. rated current
2500 A

1250 A

Max. rated current
2500 A

4000 A

2750 A

4000 A

2500 A

2500 A

2500 A

2000 A 5000 A**

2500 A

3150 A

2000 A

40 kA

50 kA

31.5 kA

31.5 kA

31.5 kA

25 kA

31.5 kA

31.5 kA

Max. rated short circuit current
31.5 kA
Vacuum

2000 A

2000 A

2500 A
4000 A
(on request)

2000 A

2500 A

2500 A

1250 A

2500 A

31.5 kA

25 kA

25 kA

40 kA

25 kA

31.5 kA

40 kA

25 kA

31.5 kA

Vacuum

Vacuum

Vacuum

Vacuum

Vacuum

Single busbar
system
Fixed type
Mainly with CB
but also switchdisconnector
functions
Separated gas
Less space —
compartments
No gas handling more power very
for CB and
compact design
busbar
Flexible busbar
system
Compact design,
Outer cone cable
flexible cable
connection
connection for
No gas handling
outer cone and
inner cone, no
gas handling

Single and
double
busbar system
Fixed type
CB applications

Single busbar
system
Fixed type
For offshore wind
application,
1 or 2 pole
solution

Single and
double
busbar system
Fixed type
CB applications

Indoor

Indoor

Max. rated short circuit current

31.5 kA

25 kA

63 kA

SF6

Vacuum

Vacuum

50 kA

SF6*

Vacuum

Vacuum*

Vacuum

SF6

SF6

SF6

Vacuum

Single busbar
system, Withdrawable
Circuit Breaker

Single busbar system
Withdrawable
Circuit Breaker

Single busbar
system,
Withdrawable
Circuit Breaker

Double busbar system,
Withdrawable
Circuit Breaker

Single busbar system
Fixed type
Mainly with CB but also
switch-disconnector functions

Single and
double
busbar system
Fixed type
circuit
breaker (CB)
applications

For railway
application 1
or 2 poles
(250 kV BIL)
Single busbar
system
Fixed type
For traction
application,
1 or 2
pole solution

Single and
double busbar
system
Fixed type
CB applications

40 kA
SF6
Single busbar system

Single busbar system Single busbar system
Fixed type
Rear cable access

* Vacuum technology,
please refer to PIX

* SF6 technology,
please refer to MCset

Compact design at 36 kV
Flexible busbar system
Outer cone cable connection
No gas handling

** with fan

Separated gas
compartments
for CB and
busbar
Spacious cable
connection
inner cone

Indoor

Indoor
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Indoor & Outdoor

Indoor

Indoor

Indoor

Indoor
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Indoor

Indoor

Indoor

Single busbar
system
Fixed type
For traction
application
1 or 2 pole
solution

Indoor

Indoor

Separated gas
compartments
for CB and
busbar

Outer
cone cable
connection

Separated gas
compartments
for CB and
busbar
Same small
footprint for
single and
double busbar
systems,
spacious cable
connection
inner cone

Same small
footprint for
SBB and DBB,
spacious
cable
connection
inner cone

Indoor

Indoor
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Product range

Secondary air and gas insulated switchgear

Overhead distribution switchgear

RM6

Ringmaster

IEC

IEC

Rated voltage (kV)

PE55502

Compact

N series

PM6

RL series

SBC

U series

W series

IEC/ANSI

IEC/ANSI

IEC/ANSI

IEC

IEC/ANSI

IEC

IEC/ANSI

IEC/ANSI

Rated voltage (kV)

Technical characteristics

36

36

Suited to straightforward
applications such as typical
overhead feeder installations

36

24

24

WSOS5 (Windows
Switchgear Operating
System 5) is a software
package that allows
the configuration, control,
and monitoring of Schneider
Electric pole-mounted auto
reclosers and sectionalizers

24

13.8
12

12

12

Max. rated current
630 A & 1250 A

630 A

630 A

630 A

630 A

630 A

Option busbar 1250  A
Max. rated short circuit current
25 kA

20 kA

20 kA

25 kA

25 kA

SF6
Vacuum CB

SF6 CB

Vacuum CB
SF6 LBS

Vacuum CB
SF6 LBS

Vacuum CB
SF6 LBS

Wind-dedicated
modular switchgear
combining all MV
functional units used
in wind farms

Compact and modular switchgear combining all MV functional units

Indoor

Indoor &
Outdoor

Complete system of
modular cubicles

Indoor

21 kA

25 kA

20 kA

SF6 CB - SF6 LBS

21 kA
SF6 CB - SF6 LBS

Indoor

Indoor

36
27
24

Max. rated current
800 A

630 A

630 A

630 A

630 A

400 A

12.5 kA

16 kA

20 kA

12.5 kA

6 kA

SF6

SF6

Air

Vacuum/Epoxy Vacuum/Epoxy

Load break
switch

Load break
switch

Air break
switch and
disconnector

Recloser

Battery: 7 Ah, or 12 Ah

Battery: 7 Ah

Max. rated short circuit current

Auxiliary power supply:
115/230 VAC

Auxiliary power supply:
115/230 VAC

16 kA

VT supply via switchgear:
optional

Vacuum/SF6
Dry air
(optional)
Recloser

VT supply via switchgear:
optional

Indoor &
outdoor

38
36

N/A

DC power supply:
optional

Indoor

38

8 inputs, 8 outputs:
optional

Dual AC power supply:
optional

Remote
controlled with Remote
ADVC controller controlled with
Easergy T300
Advanced
P control unit
protection,
control, and
Manual or
communication automatic load
break switch
Sectionalizer
capabilities

Remote
controlled
with ADVC
controller
or ADVC Lite
Manual or
automatic
load break
switch
Sectionalizer
capabilities
on voltage and
current
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PE90714

Ultra

PE90712

PE90713

FBX
IEC

PE90715

Flusarc
IEC

PE90711

DVCAS
IEC/ANSI/UL

PE90709

SM6
IEC

PE90836

PE90702

PE90703

PE90704

PE90700

PE57770

ADVC Controller

DM102666

Air insulated switchgear Gas insulated switchgear

Manually
operated

Remote
controlled
with ADVC
controller

Single Wire
Earth Return
recloser
Remote
controlled
with ADVC
controller
or ADVC Lite

Advanced
protection,
control, and
communication Advanced
protection,
control, and
communication

344
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Product range

Overhead distribution feeder automation

Underground distribution feeder automation

Easergy

Easergy

ADVC 2

Easergy range dedicated
to remote control system

Capacity for 400 Easergy
type devices

Easergy
T300P

Easergy
Flite 116-SA/
G200

Easergy
Flite 110-SA

Easergy
Flite 210, 230

Easergy Flite
312, 315, 332,
335, 382

Dedicated controller Overhead switch
for N, U, W
control unit
reclosers, and RL
sectionalizer

Communicating
fault passage
indicator
for overhead
networks

Fault passage
indicator for
overhead networks

Fault current
detectors
for overhead
networks

Fault current
detectors
for overhead
networks

Phase and earth
current, directional,
voltage, frequency,
harmonics

Single-phase
ammetric detector

Single-phase
ammetric detector

Three-phase
ammetric
detectors

Three-phase
directional
detectors

Control of 1 or 2
switches, PM6, or
other load break
switches

schneider-electric.com/utilities

Easergy Flair
21D, 22D, 23D,
23DM

Easergy
Flair 219, 279

Easergy
T300

Easergy
T200E

Fault passage
indicator for MV
substations
DIN format

Fault passage
indicator for MV
substation
Wall mounted

Control unit for MV and
MV/LV substations

Phase-to-phase
and phase-to-earh
Fault Passage
Indicators with
LCD display for
settings and
monitoring
Compatible with
all types of neutral
system and
communication
capability

Phase-to-phase
and phase-to-earh
Fault Passage
Indicator settings
configurable with
dip-switches

Control of 1 to
16 switches, RM6,
FBX, SM6 and
other cubicle

Control of
4 switches,
dedicated to
Ringmaster

Including FPI, backup power supply,
local automation, IEC 870-5-101/104,
DNP3 or modbus protocols, various
communication media (GPRS, 3G,
PSTN, radio, Ethernet, etc.)

PE56830

Accessory

PE58141

MV/LV
Substation
Power Supply

PM100592

PE90718

DM103098

Remote
Network
Monitoring

DM103099

Remote
Network Control

PE57922

PE57929

PE57927

PE90724

Local Fault
Indication

PE57924

Local Fault
Indication

PE57923

Remote
Network
Monitoring

PE90722

PE56266

Easergy
L500

Glossary

Remote
Network Control

PM103550

Recloser
Controller

Underground network

PE90717

Overhead network

PE57787

Dedicated
Supervision for
Easergy Range

Easergy
R200, ATS100

Easergy
Flair 200C

Easergy
PS100

Premset cubicle
monitoring
and control unit

Communicating
fault passage
indicator for MV
substation

Power supply and Self-powered
battery charger, 12 voltage presence
& 24 VDC or 12 & indicating system
48 VDC, for MV/LV
substations

1 or 2 Fault Passage
Indicators functions,
compatible with all
earthing systems

VPIS V2

Including voltage
output version
(VPIS V0) for
connection to
a VD23 voltage
presence relay

346
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Product range

Substation protection control and monitoring

Substation protection control and monitoring

Sepam

MiCOM

For demanding applications

For custom applications

•C
 ompact case provides
standardized dimensions
(< 100 mm deep)

• Directional overcurrent
protection for dual
incomers, couplings, and
closed-loop feeders

• Standardized dimensions
for enhanced protection of
incomers/feeders, transformer,
motor, generator, busbar, and
capacitor-bank applications

• Easy software setup
• Two

86-cycle fault records,
last trip fault values and last
64 time-tagged alarms
• Self-test diagnostics
•W
 ide range of control power
inputs (AC/DC)
•B
 reaker/failure function for
S24 and T24

• Directional overcurrent
protection for dual
incomers, couplings, and
closed-loop feeders
• Current and voltage inputs
•S
 etting software with Boolean
logic equation assistance
• CT/VT and trip
circuit supervision
• Sixteen seconds of fault
recording configurable for
multiple captures, detailed
history of last 5 trip reports,
and retention of last 200
time-tagged alarms
• 16 RTD inputs

• Setting software with Boolean
logic equation assistance
• CT/VT and trip
circuit supervision
• Sixteen seconds of fault
recording configurable for
multiple captures, detailed
history of last 5 trip reports,
and retention of last 200 timetagged alarms
• Optional mimic-based display
units are available to view
a portion of single-line and
phasor diagrams
• Battery backup for
historical and fault waveform
data retention
• Synchro-checks
module available
• 16 RTD inputs

Applications

Fulfills the basic/medium
requirements of industrial, utility,
and building applications, providing
simplicity and ease-of-use in a wide
range of installations.
• Scalable

solutions where type and
quantity of protection features are
model dependent

• Differential protection of
transformer or machine
transformer units

• Flexible logic equations available
on most models

• Differential protection of
motors and generators

• Compact hardware options for
easy installation

• Protection for
incomers, couplings, and
important feeders

• Multilanguage HMI
• Advanced protection functions

• Expanded logic-equation
capabilities
• Graphical assistance for
setting software

• Optional mimic-based display
units are available to view
a portion of single-line and
phasor diagrams

max 48

max 60

Boolean Logic
Equation

flexible logic (model dependent)

fully programmable

fully programmable

RS232 front port/1 rear port/
1 optional second rear port

RS232 front port/1 rear port/
1 optional second rear port

RS232 front port/1 rear port/
1 optional second rear port

No

Yes Edition 1

Yes Edition 1 & 2

0 to 28

0 to 42

4 to 16

5 to 23

Communication
Ports

Communication
Ports

1 to 2

1 to 2

1 to 2

2 to 4

IEC 61850 Protocol

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Goose Message

No

No

Yes

Yes
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• Scalable input/output hardware
•S
 urface and flush mounted
depending on requirements
(including detachable HMI option)
• Operating voltage selectable via
as well as compact case models
software for opto inputs.
are available

max 82

4 to 8

Yes

• Full

Programmable Scheme Logic
available with graphic configuration
tool for easy setting

max 9

0 to 10

Yes

•P
 rotection functions available
for isolated/Petersen coil
earthed systems

• Configurable communication
protocol IEC 61850 Editions 1 or 2

max 12

4 to 8

No

• Input/output quantity selectable
based on requirements

•E
 C 62439 redundancy protocols
Parallel Redundancy Protocol
and High-availability Seamless
Redundancy with dual IP addresses

Logic Outputs

0 to 10

Yes

•P
 rotection with bay level
control options to facilitate
feeder management

Fulfills the protection requirements for
a wide market of utility and industrial
applications and offers a wide range
of protection functions.

Logic Inputs

Logic Outputs

IEC 61850 Protocol

Fulfills the protection requirements
of utility and industrial applications
with a particular focus on
integrated feeder control and
provides dedicated railway
protection devices.

Characteristics

Logic Inputs

Redundancy

Series P40

• Full

Programmable Scheme Logic
and function keys

• Battery backup for
historical and fault waveform
data retention

Characteristics

Glossary

Series P30

PM100526

For demanding applications

•B
 acklit LCD graphic
bitmap display

Series P20

PM100527

For usual applications

MiCOM

PM100517

Applications

•1
 6 inverse time overcurrent
characteristic curves

Series 80

PE60305

Series 60

PE60304

Series 40

PE88030

Series 20

PE88030

Sepam

max 64

348

349

Product range

Transformers

Transformers

Oil distribution transformers

Max. rated power

Special transformers

Minera

Minera Pole-mounted

Minera HE+

3.15

0.5

1.6

Max. rated power

(MVA)

Minera SGrid

Minera Ex

Minera R

Minera E

Minera PV

1

60

80

15 kA (earth fault

3.2

(MVA)

Max. rated voltage

36

36

36

Max. rated voltage

(kV)

current)
36

36

170

72

36

(kV)

Indoor/outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor/outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Features and

Ground-mounted and pole-mounted

Pole-mounted oil immersed transformer

High-efficiency transformer with amorphous

Features and

Transformer suitable

Zone 1 and Zone 2

Rectifier transformer for

Designed to create

Transformer for

application

oil immersed transformer

Phases: three-phase units (single-phase

core technology available

application

for renewable power

explosion-proof

railways, metals, and

the HV network neutral

residential

Three-phase units

available on request)

generation

transformer for mines and renewable

point and to limit the

PV generation

It features an on-load

the oil and gas industries.

Rectifier feeder (Rectifier

fault current in the

Natural cooled (ONAN)

tap changer

Hazardous zones (Atex

Transformer range)

phase-earth connection

or air-forced (ONAF)

Transformer range)

Medium power
transformers

Cast resin transformers

Naturally cooled (ONAN)
or air forced (ONAF)

Special transformers

Max. rated power

Trihal

Tricast

Resiglas

Minera MP

15

25

25

100

36

52

36

170

(MVA)
Max. rated voltage

Siltrim

Vegeta

Imprego

Imprego AT

R-Cool

3.3

25

0.4

0.4

15

36

72.5

1.1

1.1

36

Indoor/outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Max. rated power

(kV)

(MVA)

Indoor/outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Indoor and outdoor

Features and

Cast resin dry transformer.

Cast resin dry transformer

Suitable for power supply

Hermetically sealed or

application

Indoor: IP00, IP21 or IP31

Indoor: IP00, IP21 or IP31

of nonlinear loads with high

breathing with conservator

Outdoor IP44

Outdoor IP44

harmonic Contents

Low flammability dielectric

Highly rated to standards

Highly rated to standards

(transformers with k-factor)

liquids (Vegeta ranges)

Features and

Very compact

The safest transformer

Air-conditioned special

for environmental, climate,

for environmental, climate,

Has a flexible design

High capacity of cooling

application

distribution transformer

for the environment and

dry-type transformer,

and fire resistance

and fire resistance

(adjustment of impedances)

options such as ONAN,

adapted to fit into

people, using

which is designed to

ONAF, ODAF, OFAF, or OFWF

reduced spaces such as

biodegradable vegetable

achieve high IP ratings

Max. rated voltage
(kV)

wind towers and offshore oil as dielectric medium

and an efficient cooling

oil & gas platforms

solution that cannot be
reached with conventional
enclosures and cooling

Glossary
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Product range

Easergy T300 modular Remote Terminal Unit
& Smart grid communication node

Modular vacuum switchgear
Premset

RTU

PE90845

PE90722

2SIS

Premset

Easergy T300

IEC/GOST/GB

EC 61557-12
IEC 61000-4-30 Class S
IEC 61131-3
IEC 62351/IEEE1686

12

Applications
Fault detection, MV network monitor & control,
MV Volt/VAR management, self-healing,
LV network management

17.5

Powerful
Advanced features (IEC61850 data model), enabling
powerful monitoring (IEC61557-12 & IEC61000-4-30),
control, and automation functions (IEC61131-3 framework)

Max. rated current
1250 A

Max. rated short circuit
current

Simple
Installation (wireless and self-powered sensors),
commissioning, and maintenance made easier
(Web Server)

25 kA
Vacuum LBS, CB and
transformer protection

Flexible
Easy customization thanks to modern architecture,
scalability, and simple on-site upgradability

Compact modular
switchgear with
3-in-1 architecture
for breaking
disconnection
and earthing

Connected
Compliant with the latest standards, with local or remote
maintenance (IEC61850-90-5, Ready for 4G)

Indoor & Outdoor

Secure
Compliant with the latest cybersecurity standards and
regulations (IEEE P1686, IEC62351)

Watch the video

Glossary
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2SIS = S
 hielded Solid Insulation System

DMZ = Demilitarized Zone

HVAC = Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning

NSSS = Nuclear Steam Systems Supplier

ADEME = Agence de l’Environnement et de la Maîtrise de
l’Energie (French Agency for Environment and
Energy Management)

DRMS = Demand Response Management System

IAEA = International Atomic Energy Agency

NTL = Non-technical Loss

DSCADA = Distribution Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition

ICS = Industrial Control System

OEM = Original Equipment Manufacturer

ICS-CERT = Industrial Control Systems Computer

OMS = Outage Management System

Emergency Response Team

OpEx = Operational Expenditure

IEA = International Energy Agency

OSGP = Open Smart Grid Protocol

IEC = International Electrotechnical Commission

OT = Operations Technology

IED = Intelligent Electronic Device

PCC = Power Control Center

INL = Idaho National Laboratory

PCS = Power Control System

IoT = Internet of Things

PV = Photovoltaics

IP = Internet Protocol

RCC = Renewable Control Center

IPCC = Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

RMS voltage/current = Root Mean Square voltage/current

ISO = Independent System Operator

RTU = Remote Terminal Unit

IT = Informational Technology

SA = Substation Automation

kVA = Kilovolt-amp

SAIDI = System Average Interruption Duration Index

LADWP = Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power

SAIFI = System Average Interruption Frequency Index

EU = European Union
EV = Electric Vehicle

LAN = Local Area Network

FA = Feeder Automation

LCOE = Levelized Cost of Energy

FERC = Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

LV = Low Voltage

GDP = Gross Domestic Product

MDM = Meter Data Management

GIS = Geographic Information System

MV = Medium Voltage

GPRS = General Packet Radio Service

NERC = North American Electric
Reliability Corporation

VPN = Virtual Private Network

NIS = Network and Information Security

WAN = Wide Area Networks

ADMS = Advanced Distribution Management System
AMI = Advanced Metering Infrastructure
AMS = Asset Management System
ASME = American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ATS = Automatic Transfer System
BELCO = Bermuda Electric Light Company
BMS = Building Management System
BWP = Burbank Water and Power
CapEx = Capital Expenditure
CCHP = Combined Cooling, Heat, and Power
CHP = Combined Heat and Power
CIM = Computer-Integrated Manufacturing
CIP = Critical Infrastructure Protection
CIS = Customer Information System
CPU = Central Processing Unit
CRM = Customer Relationship Management
DA = Distribution Automation
DC = Direct Current
DCS = Distributed Control System
DER = Distributed Energy Resource
DG = Distributed Generation

DSM = Demand Side Management
DSO = Distribution System Operator
EAM = Enterprise Asset Management
EDF = Electricite de France
EESS = Electrical Energy Storage System
EMS = Energy Management System
ENTSO-E = European Network of Transmission System
Operators for Electricity
ERP = Enterprise Resource Planning
ESB = Electricity Supply Board
ESRI = Environmental Systems Research Institute
ETS = Emissions Trading System

HMI = Human-machine Interface
HV = High Voltage

DLMS-IDIS = Device Language Message Specification Interoperable Device Interface Specification

NIST = National Institute of Standards
and Technology

DMS = Distribution Management System

NQA-1 = Nuclear Quality Assurance
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SCADA = Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SIEM = Security Information and Event Management
SOC = Security Operation Center
TCP = Transmission Control Protocol
TSO = Transmission System Operator
UPS = Uninterruptible Power Supply
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Notes
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